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Abstract

Disease: Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy is a late onset muscular dystrophy char-
acterised by dysphagia, ptosis and limb weakness. The disease has a rate of occurrence
of 1 per 80,000 in the general population but a significantly higher incidence in the
Burkha-Jewish, French Canadian and Hispanic populations.

Therapeutic strate : Numerous scientific reports have examined the effect of myo-
statin inhibitors in inherited and acquired muscular dystrophies, atrophies and my-
opathies. Here we evaluated the effect of treatment with the myostatin blocking an-
tibody RK35 on the disease progression of OPMD and associated muscle atrophy in
a murine model of OPMD. Subsequently, in order to facilitate disease diagnosis and
monitoring effectiveness of the treatment regimen, we evaluated select transcripts, pro-
teins and metabolites as possible biomarker candidates.

Methods: A17 OPMD mice at various ages were treated by intraperitoneal injection
with 10mg/kg of RK35 for 10 weeks weekly, and a range of physiological, histological,
mass spectrometric and biochemical parameters of disease progression monitored. Gas
chromatograpy based mass spectrometric analysis was then conducted in-order to iden-
tify possible markers of disease progression in mouse sera.

Results: Myostatin blockade in the A17 OPMD mice at an early stage of disease pro-
gression over a period of 10 weeks (12-22 weeks of age) significantly reduced loss of
body and muscle mass, increased muscle strength, increased myofibre diameter and
reduced expression of markers of muscle fibrosis. A similar treatment regimen in A17
OPMD mice at an advanced stage of disease progression (42-52 weeks of age) partially
restored body mass and increased muscle mass. A disease profile is subsequently pre-
sented from the perspective of potential biomarker candidates identified by serum mass
spectrometry.

Conclusion: Inhibition of myostatin by the clinically relevant monoclonal antibody
RK35 delays disease progression, muscle atrophy and fibrosis, in the early stages of
OPMD. In more advanced disease stages, RK35 treatment improved body and mus-
cle mass, but not myofibre diameter indicating a partial reversal of the muscle atrophy,
and amelioration of the disease phenotype.
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The evolution of life in different physical
habitats across aerial, aquatic, fossorial and ter-
restrial environments presents a unique challenge

and must be overcome by an organism to forage, mate,
shelter and to escape predators. Locomotion is essential
for survival, and as such over the course of time has been
under a strong selective pressure, with animals adapting
their musculo-skeletal structures to increase efficacy for
their most used behaviour; for example, migratory ani-
mals have adapted themselves to be energy efficient for
movement over large distances, whereas non-migratory
animals that require quick bursts of momentum to
escape predators are likely to have a costly but very fast
locomotion. Arthropods such as the crustaceans have a
greater need for muscle plasticity as they undergo a series
of atrophy and regrowth during their stages of moulting
and subsequently is essential for the growth and survival
of the species itself 244. Fishes on the other hand display a
remarkable control over the size of muscle fibres in order
to maximise energy efficiency and balance diffusional
constraints especially in Arctic habitats 193.
This versatility of the muscle cell is determined by many
factors that are intricately controlled from the onset of
myogenesis to adulthood (such as resistive/endurance
based activity, electrical simulation/denervation, a
heavy load/ microgravity, nutritional and calorific sup-
ply/hypoxia and calorie restriction) which results in
the muscle tissue to be highly responsive to functional
demands by bringing a change in the physiological prop-
erties of the muscle (twitch speed, specific and absolute
force, oxidative capacity and endurance) as well as the
intra-cellular and extra-cellular regulatory mechanisms
encompassed in the contractile apparatus 122. The discov-
ery, analysis and modification of these factors will have
numerous therapeutic and agricultural implications.
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Understanding the mechanism by which myostatin

regulat muscle mass will be critical not only for under-

standing the control of tissue size in general but also for

developing new strategi for increasing muscle growth

both for human therapeutic applications and for livestock

production.

Lee 224

Chapter 1

Introduction to biology, function and therapeutic ap-

plication of myostatin

1.1 The skeletal muscle

Muscles transform neural control signals into forces that act upon the body segments to ef-

fect a coordinated motor task. They represent the classic biological example of a structure-

function relationship and are primarily responsible for maintenance of and changes in pos-

ture, locomotion, as well as movement of internal organs, such as the contraction of the

heart and peristalsis. The muscle tissues are derived from the mesodermal layer of embry-

onic germ cells in a process known as myogenesis45. The processes involved in myogenesis

(the formation of skeletal musculature during embryonic development) is common among
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all vertebrates, and broadly involves the commitment of stem cells to myogenic precursor

cell (MPC) pools, followed by differentiation into myoblasts, migration and fusion to form

myotubes, while simultaneously undergoing a myogenic-lineage pathway to transform into

fusion competent myoblasts 195.

1.1.1 Skeletal muscle histology

The skeletal muscle structure integrates contractile and structural elements in-order to ef-

fect contraction. A layer of dense connective epimysieal tissue surrounds each muscle, and

is usually continuous with the tendon of a muscle 109. A muscle is composed of numerous

fascicles composed of bundles of muscle fibres separated by the perimysium (with arterioles

and veins running between the fascicles) 109. Another structure in the perimysial connective

tissue are the muscle spindle fibres which acts in a sensory capacity and is associated with

the coordination of muscle activity and stretch, and the maintenance of muscle tone. They

are found in all muscles except those of the face 109. Endomysium ultimately separates indi-

vidual muscle fibres from each other, and is usually associated with the extracellular matrix.

Transverse sections of muscles usually reveal multinucleated, polygonal fibres ranging be-

tween 40 to 80 microns in diameter 109. It is usually possible to differentiate one fibre from

the other, with the intramyofibrillar space often appearing as one continuous netweork un-

der the microscope 109. Skeletal muscle extracellular matrix (ECM) strongly affects muscle’s

normal function, its ability to adapt, and the biological reservoir of muscle stem cells that

it provides. Biomechanical studies support the idea the ECM bears the majority of muscle

passive load, which implies that clinical examination of patient range of motion and stiff-

ness primarily reflect their ECM properties. In addition, while muscle pathology is typically
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described in terms of altered fibre type, fibre size distribution or centralized nuclei, nearly

every pathological change reported in muscle is also associated to some degree with ECM

fibrosis 109.

Skeletal muscle fibres are divided into multiple types based on twitch speed. Type I my-

ofibers are the slow-twitch fibers, also referred to as slow-oxidative fibres. They are charac-

terised by a slow contraction time following electrical stimulation, are usually recruited first

in the henneman recruitment 24. They are ideally suited for sustained, low-level activity. To

accomplish this, they are equipped with numerous large mitochondria and relatively abun-

dant intracellular lipid for oxidative metabolism 165. In contrast to the type I fibres, the type

II fast-twitch muscle fibre has a predominant glycolytic metabolism, poor vasculature, rela-

tively abundant glycogen stores and decreased activity of oxidative enzymes resulting from

fewer mitochondria as compared to the slow-twitch muscles 165. The type II myofibres are

further divided into types IIa (fast aerobic or intermediate twitch myofibre), and IIb (fast

glycolitive or fast twitch myofibres). In small mammals, a fourth myosin heavy chain iso-

form, MHCIIx is present that has an intermediate contractile speed between the MHCIIa

and MHCIIb isoform 165. Muscle fibres of a single motor unit are uniform in their fibre

type, though randomly scattered 109. The proportion of each fibre type, however, varies

considerably between muscles and even in different regions of the same muscle.

1.1.2 Skeletal muscle ultrastructure

The basic contractile unit of the muscle fibre is the sarcomere. Three distinct regions are

observed, namely two Z-lines flanking ethe ends and one M-line localized centrally in the

sarcomere. The Z-line is composed mainly of a-actin in and provides support for the hori-
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zontal thin filaments which are perpendicularly oriented towards the M-line in both sides

of the Z-line79. The M-line is composed of myomesin, M-protein and creatine kinase and

provides support for the horizontal thick filaments which are perpendicularly oriented

towards the Z-line in both sides of the M-line79. Titin is a large elastic protein that spans

from the Z-line to the M-line and closely associates with the thick filaments, playing a major

role in the maintenance of the alignment and orientation of the thick filaments in the sar-

comere 383. Multiple helically oriented actin molecules form the F-actin. Tropomyosin and

troponin are attached to the thin filament at regular intervals to prevent “misfire” result-

ing in unwanted contractions. The length of the thin filament is thought to be controlled

by a giant protein, nebulin, although this function remains contentious 256. The thick fila-

ment is mainly composed of myosin molecules comprising two heavy chains and four light

chains, arranged as a a-helix, resulting in the rod-like structure of the thick filament. The

N-terminal region of the myosin molecule has actin-binding sites and ATPase properties.

Shortening of the sarcomere and muscle contraction is based on the sliding of the thick

and thin filaments which occurs through the interaction of the myosin head with the actin

molecule 182.

The sarcolemma has special membrane invaginations known as the t-tubules that assist

in expediting the transfer of the action potential (from the neuromuscular junction) to the

flanking sarcoplasmic reticulum (terminal cisternae) 181. The action potential (received from

a neuron) travels across the sarcolemma, through the transverse (t) tubules where it causes a

conformational change in the dihydropyridine receptors (DHP) , that are physically linked

to the ryanodine receptors (Ryr) resulting in the opening of the calcium channels of the sar-

coplasmic reticulum. The tropomyosin hinders the actin’s myosin binding sites, preventing
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muscle contraction in a resting muscle. The binding of troponin with the calcium ions (re-

leased from the sarcoplasmic reticulum) shifts the tropomyosin and allows actin to bind to

myosin for muscle contraction. This reaction is reversed when the sarcoplasmic concentra-

tion of calcium decreases 357.

1.2 Introduction to myostatin

Myostatin and the closely related growth differentiation factor 11 (GDF11) are believed to

have separated from the ancestral gene, after the divergence of the Pisc from the universal

common ancestor *, sharing similar hallmarks and displaying remarkable sequence homol-

ogy with up to 90% similarity in the mature region of the protein when comparing the

Pisc to mammals 131,238. Lee 224 proposes the physiological action of myostatin to be similar

to a chalone for skeletal muscle †, and numerous studies indeed demonstrate that increased

expression of myostatin does lead to reduced skeletal muscle mass caused by downregula-

tion of muscle specific genes and reduced cardiac integrity caused by atrophy 110,320,436. Con-

versely, a knock down or knock out of myostatin results in a hyper muscular characteristic

in animals and humans.
*InDrosophila melanogaster, there exists the ancestral myoglanin gene which is believed to be related to

myostatin
†Proposed by Bullough 51 , a chalone being tissue secreted chemical effector, which acts as a negative regula-

tor of tissue size by directly or indirectly influencing mitosis
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1.3 Structure and regulation of myostatin gene and protein

1.3.1 Structure of the myostatin gene

The myostatin gene (MSTN, 2q32.2) spans two introns and three exons with the last exon

coding for the (mature protein) bioactive domain 141. The myostatin promoter has several

muscle specific cis elements (E-box clusters) for the myogenic regulatory factors (MRF)

such as MyoD, Myf5, myogenin and MRF4 359. The expression profile of the MRFs todotypo

(MyoD, and Myf5 being expressed in the proliferating and fusing myoblasts and myotubes;

myogenin being expressed in differentiating myotubes; and MRF4 being expressed in ter-

minal myogenic differentiation) and the proximity of the clusters to the promoter suggests

a cooperative regulation of transcription and imply a high transcriptional control of myo-

statin during myogenesis 359. MSTN has three mRNA start sites at nucleotide positions

-76, -116 and -166 with the latter two start sites producing cDNAs of expected lengths 141.

Expression of myostatin though primarily found in skeletal muscle tissues 198,264, has also

been recorded in lower levels in other tissue types Deng et al. 98 , such as the adipose tis-

sues 264, mammary glands 190, Purkinje fibres and cardiomyocytes 351, spleen, lymphocytes 243,

placenta 277, and in the uterine gland during adenomyosis61.

1.3.2 Post-translational processing of the myostatin protein

The myostatin pre-protein (375 amino acid residues) consists of three regions (of the signal

peptide, pro-peptide and mature region), which are proteolytically cleaved to unmask the

mature protein. The first cleavage removes the 24 amino acid signal peptide region (respon-

sible for targeting protein to secretory pathway) from the N terminus of the protein 224,337.
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The ensuing secretion of myostatin is proposed to follow two distinct pathways (leading

to local and systemic pools of myostatin), which differ by the location of the subsequent

cleavage events of the pre-protein from the mature peptide.

The canonical pathway includes the processing of myostatin along the intra-cellular se-

cretory pathway. The pro-myostatin in the endoplasmic reticulum undergoes homodimeri-

sation during which the mature protein (C-terminal fragment at about 12 kDa), folds into

the classical hand architecture: each monomer having four β-sheet fingers, a cysteine knot

motif in the palm region, and a major helix at the wrist along with a pre-helix loop which

interacts with an anti-parallel monomer to form the dimer in a palm-to-palm orientation

by an intermolecular disulfide bond63. The N-terminal pro-peptide region also undergoes

a homodimerisation event and is separated from the mature protein by a tetrabasic cleavage

site. The second proteolytic event structurally separates the pro-peptide region from the

mature protein at the RSRR site and is believed to occur at the Golgi apparatus mediated

by furin pre-protein convertases48,258. The mature protein thus formed has distinct sur-

faces that render specificity to receptor binding sites, namely: two convex β-sheet (finger)

regions and two concave (finger-tip) regions. Subsequent to the cleavage event, the pro-

peptide re-associates with the mature protein in a non-covalent manner, regulating folding

and “activation” of the mature peptide, in a structure termed as the latancey associated pep-

tide (LAP)63. The LAP - myostatin complex is thus secreted by the cell and is abundant in

the serum, contributing to the systemic pool of myostatin 166,436. The final “activation” is

initiated by a cleavage event believed to be regulated by the BMP-1 metallo-proteases that

disrupts the bond between the pro-protein and the mature protein, releasing the latter and

permitting the subsequent initiation of signalling cascades 224.
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An alternative pathway for myostatin secretion was proposed by Anderson et al. 8 wherein

the second proteolytic event during myostatin processing (by the furin pre-protein con-

vertases) occurred in an extra-cellular environment (rather than at the intra-cellular golgi

apparatus). This was achieved by the latent TGF-β binding proteins (LTBP) which con-

tributed to a local pool of pro-myostatin that is present endogenously in skeletal muscle (in

addition to serum myostatin) regulating muscle physiology in specific muscle groups, and is

discussed later on in this chapter.

1.3.3 Regulation of myostatin expression

The regulation of myostatin signalling is achieved by multiple pathways including at the

level of the transcript by miRNAs 107,178,205,260,353, the level of the protein by different binding

factors and at the level of signalling pathways wherein myostatin cleavage from the pro-

peptide is controlled by the SMAD proteins 224. The major myostatin binding proteins

come from the follistatin domain family. The first subfamily includes binding proteins

such as follistatin and glycoproteins encoded by the follistatin-related gene (FLRG), and

the second subfamily consisting of secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC),

Growth and differentiation factor-associated serum protein-1 (GASP-1) and other proteins

associated with the extra-cellular matrix.

Follistatin binds with myostatin and prevents receptor association

Follistatin is a highly conserved secreted glycoprotein and acts as a broad spectrum antag-

onist for myostatin and Activin-a64. Follistatin has an N terminal domain which binds to

the concave surface of the myostatin protein, and two follistatin domains (FSD1 and FSD2)
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which bind the convex β-sheet fingers. Two follistatin proteins hence surround each myo-

statin ligand preventing receptor association64. The heparin binding domain in follistatin

also causes endocytosis of the bound myostatin ligand and eventual intra-cellular diges-

tion64.

FSTL-3 is another member of the follistatin family63. The role of FSTL-3 in the regu-

lation of muscle mass is currently unclear, as though FSTL-3 is shown to block myostatin

activity in vitro and increase muscle growth in vivo, reports have however also shown that

a homozygous FSTL-3−/− mouse possesses normal muscle mass and subsequent loss of

function studies reported no change in the anatomy and physiology of the model 226.

GASP-1 regulates myostatin signalling by steric inhibition and receptor as-

sociation

Growth and differentiation factor-associated serum protein-1 (GASP-1), is shown to bind to

myostatin at physiological conditions to regulate myostatin bio-availability in the serum 167.

It contains structural elements of whey acidic protein domain, an Ig domain, two tan-

dem Kunitz domains, a netrin domain and also contains a homologous domain to the cys-

teine repeat reminiscent of follistatin278. However, due to the absence of a characteristic

hydrophobic insertion at the C-terminal cysteine rich region (between cysteines 5-6, respon-

sible for the formation of the kazal protease inhibitor loop) which attenuates the protease

activity in other proteins of the subfamily (e.g. SPARC), GASP-1 retains and functions as a

protease inhibitor against serine proteases and metalloproteases 167. This is evidenced by the

complex series of interactions it participates in with myostatin in that the mature myostatin

protein and the myostatin pro-peptide independently compete to bind to GASP-1 167. The
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follistatin domain may regulate the binding of myostatin to GASP-1 in a manner consis-

tent with other binding proteins of the follistatin family and subsequently prevent receptor

association. Hill et al. 167 further suggest the possibility of GASP-1 regulating myostatin bio-

availability in a manner independent of the follistatin domain by antagonising the follow-

ing essential cleavage steps during protein processing: the processing of myostatin protein

by inhibiting the BMP-1 metalloprotease and the cleavage of the (non-covalently bound)

pro-peptide from the mature region of the protein.

LTBP binds secreted myostatin to extracellular matrix regulating bioavail-

ability

The LTBP are a family of four proteins that bind to TGF-β (via an 8-cysteine rich motif)

functioning as a chaperone during their respective secretory pathways 324 and associates with

both the pro-myostatin and the processed protein. Indeed, the pro-myostatin is linked non-

covalently to the LTBP, and enables the presence of an extra-cellular pool of myostatin.

On the contrary for the LAP-MSTN complex, the pro-peptide of myostatin is associated

with the LTBP by a disulfide bond, whereas the mature ligand interacts with the LTBP by

non-covalent means 8. Interestingly for a stable complex to form between the LTBP and

myostatin, the mature myostatin must be associated with the pro-peptide, as neither the

pro-peptide or the mature protein alone can associate with the LTBP8. Of the 4 proteins in

the LTBP family, LTBP-2 associates with non-glycosylated pro-myostatin that is retained in

the endoplasmic reticulum (and consequently not competent for secretion), while LTBP-

3 associates with glycosylated pro-myostatin that can be secreted 324,379. Once secreted, the

LTBP-myostatin complex covalently binds to the extra-cellular matrix, subsequently requir-
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ing a two-step activation process: the disassociation of the pro-myostatin protein from the

LTBP and further cleavage by extra-cellular furin protease to initiate the signalling cascade,

resulting in a tissue-level/local control of myostatin bio-availability8.

1.4 Interaction of myostatin with cellular signalling pathways

1.4.1 Canonical myostatin signalling is effected through the ACTRIIB path-

way

Canonical myostatin signalling relies upon the binding of C terminal dimers of the ma-

ture myostatin protein, to the Activin type II B receptor (ACTRIIB), a transmembrane

serine/threonine kinase and to a lesser degree ACTRIIA228,318. The binding to ACTRIIB

is facilitated by the convex surface of the mature myostatin protein 376 which stimulates re-

cruitment of an activin receptor like kinases (Alk), Alk 4 and 5 which bind to the wrist helix

and finger region of the mature myostatin protein 147,227. The recruitment of Alk 4/5 leads

to the activation of their latent kinase activity and results in the phosphorylation of serines

residues at the carboxy terminal domain of (receptor regulated) R-SMADs 2 and 3. The

phosphorylated R-SMAD complex SMAD 2/3 then forms a heterodimeric complex with

the co-SMAD 4, and translocates to the nucleus and effects transcriptional control of the

ubiquitin proteolytic pathways6,100,259. Within the SMAD signalling cascade, SMAD 7,

works as a negative feedback inhibitor by acting on the myostatin promoter 124. SMAD 7

also interrupts the association of the SMAD 2/3 and SMAD 4 by competitive binding, in-

hibiting the formation of the transcription factor complex 162,289. The inhibitory association

by SMAD 7 with R-SMADS further results in the recruitment of the E3 ubiquitin ligases

and eventual degradation of the (DNA binding) complex425.
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Recombinant mature myostatin has been shown to reversibly inhibit the myogenic dif-

ferentiation of myoblasts by downregulating MyoD, Myogenin, Myf5 and p21 via canonical

signalling 20,266,279. Myostatin has been shown to downregulate MyoD by a FOXO1 depen-

dent mechanism 20,259.

1.4.2 SMAD4 as a limiting factor between canonical ACTRIIB and BMP signalling

The bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) also form part of the TGF-β superfamily and

from two studies in 2013 were implicated to interact with myostatin signalling 340,419. The

binding of BMPs (such as BMP7 and BMP14) to their receptors and subsequent phospho-

rylation of R-SMADs 1/5/8 results in the formation of a hetero-trimeric complex (figure:

1.1). This complex binds to the co-SMAD SMAD 4 forming the transcription effecting

complex, which similarly translocates to the nucleus to effect transcription of target genes.

SMAD 4 forms the common link and limiting factor between canonical myostatin and

BMP signalling pathways (figure: 1.1). Sartori et al. 340 suggest that the muscle hypertro-

phy observed upon myostatin inhibition is not due to the absence of the synthesis of atro-

genes (genes that influence atrophy of muscle tissue) resultant from canonical myostatin

signalling, but rather due to an increased BMP signalling. The authors propose that it is

the balance of BMP and myostatin signalling that is crucial for maintaining muscle mass

(figure: 1.1) 340. The resultant BMP signalling causes an increase in cellular growth (without

associated satellite cell activation and nuclear accretion) in the skeletal muscle which leads to

the characteristic double-muscling phenotype in myostatin null mutants 340.
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Figure 1.1: Myosta n and BMP pathways jointly regulate muscle mass: SMAD4 is the limi ng factor between myosta n and BMP signalling.a Excessive
myosta n signalling causes muscle atrophy as compared to (b) signalling effected in a healthy ssue. However, (c) inhibi on of myosta n results in excessive
BMP signalling, leading to muscle hypertrophy.
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1.4.3 Myostatin signalling interacts with IGF-1 pathway by forming a feed-

back loop with Akt

Insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) increases muscle growth via the IGF-1/PI3K/Akt/mTOR

pathway and is shown to interact with the canonical myostatin signalling via Akt. SMAD2/3,

which participates in the canonical myostatin signalling functions as an inhibitor of Akt

(which itself serves as an indirect activator of mTOR), whereas mTOR is an inhibitor

of SMAD2/3 in a feedback loop 157,186,339,382. Studies show IGF1 to be dominant over myo-

statin signalling in cultured muscle cells, however overexpression of myostatin has been

shown to inhibit IGF17, due to an increased Akt activity evidenced in in-vitro and in-vivo in

MSTN−/− null models 236,283. It has been hypothesised that myostatin can switch between

the protein synthesizing pathways mediated by mTORC1 and mTORC2, to pathways in-

hibiting protein synthesis, possibly mediated by FOXO transcription factors and GSK3B,

resulting in muscular atrophy 114.

1.4.4 Myostatin acts to arrest the cell cycle as an anti-proliferative agent

The cell cycle consists of 2 main stages of cell division: mitosis and interphase, which is

further divided into: Gap phase 1 (G1), S phase and gap phase 2 (G2). Myostatin has been

shown to reversibly arrest the cell cycle in the G1 phase in cultured muscle cells such as

C2C12 myoblasts 255,333,374,375. The anti-proliferative effect of myostatin was found to corre-

late with the increased activity of the cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor p21, and

therefore result in the downregulation of CDK2 and CDK4 255,374,375. CDK4 activity is also

downregulated by myostatin via increased cyclin D1 degradation, a protein vital to the reg-

ulation of the G1 phase of the cell cycle426. Interestingly, a model overexpressing myostatin
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has been shown to have pronounced atrophy of muscles and an increased myonuclear do-

main as compared to the wildtype animals, suggesting possible effects on satellite cell prolif-

eration in pre-natal stages of ontogeny 321.

1.4.5 Action of myostatin on oxidative stress of the cell and related path-

ways

Tumour necrosis factor - alpha (TNF-α) is a cytokine involved in the acute phase of sys-

temic inflammation, and initiates a signalling cascade via TNF receptor type 1 or type 2.

Upon binding, the receptor forms a homotrimer and undergoes conformational changes

to facilitates additional protein interactions following which signalling continues via three

potential cascades: activation of various MAPK cascades, induction of apoptotic signalling,

and activation of the transcription factor nuclear factor kappa light chain enhancer of ac-

tivated B cells (NF-κB)60,175,183,191,307,428. NF-κB has been implicated as an atrophy inducing

transcription factor in various studies, mediated via various catabolic pathways including

signalling influenced by TNF-α 54,104,180,232,285. ‡ Evidence has been presented implicating

myostatin signalling via a TNF-α/NF-κB to NADPH oxidase pathway in the production

of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in skeletal muscle. TNF-α has been shown to strongly in-

duce myostatin expression via NF-κB signalling, and in a feed forward manner, higher levels

of TNF-α stimulate further expression of myostatin. As the presence of myostatin activates

secondary messenger ROS via a TNF-α/NADPH oxidase mechanism, increased levels of

myostatin lead to increased levels of ROS and therefore oxidative stress in the cellular sys-

tem 362.
‡TNF-αmediated activation of NF-κB has been shown to downregulate the expression of differentiation

factors such as Myogenin and Akt, vital factors in the myogenesis and promoting IGF1/Akt pathway 151
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1.4.6 Wnt signalling inhibits canonical myostatin pathway

Wnt signalling is most commonly known for its role in asymmetric division, cell prolifera-

tion and fate determination during embryonic development 134. Studies have shown Wnt4

to have the strongest inhibitory effect on myostatin, due to its negative effects on SMAD

signalling via the activation of the β-catenin pathway in early differentiating cells 363,365.

Takata et al. 365 suggested Wnt4 mediates its effects on myogenesis by inducing effects op-

posite to those of myostatin, and downregulate myostatin expression in myoblasts. Inter-

estingly, Bernardi et al. 30 hypothesise either Wnt4 inhibits SMAD signalling independently

of myostatin or Wnt4 lies upstream of myostatin.

1.4.7 Caveolins suppress myostatin signalling by receptor interaction

Caveolin proteins which mediate cell membrane invaginations, have been shown to regu-

late many cellular mechanisms, such as vesicular trafficking and signal transduction 237,300,301.

Caveolin 3 is a muscle specific membrane protein and several mutations have been shown

to cause limb girdle muscular dystrophy275. Caveolin 1 interacts with TGF-β type I and II

receptors, as well as type I and II receptors of the BMPs, indicating caveolin regulation of

TGF-β superfamily signalling at receptor level 222,349,432. Studies have shown that caveolin

3 interacts with and eventually suppressed intracellular myostatin signalling by decreasing

phosphorylation of SMAD 2 as well as transcription levels of SMAD 294.
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1.5 Evolutionary function of myostatin in invertebrate and vertebrates

Myostatin is expressed in skeletal muscles from somitogenesis into adulthood 141. The evo-

lution of myostatin is interesting in that the gene for myostatin diverged from the ances-

tral gene recently and has since been under strong stabilising selection pressure 1,131,224,295.

Though seemingly counter-intuitive for natural selection, myostatin may have been se-

lected for: it drives more efficient oxidative (fatty-acid) based metabolism (as compared

to less efficient glycolytic metabolism), and subsequently allows long-distance based en-

durance activities 284; Studies have also shown that myostatin plays a role in cell-fate deter-

mination of precursor cells of the muscular and adipose tissue systems 177,412.

As discussed previously, expression of myostatin is actively regulated and is suggested

to interact with protein cascades controlling muscle growth 135,293,325. For organisms such as

the crustaceans who undergo a moult-dependant discontinuous growth process, muscles

undergo a reversible atrophy to detach and subsequently exuviate body parts from the old

exoskeleton. This process is marked by significant changes in the expression and abundance

of Mstn/Gdf-1195. Interestingly, a relatively high amount of putative myostatin transcripts

were also observed during the intermolt stage where the growth of the muscle is restricted

by a rigid exoskeleton95. The multiple genome duplication events in the Pisc may suggest

that myostatin plays a crucial role in embryonic development in fishes (after the events of

gastrulation), with studies in the rainbow trout (a salmonid) indicating the transcripts of

mstn-1a andmstn-1b being observed in the developing somite (with an increase in transcript

levels being observed during the progression of somitogenesis) possibly to regulate myogen-

esis, a function which has been well conserved. In contrast however,mstn-2 transcripts were
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reported to be not well expressed till adulthood, wherein the only correctly spliced tran-

script ofmstn-2a is expressed predominantly in the brain, adding a layer of redundancy to

the functions of gdf-11.

In contrast to the Pisc who posses multiple copies of the gene due to whole genome

duplication events 131,135, the mammals only possess one copy of the myostatin gene (though

different splice variants have been indicated 190). Analysis of bovine and porcine tissues in-

dicate that myostatin transcripts were detected consistently from prenatal stages, charac-

terised by a notable increase in transcript levels early in development sustained until late

gestation, and then reduction of transcript levels at birth 190,198. This pattern was found to

coincide with the progression of primary and secondary myofibrillogenesis 190. Further-

more, the expression of myostatin is majorly restricted to the skeletal muscles (specifically to

the developing muscle fasciculi rather than the ancillary cells), but has also been observed

(albeit at low levels) in mammalian cardiac muscles (playing a role in morphogenesis),

mammary gland, adipose tissues, serum and the brain 190,325. When considering the expres-

sion pattern of GDF-8 and GDF-11 taken together, in mammals, different spatiotemporal

expression patterns restricts primary GDF-11 functions on the neural system, and primary

myostatin functions on the musculoskeletal system. This suggests that myostatin may have

had a role as a general differentiation factor in non-mammalian vertebrates (evidenced by

the ubiquitous presence of receptors), and the limited roles in mammals being a recent evo-

lution of myostatin 325.
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1.6 Effect of myostatin signalling on tissue systems

1.6.1 Effect on skeletal muscles

Studies have shown that the level of expression of myostatin inversely correlates with mus-

cle mass and subsequently results in numerous anatomical, physiological and metabolic

modifications in the skeletal muscle. The inhibition of myostatin in mammals show an in-

crease in muscle mass by hypertrophy (in the event of a postnatal knockdown) or by both

hypertrophy and hyperplasia (in the case of a genetic knockdown)224. Evidence from stud-

ies in animals such as the mouse, cow, sheep and humans indicate that myostatin also func-

tions in a dose dependant manner with heterozygous and homozygous (null) mutants of

myostatin having significantly more skeletal muscle mass than wild-type 263,269. Within the

muscles, type II fibres were reported to be more susceptible/responsive to the myostatin

signalling pathways than the type I fibres (due to the presence of additional ActRIIB recep-

tors relative to type I fibres)410.

Myostatin appears to act in two distinct phases dependant on gestational age and tar-

get tissue: myostatin appears to regulate satellite cell proliferation during primary myoge-

nesis influencing the cyclin kineases (resulting in hyperplasia and hypertrophy) in a pre-

natal organism; postnatal myostatin knockdown however is unable to bring about de-

novomyofibrillogenesis, and the hypertrophy observed in a post-mitotic fibre is primar-

ily caused by cytoplasmic growth (rather than by nuclear accretion) mediated by non-

canonical pathways264,340. Myostatin null animals also exhibit a fibre type shift towards

the fast glycolytic from the slow oxidative type 263,415, but not in healthy mice subject to

postnatal anti-myostatin strategies, and Mouisel et al. 284 postulate a role for myostatin in
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regulating the delicate balance between muscle mass, strength, and oxidative / glycolitive

capacity in the skeletal muscle. Interestingly, myostatin has been demonstrated to increase

glucose uptake in muscle cells76,171. Disruption of myostatin in null mutants though result-

ing in an increased muscle growth, comes at a cost of decreased specific force, and increased

muscle fatigue (contributed to by a reversible fibre type shift towards glycolytic phenotypes,

which was reported to be attenuated by an endurance exercise regime 253). The hypertrophic

response in the null mutants was also correlated to a reduction in the mitochondrial con-

tent and subsequent oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) activity, increased intolerance

to exercises, frequent muscle cramps, vulnerability to lactic acidosis and rhabodomyoly-

sis 284,312.

Muscle fibrosis is an essential step for resolution of acute injuries to permit myofibre

stumps to reform the contractile unit, subsequent to which the fibroblasts undergo apop-

tosis 233. Myostatin is reported to directly simulate proliferation of muscle fibroblasts and

subsequent expression of extra-cellular matrix proteins like collagen. While a study by Li

et al. 234 implies that myostatin protects muscle fibroblasts from apoptosis, further analysis

(especially in loss of function model systems) will provide insight into possible therapeutic

targets.

We must be careful when interpreting results from early in-vitro studies on myostatin,

which provided inconclusive and often contradictory conclusions regarding the effect of

myostatin inhibition on satellite cell proliferation. Rodgers & Garikipati 325 suggests that

research groups standardise the source of the recombinant myostatin protein, to be from

an eukaryotic expression system. Though a prokaryotic expression system may be used,

lack of an oxidative environment and the absence of folding enzymes unique to the eukary-
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otes reportedly caused minor protein mis-folding, and subsequently required significantly

higher biological concentrations than that found in the serum. We must also consider the

fact that the myostatin genetic knockout is essentially a different phenotype when com-

pared to an adult mouse treated with an agent to knockout myostatin. A muscle undergo-

ing some form of atrophy has a markedly different micro-environment than a healthy mus-

cle. Thus, therapeutic conclusions from studies that use the myostatin null mouse must be

drawn carefully, and additional studies must be conducted to validate the therapeutic agent

in relevant models.

1.6.2 Effect on cardiac muscles

Myostatin, though acting primarily in the hypertrophic and growth pathways in skeletal

muscles, has also been implicated in maintaining the structural integrity of the cardiac tis-

sues48. In brief, the expression of myostatin in cardiomyocytes is characterised by a spike

in transcriptomic and proteomic expression levels in early embryonic and neonatal stages,

subsequent to which the expression declines in a healthy tissue 261. It has also been reported

that over expression of myostatin contributes to sarcopenic cardiac fibrosis and subsequent

inhibition of cardiac tissue function 283. Curiously, different ventricles of the heart display

varying levels of myostatin inhibition with the left ventricle displaying a significantly higher

expression of transcripts compared to the right ventricle 381. Furthermore, the expression

of myostatin rises again in an ischemic heart (especially in the peri infract zone) or from

other bio-events resulting in an increased cardiac load 351. Interestingly, cardiac myostatin is

released into the serum consequent to pathological cardiac loading (where the myostatin

can act on skeletal muscles), thereby linking cardiomyopathies with general muscle weak-
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ness 163,229,282,351,356.

The heterogeneous cell types present in the heart (cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts) are

believed to participate in interactions responsible for maintaining cardiac structure, by

forming an interconnected regulatory network 34. While overexpression of myostatin has

been demonstrated to inhibit cardiac growth, genetic inactivation of myostatin specifically

in adult cardiomyocytes while initially results in cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure, sub-

sequently results in a compensatory increase in myostatin production by the fibroblasts in

the cardiac tissue 34,35. While Heineke et al. 163 report that no effect was observed in terms

of cardiac function/survival by the administration of the first generation anti-myostatin

antibodies, it remains to be seen if newer and more efficacious candidates may be able to

ameliorate cardiac fibrosis.

1.6.3 Effect on skeletal framework

The increased muscle mass caused by a myostatin antagonist does naturally lead to ques-

tion the effect of an increased stress on the load bearing structures of the skeletal system (of

the bones and tendons). Indeed, the masses of the bones and muscle positively correlate,

and a dystrophic (or sarcopenic) muscle is usually accompanied by an osteopenic bone 113.

The effect of myostatin on the regulation of bone development may involve a complex se-

ries of direct (effect of myostatin signalling on bone marrow stem cells) and indirect (effect

of phenotype change caused by myostatin signalling on bone structure) interactions. The

postnatal developmental pathways followed by the skeletal system lends itself to be influ-

enced by muscle strength 156. The resultant increased muscle mass in myostatin null mice

display increased sizes of bones (especially at sites of muscle insertions) and the spine lead-
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ing to an increased bone mass, an increased bone mineral content (especially of the hyaline

end plate in the spine; a symptom associated with spinal osteoarthritis/lumbar spondylitis),

and also of increased bone mineral density 153,154,155.

Myostatin is proposed to influence bone marrow stem cells (BMSC) which express the

ACTRIIB receptor, whereas mature bone cells do not 156. Furthermore, as these mesenchy-

mal stem cells can either differentiate into adipocytes or osteoblasts, the effect of adipocyte

formation is tightly interlinked with osteoblast formation. Hamrick et al. 156 summarises

that myostatin null mutants experience an altered mechano-sensitivity of BMSCs leading to

an increased (load-dependant) osteogenic differentiation, and conversely tail-unloading of

myostatin null mice did result in increased quantities of bone marrow adipocytes. BMSCs

in null mutants are adapted to the increased muscle load of the null mutants and atten-

uation of this load may result in an increased adipogenic response 156. A similar trend of

increased bone mass was also observed in short term studies utilising postnatal means of

myostatin knockdown (using soluble receptors72 and monoclonal antibodies 33). It has also

been reported that myostatin deficiency in mice increases osteogenic response in exercise,

along with an increased fracture callus 155,156.

Studies suggest that myostatin plays a crucial role in early fracture healing, by regulating

the recruitment of progenitor cells to the site of injury73,113,203. In a further study by Guo

et al. 150 , the authors report that 12-15-month-old myostatin null mice displayed degenerative

processes in the Achilles tendon-bone insertion resulting in bone dis-organisation, extra os-

sification (thickening and calcification) of tendons, synovial thickening and inflammation

causing impaired mobility and performance, highlighting the need to study the long term

effects of various myostatin inhibitors on the skeletal system during stages of drug transla-
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tion and in clinics.

The series elastic component of the muscles formed by the intramuscular tendons and

tendons composed of the type I and III collagens form a crucial component of the muscu-

loskeletal system269. Studies have reported that myostatin is an essential pro-fibrotic fac-

tor, with administration of exogenous recombinant myostatin resulting in an increased

tendon cross-sectional area and increased extra-cellular matric (ECM) in tendons and liga-

ments 113,130. Myostatin null mice display hypocellular, brittle, stiff and smaller tendons 270.

Indeed, Eliasson et al. 112 suggests that myostatin plays a crucial role in maintaining tendon

structure with myostatin being highly expressed in a loaded intact tendon, and also plays a

positive role in early tendon repair. The effect of administration of a short term myostatin

antagonist on the permanent structure of the tendon remains yet to be investigated.

1.6.4 Effect on bioenergetics and metabolism

Skeletal muscles form the most abundant tissue in the body and maintains the energy bal-

ance of the organism. Indeed, muscles absorb glucose which is then stored or oxidised sub-

sequent to a contraction induced / (postprandial secreted) insulin induced signals. Mus-

cles use both glucose and fatty acids as fuel, and serves as a source of amino acids for fuel

utilisation by other tissues during starvation. Several studies have shown a negative corre-

lation between insulin sensitivity and myostatin expression in muscles 169,170,332,418. On the

corollary, studies in the myostatin null mouse, have shown that peripheral tissues are more

sensitive to insulin, and take up a larger quantity of glucose in response to insulin signalling

when compared to controls74,149,265,418. The skeletal muscles, brown and white adipocytes

and the liver also display an increased activation of Akt, suggesting elevated insulin sig-
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nalling 126,149,263. An increased muscle mass in the null mouse also results in an increased

rest energy expenditure, leading to myostatin null mutants having lesser adipose tissue (and

increased glucose tolerance) than wild-type models74.

Myostatin null mice on the whole gain less weight from a high fat diet than controls,

and also display decreased serum cholesterol, leptin, triglycerides, reduced quantity and

area of artherosclerotic plaques, reduced pro-inflammatory cytokines, and reduced TNF-α

signalling 263,265,418.

Transgenic mice over-expressing myostatin display immature adipocytes that have in-

creased glucose uptake and increased insulin sensitivity 121,231,364,434, and on the corollary

myostatin inhibition has been suggested to promote the browning of adipocytes46,430.

McPherron 262 postulates myostatin may regulate adipogenesis to maintain a propor-

tion of insulin sensitive adipocytes at an early stage of differentiation, and hence a systemic

knockdown of myostatin may be less efficient than a muscle specific knockdown of myo-

statin in-order to increase muscle specific insulin sensitivity 263.

1.7 Commercial and clinical interest for myostatin inhibition

Since the discovery of myostatin in 1997 264, more than 2000 scientific articles have been

published §, with a great many more clinically unproven products on the market claiming

to inhibit myostatin. Rodgers & Garikipati 325 in their seminal review on the evolution of

myostatin state that the scientific and cultural popularity of myostatin is due to the com-

mercial potential of the use of myostatin inhibitors in animal breeding, biomedicine as well

as performance enhancement in sports. The latter is not surprising as the use of anabolic
§data retrieved from PubMed with the search term of “myostatin”
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steroids by athletes does pose long-term risks including sterility, cardiac hypertrophy, and

neuropsychiatric disorders. Rodgers & Garikipati 325 argue that myostatin inhibitors may

revolutionise aquaculture, as the muscle mass to body mass ratio is markedly higher in fish

than mammals, leading to more increase in muscle mass per increase in body weight. In the

case of mammals, myostatin inhibitors leads to more lean mass in cattle (with piedmontese

meat being “particularly tender”). This however presents a complication in the birth of the

calf (due to increased size) in the case of the piedmontese cattle, offsetting the profit margin

from a myostatin null mutant, on a per cattle basis 325.

In biomedicine, the use of myostatin inhibitors remains particularly appealing and nu-

merous studies have been conducted to assess the effect of myostatin inhibition on several

pathological diseases including myopathies. Though myostatin inhibition does not present

a solution for the underlying cause of the disease itself, it may lead to an improvement in

quality of life whenever the disease induces a pathological muscle atrophy phenotype. Sev-

eral direct and indirect inhibition strategies have been attempted to inhibit the myostatin

pathway with some successfully progressing from a preclinical stage to the clinical settings

although no approved drugs are yet on the market. Therapeutic strategies to inhibit myo-

statin include:

Recombinant anti-myostatin antibodies and peptibodies The first generation

myostatin antibody did not meet the primary clinical endpoint and then it was discontin-

ued (Myo-029 from Wyeth for muscular dystrophies 399). Newer recombinant myostatin

antibodies are currently set to be tested in clinical settings (Pfizer’s PF-06252616: clinical

trial phase II for DMD - NCT02310763, Bristol Myers-Squibb’s BMS-986089: clinical

trial phase II for DMD - NCT02515669, Lily Oncology’s Ly2495655: clinical trial phase
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II for pancreatic cancer resultant cachexia – NCT01505530, Novartis’ Bym338: clinical

phase II for sporadic inclusion body myositis – NCT02573467; for hip fracture surgery –

NCT02152761; and for sarcopenia - NCT02333331). A myostatin peptibody ¶ (AMG 745)

has furthermore been tested in clinic to counteract muscle loss and increased body fat due

to androgen deprivation in patients affected by prostate cancer 297.

Soluble ACTRIIB receptors Ace-031 (Acceleron, NCT01099761) was a soluble form

of the myostatin receptor ACTRIIB and while providing promising results in preclinical

models of disease, it was discontinued due to minor bleeding and dilation of blood ves-

sels in the skin found during a clinical trial for DMD 56. Other soluble ACTRIIB has been

tested in preclinical study for Type 1 or insulin dependent diabetes mellitus where it in-

creased the muscle mass but failed to improve blood glucose407 and for DMD with or with-

out dystrophin restoration 174,281. Fakhfakh et al. 118 reports that administration of a soluble

form of ACTRIIB improves myoblast transplantation in cell transplantation inmdx mice.

An increase in muscle mass was also observed when the reagent was administered to mice

with spinal cord injury 143, though no beneficial effect was observed in associated paralysed

muscles.

Myostatin propeptide Myostatin propeptide expressed by adeno-associated viral

vectors delivered by systemic administration has been used as a preclinical strategy in ani-

mal models of type 2 diabetes to improve glucose disposal in muscles76,and in aged mice to

counteract age-related loss of muscle mass through sarcopenia 16.
¶Peptibodies are an alternative therapeutic reagent to monoclonal antibodies that consist of biologically

active peptides grafted onto a Fc domain resulting in an increased apparent affinity and long plasma reten-
tion 354.
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Follistatin Follistatin has been used to counteract the effects of type 1 Diabetes (by

either injecting the recombinant protein 188 or by expressing the protein by AAV vectors433).

Delivery of follistatin by AAV vectors has been used to improve muscle repair in either a

mouse model of Pompe disease 123, or DMD 326 and it is currently in a clinical trial for Becker

and Duchenne muscular dystrophy (NCT01519349, NCT02354781) 268.

Gene therapy approaches The second approach targeting myostatin aims to inhibit

the cellular expression of the protein by using antisense oligonucleotides interfering with

the normal splicing process of the pre-mRNA and so induce exon skipping with subse-

quent formation of a stop codon and truncated out of frame non-functional protein that

is degraded by non-sense mediated decay. Antisense oligonucleotides designed to skip spe-

cific exons of dystrophin pre-mRNA and re-frame the mutated RNA has been extensively

tested in DMD and they are currently in phase II clinical trial (NCT02310906). Preclini-

cal studies of myostatin exon skipping to increase muscle size of animal models of DMD

have been successfully carried out with or without the combination with dystrophin exon

skipping 31,200,204,240,241,245,246.
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She first noticed a tendency to drooping of the eyelids

about four years ago. Following th at an interval of

about a year, she began to have difficulty in swallowing.

Both of these conditions had grown gradually worse so

that at the present time she swallows with very consider-

able difficulty and only able to take solid food with a

large amount of water or tea.

Taylor 373

Chapter 2

Introduction to oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy

and experimental strategies towards amelioration of dis-

ease symptoms

2.1 Introduction

Myopathies represent a large class of skeletal muscle diseases usually characterised by muscle

weakness. Myopathies in systemic disease results from several different disease processes

including endocrine, inflammatory, paraneoplastic, infectious, drug- and toxin-induced,

critical illness myopathy, metabolic, collagen related, and myopathies with other systemic

disorders 397. Patients with systemic myopathies often present acutely or sub acutely whereas
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familial myopathies or dystrophies generally present in a chronic fashion with exceptions of

metabolic myopathies where symptoms on occasion can be precipitated acutely70.

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD; OMIM 164300) is primarily an auto-

somal dominant (with rare instances of recessive inheritance have been evidenced252,361),

late-onset, slow-progressing degenerative muscle disorder that presents in the fifth or sixth

decade of life 158. The disease is mainly characterised by progressive eyelid drooping (pto-

sis) which may also lead to diplopia, swallowing difficulties (dysphagia due to severe my-

opathy in the pharyngeal and cricopharyngeal muscles) and proximal limb weakness 158.

Though the disease is reported to have global prevalence (with cases being reported in at

least 33 countries), the larger clusters are in the Bukhara Jewish population in Israel (1/700),

and in the French Canadian population (1/1000 in Quebec), and recently diagnosed in the

Hispanic and Chinese populations 26,71,81,350. It affects around 1/100,000 individuals in Eu-

rope 38,47,93.

Biopsy of the deltoid muscles from patients suffering from OPMD reveal a variation

in myofibre diameter. Though fibre necrosis is rare, ragged red fibres (Caused by the ac-

cumulation of abnormal mitochondria below the plasma membrane of the muscle fibre

under a Gomori trichrome stain) were observed. Characteristic histopathological hallmarks

of OPMD comprise of the presence of rimmed vacuoles (usually containing cytoplasmic

debris and myelin bodies) and intranuclear inclusion bodies. Other dystrophic features

observed were extensive endomysial fibrosis (upto 40% of fibrotic tissue area), central nu-

cleation resulting from myofibre regeneration, and marked atrophy of myosin heavy-chain

IIa fibres in the cricopharynx 136,380.

The polyadenylate-binding nuclear protein 1 (PABPN1) gene (14q11.2, NC 000014.9) is
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mutated in patients affected by OPMD. PABPN1 is an ubiquitously expressed polyadeny-

lation factor localised in nuclear speckles, which binds with high affinity to poly(A) tails

of mRNAs and plays crucial roles in modulating their fate47. It promotes interactions be-

tween the poly(A) polymerase, the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor, and con-

trols the length of the poly(A) tail during transcription4. PABPN1 also contributes to the

export of mRNA from the nucleus to the cytoplasm4. More recently, new biological func-

tions for PABPN1 have been proposed including the modulation of alternative cleavage and

polyadenylation sites 187,315,322, synthesis of non-coding RNAs and mRNA biogenesis and

myogenesis 12,13 and regulation of calcium homeostasis 133.

OPMD is caused by an abnormal expansion of an alanine (GCG) trinucleotide repeat

in the coding region (exon 1) of the PABPN1 gene. An addition of 2-7 alanine amino acids

in mutants (10 repeats in wild-type, 12-17 repeats in mutants), leads to an expanded poly-

alanine tract at the N-terminal of the PABPN1 protein, resulting in protein aggregation.

Malerba et al. 246 propose that the expanded protein in the murine model undergoes both

a gain of toxic function and a loss of physiological function, resulting in OPMD patho-

genesis. PABPN1 is prone to aggregation and mutant expanded PABPN1 (expPABPN1) in

OPMD has a higher rate of aggregation than that of the wild-type protein 3. In line with

other neurodegenerative and myodegenerative diseases, an improper folding of expPABPN1

results in the accumulation of scattered rim vacuoles and intranuclear inclusions (INIs).

INIs are insoluble, 8.5 nm polymeric fibrillar aggregates inside nuclei of affected cells and

they are considered the major histopathological hallmark of the disease 102,372. However un-

like most myopathies there is an absence of fibre necrosis. It is still unclear whether nuclear

aggregates in OPMD have a pathological function or a protective role as a consequence of
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a cellular defence mechanism. In fact, INIs are found in 25% and 10% of skeletal muscle nu-

clei of heterozygous and homozygous OPMD patients, respectively4. It has recently been

proposed that the pathogenesis of OPMD (in terms of molecular and proteomic profiles) is

similar to a muscle undergoing sarcopenia and it is believed that the molecular changes asso-

ciated with sarcopenia may trigger symptoms associated with OPMD in the later decades of

life 317.

2.2 Intra-nuclear inclusions as the hallmark of OPMD

Several well-known diseases (e.g. Huntington’s disease, spongiform encephalopathies,

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases) derive from changes in the native conformation of

protein folding 239. Histochemical analyses of biopsy material from OPMD patients have

indeed shown that expansion of the poly-alanine tract of PABPN1 induces protein aggre-

gation in the nucleus 55. These inclusions are characteristic of OPMD and contain numer-

ous molecules, including PABPN1, poly(A)-containing RNA, various transcription factors

of the proteasome ubiquitin pathway (ubiquitin and 20S catalytic proteasomal subunit),

molecular chaperones (HDJ-1, HSP70), HNRPA1 and arginine methyltransferares, all of

which are sequestered and trapped 22,55,78,119,372,380. It has been proposed that the transcrip-

tomic dysregulation observed in OPMD may be the result of the decrease of the wild-type

soluble form of the protein 316. Furthermore, it should be noted that intranuclear inclusions

of wild-type PABPN1 have also been described 28,395. Though similar to the INIs found in

OPMD myofibres (similar fibrillar structure), these INIs are not associated with disease.

Recently increased association of INIs with HSP70 chaperones and type I arginine methyl

transferases has been demonstrated in biopsies from OPMD patients. This suggested that
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sequestration of these proteins in aggregates may induce cellular defects in pathways where

chaperone activity or proteins modified by arginine methylation are involved 372. Interest-

ingly in all these cases a decrease in aggregates in these cell culture models was directly cor-

related to a decrease in cell death. On the other hand recent evidences suggest that loss of

muscle function and degeneration in OPMD is related to the levels of soluble PABPN1 ar-

guing against old assumptions of a gain of function mechanism from the mutant PABPN1

(de Klerk and others 2012). This was further validated by the observation that depleting

PABPN1 levels in muscle cells dramatically affects myogenesis 13.

2.3 Disease models of OPMD

Models of OPMD have been generated both in vitro and in the classical biological systems

of theDrosophila melanogoster, C. elegans and theM muscul . The underlying approach

to the development of all models exhibit a common trend and involves the introduction of

an expanded (mutated) PABPN1 (expPABPN1), which in the case of the in vivomodels is

expressed specifically in muscles.

2.3.1 In vitro models

Several in vitromodels have been developed to study OPMD. The COS-7 (African green

monkey kidney) cell line was transfected with plasmids coding for bovine expPABPN1

(pEGFPC1–PABPN1–A17) or wild-type bovine PABPN1 (as a control, using a construct

expressing 10 alanines)406. The C2C12 (murine myoblast) cell line as well as the Primary

mouse myoblasts (clone IM2) transfected with FLAG-tagged expPABPN1 316 have also been

modified including a full-length human PABPN1 flagged cDNA driven by either a CMV
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promoter or a Desmin promoter respectively208,316. While a good correlation between pro-

tein aggregation and cellular toxicity has been observed in the in vitromodels of OPMD 3,

no such relation has been found in humans 239,388.

2.3.2 Invertebrate models

TheDrosophilamodel was developed with an expPABPN1 of 17 alanines (or 10 in the con-

trol) in skeletal muscle, which manifests in the phenotype as an abnormal wing posture.

The progression of disease was found to be correlated with the length of the expPABPN1

introduced (aggregation was most prevalent in the expPABPN1 with 17 repeats) with for-

mation of INI very similar to human pathology (including expPABPN1 resistant to salt-

extraction)66. However it must be noted that as theDrosophila does not mirror human

physiology, the pharmacokinetics of drugs tested in this model (e.g. chemotherapeutic

agents such as doxycycline or substances as trehalose and ibuprofen) differ, and hence trans-

lation to a higher model is required before clinical applications69.

The C. elegans is a unique model for the study of neuromuscular diseases as the muscle

cells in the animal are mono-nucleated. A C. elegansmodel of OPMD was generated by ex-

pressing a version of human PABPN1 including 13 alanines in muscles. Although the model

exhibited impaired mobility, progressive atrophy and PABPN1 aggregations, nuclear in-

clusions were not observed65. The C. elegansmodel has been used extensively to study the

effect of drugs acting on the Histone deacetylases such as sodium butyrate 208 and sirturin-

based drugs 302. The genetic tractability of the C. elegansmodel allowed research groups

to explore the role of the Wnt and sirturin/FoxO pathways, and led to β-catenin being de-

scribed as a therapeutic target for OPMD, allowing the development of drugs such as the
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GSK3-β inhibitor to be explored as a possible candidate 303.

2.3.3 Murine models

Mouse models of OPMD that have been generated utilise an expPABPN1 expressed either

ubiquitously or specifically in muscles. It must be noted that early mouse models that were

developed to ubiquitously express expPABPN1, led to phenotypes that were not reported

for the human pathology (early mortality and growth retardation) 168,248. Davies et al. 92 gen-

erated a widely accepted mouse model of OPMD expressing expPABPN1 with 17 alanines

by a muscle specific HSA1 promoter. The model (A17.1 or alternatively A17) displayed a

progressive atrophy which becomes evident at 16-18 weeks and developed KCL-insoluble

PABPN1 aggregates in the myonucleus which quantitatively increased with age. Centrally

located nuclei and vacuoles, (characteristic of a dystrophic phenotype at a cellular level)

were also observed, however the clinical symptoms of ptosis and dysphagia does not de-

velop in this model91. Trollet et al. 384 reported that the atrophy in the A17 model was re-

stricted to fast glycolytic fibres and as such, the mouse model of OPMD appears to be pre-

ferred among research groups, with numerous candidate drugs and strategies tested in the

system 89,91,92.

However analyses of the transcriptomic profile in the A17 mouse model must account

for the variability from the overexpression of mutant PABPN1 in addition to the regu-

lar expression of endogenous PABPN1 393. In order to accurately model the genotype of

the disease, Vest et al. 393 recently generated a heterozygous mouse model with one ala-

nine expanded allele and one wild-type allele, both under control of the native promoter

at the native locus displaying small but significant muscle-specific and age related muscle
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histopathology.

2.4 Therapeutic strategies towards treatment of OPMD

2.4.1 Surgical intervention

Medical intervention is only symptomatic and surgical techniques are used to correct the

ptosis and improve swallowing in moderate to severely affected individuals. Two tech-

niques are mainly employed to surgically correct ptosis: the resection of the levatorpalpe-

brae aponeurosis, and frontal suspension of the eyelids, and are usually recommended

when ptosis interferes with vision or due to increasing discomfort caused by compensatory

neck postures. A cricopharyngeal myotomy is performed to alleviate the symptoms of dys-

phagia, however there exists a risk of recurrence 387. Recently, the safety of cricopharyngeal

dilatation was reported in a trial, with patients reporting a sustained improvement in qual-

ity of life. Cricopharyngeal dilatation has an inherent advantage in that the procedure is

repeatable in case of recurrence of symptoms, however further studies are required to fully

explore this technique 247.

2.4.2 Pharmacological intervention

The use of chemical (Me2SO) and molecular chaperones including heat shock proteins such

as HSP40, HSP70, yeast HSP104 and a bacterially derived mini-chaperone were shown to

reduce mutant PABPN1 aggregates, which correlated with decreased toxicity in cell culture

models of OPMD 21. The use of HSP70 inducing pharmacological agents such as ZnSO4,

8-hydroxyquinoline and anti-inflammatory drugs (ibuprofen and indomethacin) was also

shown to reduce cell death in mutant alanine-expPABPN1 expressing cells in vitro409. Fur-
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Figure 2.1: Strategies to ameliorate disease symptoms of OPMD: These include approaches to knock down PABPN1
(e.g.,an sense oligonucleo des (AONs), short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated knockdown of mutant expanded
PABPN1 (expPABPN1)); the over-expression of BCL2 to a enuate the effects of the mitochondrial-mediated apopto-
sis pathway; and the delivery of genes expressing intrabodies to reduce nuclear inclusions and the over-expression of
wild-type PABPN1 by viral vectors(e.g., adeno-associated viral vectors). Pharmacological strategies include the use of
an -aggregate-forming drugs such as doxycycline, trehalose,and guanabenz. Reproduced from Harish et al. 158
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thermore, the use of anti-prion drugs (6-aminophenanthridine and Guanabenz) previously

shown to prevent prion protein-associated amyloid fibres formation in vitro, proved effec-

tive in theDrosophilamodel of OPMD. The alleviation in muscle degeneration and nu-

clear aggregates formation in this model was attributed to a specific action of these drugs

on domain V of the large ribosomal RNA, hence preventing its protein folding activity

without interfering with its protein synthesis function 23). The disaccharide trehalose 115 has

been demonstrated to either induce autophagy 216,338 or proteosomal degradation62 to tar-

get misfolded proteins, though the mecanism of action in OPMD remains unclear92. It

has been further suggested that trehalose may act act as a chaperone for the misfolded pro-

tein resulting in protein stabilisation and inhibition of aggregate formation 184,413. Argov

et al. 15 initially demonstrated safety of trehalose in human patients, and recently reports the

administration of 300cc trehalose IV weekly for 24 weeks , increases muscle function in a

Phase II trial 14. The study promisingly reports a 35% improvement in swallowing times in

the the 80ml drink test, accompanied by improvements observed in various quantitative

and qualitative tests of muscle strength in human patients 14.

2.4.3 Molecular and cell therapy strategies

Intrabodies

Intrabodies are small antibody fragments (of about 200 amino acids) designed to target in-

tracellular proteins coding for the Fv variable region of an antibody. They display increased

specificity and affinity, and present a promising safety profile as they lack the inflamma-

tion causing Fc region 59,106. While initially applied in the fields of infectious diseases and

oncology 84,146,250,367, therapeutic applications of intrabodies was soon expanded to protein
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misfolding diseases such as Huntington’s, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease 58,272,273,274.

Naturally occurring heavy-chain-only antibody fragments called nanobodies were tested

as therapeutics for OPMD both in cellular models and inDrosophila 159,329. The intracellu-

lar expression of intrabodies in in vitromodels prevented the aggregation of PABPN1 in a

dose-dependent manner and reduced existing aggregates68. Expression of this intrabody in

Drosophilamodels decreased the presence of mutated PABPN1 derived intranuclear inclu-

sions and restored the wild-type transcriptomic expression profile 392. Although promising,

this approach needs further validation in mammalian models with therapeutically relevant

method of administration and doses.

Gene Therapy

The application of gene therapy in muscular dystrophy is a well-established approach, with

proof-of-principle validated both in vivo and in clinical trials 268. Increased levels of apop-

tosis were previously reported in in vivomodels 89,168. Expression of molecular chaperons

(HSP70) and the anti-apoptotic protein p35 efficiently reduced pathology in aDrosophila

model of OPMD66. Over-expression of BCL2 in vivo also resulted in an improved phe-

notype with reduced apoptosis in muscle fibres and improved muscle strength. This im-

provement, however, was limited to the early stages of the disease. A correlation between

reduction in levels of observed apoptosis (quantified by TUNEL-positive nuclei, immuno-

histochemical stains for levels of caspase 3 and cytosolic cytochorme C) and improved mus-

cle function (grip strength, wire manoeuvre and vertical gripping tasks) was observed in

A17 mice over-expressing BCL2, between 4 and 8 months of age90. This suggests the molec-

ular complexity of OPMD pathology and the need for gene therapeutic strategies acting
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upstream of apoptosis and modulating both protein degradation (ubiquitin-proteasomal)

and energy production (mitochondrial) pathways.

The fact that some pathological features of the disease (as loss of muscle function and

degeneration) are related to the levels of soluble PABPN1 and that muscle regeneration

can be worsened by depleting PABPN1 levels in muscle cells 13 clearly suggest the poten-

tial of a replacement gene therapy approach in OPMD, whereby a functional PABPN1 is

transferred into the affected muscles to replace the depleted soluble protein (figure: 2.1).

However, a successful gene replacement approach would not be fully therapeutic with-

out an aggregates-dismantling approach. While a number of pharmaceuticals have been

proposed and shown to exert anti-aggregate properties through different mechanisms of

actions 23,89,91,92,405 none of them specifically target the underlying molecular defect behind

OPMD.

Gene therapy in this regard offers an appealing alternative to small drugs with the phe-

notype that is improved at both histological (reduction of pathological aggregates) and

molecular levels (abrogation of mutant PABPN1 expression). Strategies to knockdown

PABPN1 include: anti-sense oligonucleotides (AONs) and small interfering RNA (siRNA)/short

hairpin RNA (shRNA). For instance, the use of AONs has gained a lot of interest in mus-

cular dystrophy over the past years with proof-of-principles already demonstrated in Duchenne

muscular dystrophy, Fukuyama congenital muscular dystrophy, myotonic dystrophy,

spinal muscular atrophy, dysferlinopathy and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 223. With only

two to seven extra GCG residues in the mutant allele of PABPN1 compared with wild type

PABPN1, allele-specific silencing of expPABPN1 could be achieved by single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNP) targeting or through the direct targeting of the expanded GCN moi-
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ety. The efficacy of this approach was successfully demonstrated in similar disease models

of misfolded proteins 36,103,132,176. While expPABPN1 knock-down approach could be of great

clinical significance in OPMD, the risk of silencing the wild type protein hampers these

approaches. A fully restorative therapeutic strategy in OPMD would therefore need to

combine an expPABPN1 knock-down approach with gene replacement. Care would need

to be taken when selecting the optimal replacement gene (PABPN1) prior to delivery. Stud-

ies in our lab have shown the feasibility of the knock-down and replacement approach by

exploiting the redundancy of the genetic code 246.

Cell therapy

The muscle stem cell pool of unaffected muscles in OPMD remains intact and myogenic

(as compared to the affected muscles whose satellite cells show reduced myogenicity). This

allowed to test autologous myoblast transplantation as a therapeutic approach. Although

the genotype is not corrected, an autologous myoblast transplantation has inherent bene-

fits in the reduced rate of rejection of the graft, as evidenced by pre-clinical testing in animal

models 306. The concept was advanced to a Phase I/II clinical trial in which myoblasts de-

rived from the quadriceps and the sternocleidomastoid muscles were implanted into the

constrictor muscles of the pharynx, and the patients were followed for a minimum of two

years (figure: 2.2). The transplantation was well tolerated, and the patients reported an

average 16.6% improvement in the 80ml drink test, along with reported improvement in

quality of life. Interestingly, it was shown that the amelioration of dystrophic symptoms

was directly correlated with the amount of cells injected 306.
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Figure 2.2: Myoblast transfer therapy to ameliorate disease symptoms of OPMD: (a)Myoblasts from donor muscles
(sternocleidomastoid or quadriceps) are biopsied (b) and myogenic cells are isolated. (c) Ex vivo gene correc on may
be employed by conven onal gene therapy strategies in order to correct the muta on. (d) The myoblasts are allowed
to proliferate and (e) are injected into the cricopharynx, one of the muscles affected in OPMD. (f)Myoblasts integrate
in the host ssue, ameliora ng disease symptoms. Reproduced from Harish et al. 158
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2.5 Need to identify disease biomarkers in OPMD

Despite recent advances in molecular techniques and elucidation of disease mechanism, the

low rate of prevalence in OPMD coupled with its variable age of onset has resulted in the

disease to be underdiagnosed or misdiagnosed (for example as myasthania gravis or mito-

chondrial disorders) in populations considered canonically not at risk 17,242. Other factors

such as non-familiarity of the disease and lack of genetic testing facilities to confirm the

disease has only recently lead to the identification of cohorts in the Chinese and Hispanic

populations, with smaller rates of incidence identified in other countries71,242,330. Further-

more, the validation of disease appropriate outcome measures in clinical trials for OPMD

remains challenging. It remains critical that these outcome measures possess independence

from other co-morbidities, exhibit sensitivity and specificity to disease progression, and dis-

play a response to a therapeutic regimen. Current methods which utilise endoscopy based

swallowing studies and direct observation of muscle function, score based rankings of mus-

cle function using the Salassa or McHorney rankings, and the 80ml drink test are relatively

time and labour intensive 306.

The vascular system transports dissolved gases, nutrients, hormones, metabolites, reg-

ulates pH, restricts fluid loss at sites of injury, assists in thermoregulation and forms the

primary site of action for the immune system 313. It stands to reason that dysfunction in any

major tissue system due to stress, disease conditions, or organ damage will directly or indi-

rectly impact the biochemical composition of the blood serum 313. The characterisation of

circulating molecules in blood serum will present an easily accessible, minimally invasive,

high throughput and rapid method of sample collection and analysis, utilising a widely ac-
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cepted and studied technique in clinical diagnosis (classical examples include tests for blood

glucose, serum cholesterol etc.) 313.

Metabolites encompass small biochemical molecules (usually below 1.5 kd) found in in-

tracellular and extracellular spaces and metabolic biomarkers play a crucial role in clinical

diagnosis of human diseases 127. Metabolomic analysis includes the study and characterisa-

tion of metabolic phenotypes under a particular set of conditions, and assist to sub-classify

disease states, elucidate disease aetiology and mechanisms 396. Metabolomic analysis can be

performed without apriori knowledge of the metabolome composition (via metabolite

fingerprinting) to generate hypotheses or utilising pre-existing datasets in-order to test spe-

cific hypotheses. Metabolic fingerprinting (or untargeted metabolomic analysis) further

involves the comparison of patterns of changes in response to disease, environmental or ge-

netic changes 101. The efficacy of treatment strategies can also be monitored if the metabolic

phenotype shifts back to the wild-type state. The analysis of metabolite identity and con-

centration will provide information which can be interpreted in the light of biochemical

pathways 101.

Mass spectrometry allows quantitative, selective and sensitive analyses to identify metabo-

lites 101. Mass spectrometry used in conjunction with gas chromatography (GCMS) and liq-

uid chromatography (LCMS) assists investigators in the identification of distinct changes

brought about in a biological system either due to disease conditions or due to a therapeu-

tic regimen, by assisting the investigator to resolve the mass spectra 280. Indeed, chromato-

graphic resolution reduces complexity of mass spectra observed by effecting metabolite

separation with respect to time, isobaric separation with respect to isotopes, and provides

other additional information on the physio-chemical properties of the metabolites 101. How-
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ever current chromatography techniques are limited by the heterogeneity of the metabolome,

and multiple supplementary techniques are required to capture the entire metabolome

complement 280,304,327.

Mass spectrometric techniques have been used before as a non-invasive analytical method

in humans and animal models for studying cardiovascular diseases 50, myocardial ischemia 334,

type 2 diabetes405, ovarian cancer99, kidney cancer 209, Huntington’s disease 386, Parkinson’s

disease40, schizophrenia 172,385, cystic fibrosis 196, and cancer cachexia296. Screening and vali-

dation of potential biomarker candidates remains challenging as ideal biomarker candidates

present a panel of robust and reproducible biomarkers in order to improve disease speci-

ficity (than a single biomarker candidate); can serve as pharmodynamic markers to monitor

safety and efficacy of treatment; can act as surrogate markers to predict future benefit of

clinical intervention; can inform pathophysiological pathways and novel therapeutic tar-

gets 161.

While the serum metabolic profile of either OPMD patients or animal models remains

to be investigated, recent efforts have elucidated the metabolic components across a wide

range of muscular dystrophies in humans 39,360. In a recent LCMS based study by Spitali

et al. 360 , the cross-sectional matabolomic profile of human patients suffering from DMD

was initially examined, with the metabolites subsequently examined in samples from BMD,

LGMD 2A and 2B, myotonic dystrophy 1, and FSHD.The metabolites were linked to en-

ergy production, amino acid metabolism,testosterone metabolism and response to treat-

ment with glucocorticoids. For example, creatinine levels were comparatively low in BMD,

LGMD2A and 2B; creatine was elevated in DM1, LGMD2A and 2B; imidazole acetate

lower in LGMD2A and 2B, guanidineacetate lower in BMD, MD1, and LGMD 2A 360.
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Though study is however limited, due to low sample sizes used in patient samples, espe-

cially in non-DMD related myopathies, it offers a broad overview of metabolic signatures

observed in muscular dystrophies, and will serve as an useful tool to further isolate, identify

and characterise biomarker panels.

GCMS is used to analyse thermally stable, volatile, polar and non-polar metabolites 280,

and was used as an analytical platform in this report in-order to elucidate the serum metabolomic

component of the OPMD mice. In brief, a mass spectrometric analysis occurs in multiple

stages: Samples are first subject to chemical derivatisation in order to extend the range of

compound classes detected to include monosaccharides, disaccharides, amines, amino and

organic acids 152. The initial chromatographic resolution involves the separation of con-

stituent components of the sample based on their (thermal) volatility through a specialised

column (stationary phase) assisted by a fluid (mobile phase; inert gas in case of GCMS) 101.

The interaction of the constituent parts with the column results in sample separation via

adsorption which is quantified as sample retention time. Mass spectrometers then ionise

samples and accelerate the ions through an electromagnetic field where the ions are sep-

arated based on their mass to charge (m/z) ratio, which are then detected 101, and subse-

quently analysed. GCMS analyses were performed for this study, while considering costs

of machine operation, availabilty of downstream analytical tools such as curated and com-

mercial databases (NIST) of known compounds.
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2.6 Aims, objectives and hypotheses of current study

Central to an atrophic phenotype (which may arise due to dystrophy, cachexia, sar-

copenia or atrophy) is the gradual and progressive loss of whole body mass, muscle mass

and muscle function leading to disability by loss of ambulation. The use of blocking an-

tibodies to inhibit a negative regulator of muscle mass (myostatin) presents a clinically

relevant strategy and has been tested before in other mouse models401. In this report we

propose to examine the therapeutic effect of post-natal inhibition of myostatin by the

use of the anti-myostatin (blocking) IgG1 hybridoma RK35 on the progression of disease

in murine models of OPMD at two time-points. By examining the mice at the during

early stages of disease progression and at advanced stages of disease progression, we pro-

pose to examine the efficacy of the antibody on rescuing muscle mass in different micro-

environments.

2.6.1 Aims and objectives

We propose to examine the effect of inhibition of myostatin on two different age groups

in order to assess the therapeutic efficacy of the antibody RK35. We further propose to per-

form the first characterisation of the serum metabolome of the OPMD mouse model in

order to elucidate the impact of the disease state on the metabolomic profile of the animals.

We aim to achieve this by:

• Examination of the therapeutic effect of the antibody RK35 on mice during early

stages of disease progression:
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– Examination of the effect of the antibody on the body mass and muscle mass in

the A17 mice

– Examination of the effect of the antibody on muscle function

– Examination of the effect of the antibody on histological parameters such as the

myofibre diameter, collagen VI deposition, and INI density

– Characterisation of the serum metabolomic profile in the A17 mouse, and sub-

sequent examination of the effect of the antibody on the metabolome of the

A17 mice.

• Examination of the therapeutic effect of the antibody RK35 on mice during advanced

stages of disease progression:

– Examination of the effect of the antibody on the body mass and muscle mass in

the A17 mice

– Examination of the effect of the antibody on muscle function

– Examination of the effect of the antibody on histological parameters such as the

myofibre diameter, collagen VI deposition, and INI density

2.6.2 Hypotheses:

Inhibition of myostatin during early stages of disease progression in the OPMD model

system will delay disease progression, and that inhibition of myostatin in advanced stages

of disease progression may rescue the atrophic phenotype in the animals. The mice for the

”early stage” cohort were aged for 12 weeks prior to the treatment regimen whereas the mice
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in the ”advanced stage” cohort were aged for 40 weeks. Each cohort was treated for 10 weeks

(dosed at 10 mg/kg IP) on a weekly basis with the antibody RK35. We hypothesise:

1. Inhibition of myostatin will ameliorate disease symptoms in the

OPMD mouse model

(a) Inhibition of myostatin will lead to an increase in whole body

mass: Previous studies have shown that the natural growth related gain of

body mass in the A17.1 disease model will be lower than the healthy controls92.

We hypothesise that the increase in rate of growth and subsequent increase in

body mass caused by the inhibition of myostatin will be significantly higher

in the mice treated with the antibody than the mice treated with saline. This

gain of mass will subsequently ameliorate the weight-loss associated with an

atrophic phenotype in the ”early stage” and ”advanced stage” cohorts.

(b) Inhibition of myostatin will rescue the loss of muscle mass: Due

to the atrophic nature of the disease model, we expect that the muscle masses

of the A17.1 disease model will be significantly lower than the respective mus-

cle masses of the control mice. Previous studies by Trollet et al. 384 have indeed

indicated that the glycolytic muscle fibres are more susceptible to the atrophy

observed in the OPMD model system. We propose that treatment with the an-

tibody will increase the muscle mass of the A17 mouse, and as such ameliorate

the atrophic phenotype. Due to the fibre type specificity of both the disease
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and myostatin, we hypothesise that the proportional increase in muscle mass

observed will be highest in the fast glycolytic muscles such as those found in

the TA and EDL and the least in the slow oxidative fibres such as those in the

soleus. Due to disease progression, we speculate that the efficacy of myostatin

inhibition by the antibody to be attenuated in the ”advanced stage” cohort,

when compared to the ”early stage” cohort.

(c) Increase in muscle mass will be accompanied by an increase in

muscle fibre diameter: Previous studies in other mouse models subject to

an anti-myostatin regimen have indicated an increase in muscle fibre diameter

which correlates to an increase in muscle mass. We propose that the increase

in muscle fibre diameter will offset the atrophy in the muscles of the A17 mice.

Additionally we speculate that the relative increase in muscle fibre diameter to

be lower in the ”advanced stage” cohort than the ”early stage” cohort due to

irreversible damage resulting from muscle dystrophy.

(d) Inhibition of myostatin will not affect density of intranuclear

inclusions (INIs) in myonuclei of the OPMD models: Inhibition of

myostatin does not correct the disease genotype in the OPMD models. While

we expect the A17 mice to have a significantly higher density of INIs, we pro-

pose myostatin inhibition will not affect the density of INI observed in the

”early stage” and ”advanced stage” cohorts of treated mice.
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(e) Inhibition of myostatin will restore muscle function in the at-

rophic phenotype: We propose that inhibition of myostatin will also result

in an increase in muscle functional characteristics in the atrophic model sys-

tem. Specifically we expect the restoration of muscle strength of the A17 mice

to non-atrophic levels in the disease model. We also propose to examine the

general locomotor activity of the atrophic mice. We speculate the voluntary

locomotor activity of the A17 mice to be lower than the healthy FvB mice. Ad-

ditionally myostatin inhibition has not been previously shown to have an effect

on voluntary muscle function.

2. To test the metabolomic profile (serum) of the OPMD model system

We propose to test the relationship between the disease progression and metabolomic

profile in serum samples collected in objective 1 to suggest possible candidates to

act as biomarkers in the OPMD model system. The mass spectrometric analysis of

serum markers will enable researchers to follow disease progression and treatment

response. Furthermore, the usage of metabolomics as a functional genomics tool will

enable the generation of hypotheses regarding disease mechanism, and subsequent

generation of alternative therapeutic targets.
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I am unable to find any reference in the literature of the

family hereditary affections to th disturbance... Th

disorder particularly remarkable in that although

hereditary in type, it h not been known to occur early

in life, and must therefore be regarded superinduced

in predisposed persons by conditions arising in the

degenerative period of life

Taylor 373

Chapter 3

Materials and methods

3.1 Animal handling and maintenance

The A17 model mice was generated by Davies et al. 91 by expressing a bovine expanded

PABPN1 transgene driven by a muscle specific human skeletal actin promoter, in the FvB

mice. The model mice though does not present an accurate genocopy of the disease, does

indeed model it at a tissue level and expresses the presence of characteristic intranuclear in-

clusions, muscular atrophy, fibrosis, transcriptomic dysregulation and subsequently has

been used to test therapeutic agents that reduce the intranuclear aggregates. The model

mice used in this experiment was heterozygous for the transgene, bred by mating a het-

erozygous female A17 mouse with a healthy male FvB mouse, with the litters either being

A17 or FvB in expected mendellian ratios (1 in every 2 pups has a high probability of bearing
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transgene). Only male mice were utilised for this expeirment, with the FvB littermates serv-

ing as background / strain controls for the A17 mice. All mice were bred internally and all

mice were housed individually with food and water ad libitum in a minimal disease facility

at Royal Holloway, University of London. Individual mice were identified by ear-notching

at about 4 weeks of age, and each mouse was monitored as per the recommendations of

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986).

3.2 Genotyping of mice

Due to the heterozygous nature of the disease model, the OPMD mice were analysed to

confirm the genotype. In short, ear notches from the mice were digested to extract genomic

DNA and a PCR was performed, with primers directed against the bovine PABPN1 insert.

50μl of 10x PCR homogenization buffer (500 mM KCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3),

0.1mg/ml Gelatin, 0.45% v/v Tween 20, 0.45% v/v Nonidet P40, 5 mg/ml Proteinase K)

was added to the ear notch, and the samples were digested at 55◦C for 5 hours. After the

digestion, proteinase K was heat inactivated by subjecting the sample to 100◦C for 10 min-

utes. The samples were cooled on ice to room temperature and were genotyped by a PCR

using the primers 5’ - GAACCAACAGACCAGGCATC - 3’ and 5’ - GTGATGGTGAT-

GATGACCGG - 3’. In short, 1 μl of the DNA sample was mixed along with 12.5 μl of 2x

PCR Master Mix (Genesys Ltd., Surrey, UK), 0.5 μl of forward and reverse primers (10

pm/μl amplifying a 300 bp product) , or 18s primers as positive control for each reaction (

5’ - TTGACGGAAG GGCACCACCAG - 3’ and 5’ - GCACCACCACCCACGGAATCG -

3’; 10 pm/μl amplifying a 100 bp product), and the final volume was made up-to 25 μlwith

ddH2O.
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The PCR cycle implemented initial denaturation at 95◦C for 2 minutes, followed by 40

cycles of 95◦C denaturation, 60◦C for annealing and 72◦C for extension with each step

lasting for 30 seconds. The final extension was conducted at 72◦C for 10 minutes, and the

samples were cooled down to 4◦C. The samples were run on 2% agarose gel in TBE buffer

(0.11M Tris; 90 mM Borate; 2.5mM EDTA; pH 8.3) at 100V till product separation using

Hyperladder IV (Bioline, London, UK). The absence of a band at 300 bp indicated that the

mouse being genotyped does not contain the insert, and hence is of the FvB strain. Presence

of a band at 300 bp, indicates the probability of the mouse of the A17 genotype. This am-

biguity is resolved and the correct strain is verified by cross referencing the genotype of the

breeder pairs.

Initial body weights were used to evenly distribute animals among cohorts to ensure

equivalent average body-weights prior to the commencement of experimental protocols.

After the commencement of the experiment the mice were monitored daily, with their

weights recorded every week.

3.3 Intra-peritoneal injection procedures

All injection procedures were performed at the same time of day (between 12pm and 2pm,

selected based on brightest lighting conditions in the procedure room) . Mice were weighed

prior to each injection. To administer material in the peritoneal cavity, mice were restrained

and held in a manner that exposes their ventrum. To mitigate the chances of accidental

puncture, care was taken to ensure that their head was lower than their lower body to en-

sure freely movable abdominal organs to move towards the diaphragm. A 29G × 1
2 needle

is inserted into the abdominal cavity in the lower quadrant, in a manner to avoid the ce-
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cum, urinary bladder and the liver. The needle was directed towards the animal’s head at an

angle of 15 - 20 degrees and inserted. Aspiration was attempted to ensure that an abdomi-

nal viscus has not been penetrated. In this experiment, we administered the murine anti-

myostatin blocking antibody RK-35 (Pfizer, USA; diluted in sterile saline (Sigma Aldrich,

UK) for a final volume of 200 μl) which was injected at 10mg/kg weekly for 10 weeks into

the A17 mouse (disease model for OPMD) and FvB (strain control) mice. The dosing regi-

men was optimised based on observed pharmacokinetic profile and serum half life measure-

ments along with dose response studies performed in the C57 model mice (private commu-

nication, Carl Morris, Pfizer, USA; confidential data not shown).

3.4 Open field behaviour analysis

Animals were tested in IR Locomotor Activity Monitors systems as provided by Linton

Instrumentation (Norfolk, UK). The analysis was undertaken in two phases. The initial

phase involved acclimatising the mice in the system, and leaving them undisturbed for an

hour each day for five consecutive days. The final phase involved acclimatisation in the test

cages half hour prior to commencement of data collection, followed by primary data collec-

tion every 10 minutes for 60 minutes every day for five consecutive days. All open field tests

were conducted within the same time period (afternoon) , in-order to minimise impact of

the circadian rhythm in behavioural analyses. Additionally, the order of mice analysed was

randomised each day, along with randomisation of cages used to measure behavioural activ-

ity. The output variables are highlighted in Table: 3.1. All analyses were performed blinded

.
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Table 3.1: Variables from open field behaviour analysis: Open field behaviour analysis is performed and summarised
by a func on of count data, me data and distance captured in 10 minute intervals over a period of an hour. Count
data is categorised as either fast or slow based on a func on of the mobile threshold (set as 20 breaks) and fast
threshold (40 breaks).

Behavioural parameter Units Description

Total Activity Fast Activity Count Fast Beam Breaks

Slow Activity Count Slow Beam Breaks

Total Static Counts

Fast Static Count Beam breaks (Δposition) lower than
Counts mobile threshold but higher than fast threshold

Slow Static Count Beam breaks (Δposition) lower than
Counts mobile threshold and fast threshold

Total Mobile Counts

Fast Mobile Count Beam breaks (Δposition) higher than
Counts mobile threshold and fast threshold

Slow Mobile Count Beam breaks (Δposition) higher than
Counts mobile threshold but lower than fast threshold

Total Rearing Counts Fast Rearing Counts Count Fast beam breaks in upper frame

Slow Rearing Counts Count Slow beam breaks in upper frame

Total Center Rearing Counts

Fast Center Count Fast beam breaks in upper frame
Rearing Counts at the centre of the cage

Slow Center Count Slow beam breaks in upper frame
Rearing Counts at the centre of the cage

Active Time Static Time Seconds Time spent in static activity (slow and fast)

Mobile Time Seconds Time spent in mobile activity (slow and fast)

Innactive Time Seconds Time spent inactive

Rearing Time Seconds Time spent in rearing

Front To Back Counts Count No of traverses along the length of the cage

Distance Travelled Meters The distance covered by the mouse in the cage
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3.5 Forelimb grip strength analysis

To assess the forelimb grip strength of the animals, mice are allowed to rest on an angled

mesh assembly, facing away from the meter (Linton Instrumentation, Norfolk, UK) and

with its hind limbs not in contact with the mesh. A pulling force was exerted on the tail

of the mouse parallel to the angle of the mesh, causing the animal to resist with both fore-

limbs. The maximal force was recorded as the force before the release of any limb from the

transducer mesh. To prevent habituation of the mice, the test was performed over three

days in 30 second intervals of data collection and rest, over five observations per day. All

grip strength analyses were conducted at the same time of day (afternoon) , with randomi-

sation of order of mice analysed. All analyses were performed blinded .

3.6 In-situ muscle electrophysiology

Muscle in-situ electrophysiology surgery and measurement were performed by Drs. Ornella

Cappelari and Alberto Malerba. Data analysis was performed by Pradeep Harish . At the

end of the experiment muscle function was assessed using the right tibialis anterior (TA)

muscle. A17 and FvB Mice were deeply anesthetized by using pentobarbital solution (in-

traperitoneally, 60 mg/ kg) and were carefully monitored throughout the experiment to en-

sure that there was no reflex response to toe pinch. The distal tendon of the TA muscle was

dissected from surrounding tissue and tied with 4.0 braided surgical silk (Interfocus, Cam-

bridge, UK). The sciatic nerve was exposed and superfluous branches axotomized, leaving

the TA motor innervation via the common peroneal nerve intact. The foot was secured to a

platform and the ankle and knee immobilized using stainless steel pins. The TA tendon was
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attached to the lever arm of a 305B dual-mode servomotor transducer (Aurora Scientific,

Ontario, Canada) via a custom made steel s-hook.

TA muscle contractions were elicited by stimulating the distal part of common peroneal

nerve via bipolar platinum electrodes, using supramaximal square- wave pulses of 0.02 ms

(701A stimulator; Aurora Scientific). Data acquisition and control of the servomotors were

conducted using a Lab-View- based DMC program (Dynamic muscle control and Data Ac-

quisition; Aurora Scientific). Optimal muscle length (Lo) was determined by incrementally

stretching the muscle using micromanipulators until the maximum isometric twitch force

was achieved. Maximum isometric tetanic force (Po) was determined from the plateau of

the force–frequency relationship following a series of stimulations at 10, 30, 40, 50, 80, 100,

120, and 150 Hz. After tetanic stimulation via sciatic nerve, TA muscle contractions were

elicited by a direct stimulation of the muscle. The specific force (N/cm2) was calculated by

dividing Po by TA muscle cross-sectional area. the largest obtainable cross sectional area

of muscle was estimated using the following formula 352 : Muscle−weight(g)
TA−fiber−length(cm)×1.06(g/cm3)

. All

analyses were performed blinded .

3.7 Sample collection and processing

Mice were euthanised in accordance with schedule 1 procedures , and blood extracted by

cardiac puncture. Blood samples were allowed to clot overnight at 4°C, and spun down at

2000 rpm (Heraus biofuge 13; Marshall scientific, New Hampshire, USA) for 20 minutes.

The supernatent was extracted, and spun again at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes. Sera samples

were aliquoted and stored at −80°C.

Tibialis Anterior (TA), Extensor Digitor Longus (EDL), and soleus were harvested,
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weighed and mounted in O.C.T. compound (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Leicestershire, UK),

frozen in 2-methylbutane (isopentane) chilled with liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C.

3.8 Immunohistochemical analysis

10 μm transverse sections of the whole tissue were sectioned at intervals of 200 μm along

the whole muscle for all muscles analysed , and the sections were mounted on coated slides

(VWR International, Leicestershire, UK).

Transverse sections of the TA and EDL were air-dried, fixed either in methanol or 4%

formaldehyde, washed thrice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.1% (v/v) Tween-

20 (PBS-T) for 5 minutes. The sections were incubated at room temperature for 1 hour in

a blocking solution (1% normal goat serum in 0.1 m PBS, 0,1% Triton X100). For PABPN1

immunodetection, sections were then incubated in 1 m KCl, 30 mm HEPES, 65 mm PIPES,

10 mm EDTA, 2 mm MgCl2, pH 6.9, for 1 h prior to the immunolabelling, to remove any

soluble proteins. Sections were then incubated with the primary antibody (anti-PABPN1

(rabbit monoclonal, diluted 1:100, Abcam ab75855, overnight at 4 °C), anti-laminin (rat

monoclonal; diluted 1:800; Sigma-Aldrich L0663, 1 hour at room temperature) and anti-

collagen VI (rabbit polyclonal, Abcam ab6588, 1:200, 1  hour at room temperature ). Sec-

tions were washed as before and flurophore-labelled secondary antibodies (Alexa fluor

conjugated to 488 or 594 fluorochromes) were applied for 1 hour. Slides were stained with

DAPI Slides were stained with DAPI (0.1 μg/ml for 3 minutes) to visualise nuclei and cov-

erslips were mounted using the mounting medium (Vector Labs, California, USA). Whole

muscle images (for laminin based fibre morphometry and collagen VI based stains) or ran-

dom fields (for PABPN1 immunostaining) were captured using a microscope (Zeiss, Cam-
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bridge, UK). Sections from both left and right muscles for the TA and EDL were analysed,

with statistical analyses performed on the average value between the muscles . The feret di-

ameter was obtained by manufacturer provided software (Zeiss, Cambridge, UK). The area

of collagen VI and quantification of PABPN1 immunostaining was performed by ImageJ .

All analyses were performed blinded .

3.9 Western blotting

Muscle tissues were homogenised in RIPA buffer (NaCl 0.15 m; HEPES 0.05 m; NP-40 1%;

sodium dehoxycholate 0.5%; SDS 0.1%; EDTA 0.01 m) and with protease inhibitor cocktail

(Roche diagnostics, Risch-Rotkreuz, Switzerland). The protein content of the sample was

quantified by BCA assay (Pierce, Massachusetts, United States). Proteins were denatured

at 70°C for 10 minutes, loaded and separated on pre-cast 4–12% Bis–Tris gel (Invitrogen,

California, United States) and transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane using a semi-

dry transfer method (Trans-Blot turbo transfer pack, Bio-Rad, California, United States).

The membrane was blocked by incubation in 5% milk in 0.1 m PBS, 0.1% Tween-20 for 1

hour. The membrane was probed with primary antibodies (OXPHOS Rodent WB An-

tibody Cocktail; Abcam ab110413; diluted 1:200) overnight, washed and further incubated

with flurophore-attached secondary antibodies. The membranes were directly imaged by

the Odyssey system (LI-COR Biosciences, Nebraska, United States), and area of band was

quantified using manufacturer provided software. All analyses were performed blinded .
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3.10 qPCR analysis

RNA extraction and qPCR analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. Capucine

Trollet 384. Total RNA was extracted from frozen skeletal muscles biopsies using Trizol (In-

vitrogen, California, United States) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA

samples were quantified using a ND-1000 NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop

Technologies, Massachusetts, United States).

RNA (50-250ng for muscle biopsies) was reverse transcribed using M-MLV reverse tran-

scriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was used for

quantitative PCR reaction using SYBR green mix buffer (LightCycler® 480 Sybr green

I Master) in a total of 9ul reaction volume. PCR reaction was carried out as follows: 8

minutes at 95°C followed by 50 cycles: 15 seconds at 95°C, 15 seconds at 60°C and 15 sec-

onds at 72°C. Specificity of the PCR products was checked by melting curve analysis us-

ing the following program: 65°C increasing by 0.11°C/second to 97°C. Transcripts mea-

sured in this study include MyHC IIa (Myh2; 5’ - ACTTTGGCACTACGGGGAAAC -

3’ and 5’ - CAGCAGCATTTCGATCAGCTC - 3’ ), MyHC IIb (Myh4; 5’ - CTTTGCT-

TACGTCAGTCAAGGT - 3’ and 5’ - AGCGCCTGTGAGCTTGTAAA - 3’) andMurf1

(5’ - CGACCGAGTGCAGACGATCATCTC - 3’ and 5’- GTGTCAAACTTCTGACTCAGC

- 3’)The expression level of each mRNA was normalized to that of murine Rplp0mRNA

(large ribosomal protein, subunit P0; 5’ - GAGGACCTCACTGAGATTCGG - 3’ and 5’

- TTCTGAGCTGGCACAGTGAC - 3’) expression. Expression levels were calculated ac-

cording to the DDCt method. All analyses were performed blinded .
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3.11 Mass spectrometric analysis

Mass spectrometric analysis was performed in collaboration with Prof. John Halket 152.

Data files were provided to and analysed by Pradeep Harish. 50 μl serum and 10μL tride-

canoic acid solution (as an internal standard) was vortexed for 10 seconds. 0.5 mL methanol/chloroform

(3:1, v/v) was added and vortexed for 30 seconds and spun down at 3000 rpm (Heraus

biofuge 13; Marshall scientific, New Hampshire, USA) for 10 minutes. The top (organic)

layer was carefully transferred to a glass vial and dried down under N2 at room temperature.

30 μl methoxyamine HCl solution (20 mg/mL in dry pyridine) was then added and the

vial was tightly capped, vortexed and heated at 60°C for 15 minutes. After cooling, 70 μL

BSTFA (1% TMCS) and 30 μL heptane were added, vortexed, tightly capped and heated at

70°C for 30 minutes. After cooling the samples were transferred to microvials for GC/MS

analysis. The samples were analysed in the following order: A17+ Saline, FvB, A17 + RK35 .

An Agilent 5973 quadrupole MSD system with a 6890 GC using a 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d.

fused silica capillary column. 1 μl of serum sample was injected on to the column pro-

grammed on an increasing temperature gradient from 50°C (1 minute) at 10°C/minute to

300°C (held 5 minutes) for a total time of 31 minutes. The helium carrier gas was set at a

constant flow of 1 ml/minute. The interface to the mass spectrometer was maintained at

280°C. The mass spectrometer was calibrated using the instrument Autotune procedure

and standard 70 eV electron impact spectra scanned from m/z 35-600 with a solvent delay

of 5.5 minutes.

Raw mass data was utilised to create peak table using XCMS online 371, to perform initial

statistical filtering, ion peak filtration and retention time alignment. Mass data deconvolu-
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tion was then carried out on changed ion concentrations using MS ChemStation v6.9 (Ag-

ilent, California, United States) to obtain feature ions and mass spectrum of each metabo-

lite. Metabolite signatures were then compared against NIST v11 library. Subsequently, the

raw peak area in the peak table was normalised to that of tridecanoic acid. Data files were

then uploaded to Metaboanalyst v4.0 for statistical analysis422. All analyses were performed

blinded .

3.12 Statistical Techniques

3.12.1 Descriptive data analysis

All descriptive data in this document are represented as the mean of the distribution±

standard error of distribution. In the event of comparison during hypothesis testing, the

data are represented as percentage differences between the groups being compared. Unless

mentioned explicitly, the conventional statistical parameters are used for hypothesis testing

(α = 0.05, β = 0.2). Normality of the distribution was assessed by a shipro-wilks, and the

distribution was assumed to be normally distributed if the p value was≥0.05. Normality

was also visually verified by the use of Normal QQ plots and histograms. Homogeneity of

variance was assessed by Levene’s test, and if p≥0.05, the distribution was assumed to be

homoscedastic (homogeneous variance). In the event that p≤0.05, the distribution was

assumed to be heteroscedastic (heterogeneous variance).

3.12.2 Inferential data analysis

Comparison of two groups If the conditions of normality and homoscedasticity

were met in the distribution, a students t-test was performed between the groups. If the
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condition of normality was not met in a homoscedastic distribution, a Mann-Whitney

U test was performed. In the case of violation homogeneity of variances, a two sample

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was performed.

Comparison of multiple groups If the conditions of normality and homoscedastic-

ity were met, a one Way ANOVA was performed to compare multiple groups. In the case

of a normally distributed heteroscedastic distribution, Welch’s ANOVA was performed.

Multiple comparison analysis were also independently performed with the Benjamini,

Hochberg, and Yekutieli correction for the false discovery rate (FDR). If the condition

of normality was not met in a homoscedastic distribution, a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was

performed with the comparison of medians. In the case of violation of normality and het-

eroscedasticity, and if the distribution shapes were equivalent, a Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA

was performed, with the comparisons of mean ranks. Multiple comparison analysis for the

Kruskal Wallis ANOVA were performed with Dunn-Bonferroni correction for family wise

error rates.

Fibre morphometry analysis To compare the distribution of muscle fibre size, a

kernel density estimate was used to fit smoothed probability density functions to 1000 ran-

domly selected measurements of minimal feret diameter per animal for the TA or 400 for

the EDL 193 . The kernel density estimate has an inherent advantage of smoothness, as com-

pared to a histogram and hence models the underlying distribution more accurately. Once

two probability density functions corresponding to the treatment groups were obtained,

the median of the distributed was compared using the appropriate method. The minimal

feret’s diameter is defined as closest possible distance between the two parallel tangents of
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an object (i.e. muscle fibre)Dubach-Powell, and was used to determine fibre diameter .

3.12.3 Statistical packages employed

Unless specifically stated, all descriptive statistical techniques were performed using Graph-

Pad Prism v7.00, (GraphPad Software, California, USA). Hypothesis testing and Kernel

density estimation used to analyse the muscle fibre minimum feret diameters and was per-

formed in R (Version 3.2.1, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Austria).
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Taylor’s original report attracted little notice or w soon

forgotten … yet we have continued to see exampl of it

from time to time … and such cas have nearly always

been misdiagnosed by the referring physician. Because

of its apparent rarity and lack of general recognition,

and also for the purpose of presenting new data … we are

prompted to place the following observations on record.

Victor et al. 394

Chapter 4

Treatment with anti-myostatin antibody RK35 amelio-

rates atrophic symptoms at early stages of disease in the

oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy model mouse

4.1 Introduction

Myostatin acts as a negative regulator of muscle mass, and has been investigated

as a therapeutic target to ameliorate symptoms in cases of cachexia, sarcopenia, muscular

atrophy and muscular dystrophy41,137,211,358,417,431. Inhibition of myostatin has been reported

to increase muscle mass and myofibre size (by cytoplasmic growth) 340, which though does
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not target the underlying disease state may lead to an improvement in the quality of life

of patients by delaying the onset of locomotion/atrophy related disability. While several

proof-of-concept studies and clinical reports exist in severe muscular dystrophies 399,401, to

our knowledge this is the first report to examine the effect of myostatin in oculopharyngeal

muscular dystrophy (OPMD).

The OPMD model system involves the A17 OPMD transgenic mice which express bovine

expanded polyadenylate-binding nuclear protein 1 (PABPN1) protein containing a patho-

logical polyalanine tract specifically expressed in skeletal muscle92. The FvB mice (which

form the background strain for the A17 mice) were used in this model system as a strain and

littermate control . The OPMD model exhibits loss of body mass, muscle mass, decreased

specific force in skeletal muscle, transcriptomic dysregulation and significant accumulation

of intranuclear inclusions (INI) in myonuclei91,384 . Studies suggest that the disease progres-

sion and atrophy in the model system is prevalent in fast glycolytic fibres found for example

in the tibialis anterior (TA) and the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles, with the ox-

idative fibre types such as those found in the soleus being less affected, inspite of equivalent

transgene expression between the muscles 384. Specifically, there was a decrease in myofibre

cross-sectional area of MyHC-IIB fibres, with an increase in the area of MyHC-IIA fibres.

This change in the myofibre morphology is accompanied by a significant loss of muscle

mass in the TA (upto 40%) and EDL (upto 20%), which corresponds to a loss of maximal

force in both muscles (upto 20%) at 26 weeks of age. The soleus remains unaffected . 246,384.

Previous analysis by Trollet et al. 384 have demonstrated that the atrophy in the OPMD

model system is most apparent from the 18th week of age. To monitor the effects of in-

hibiting myostatin in the early stages of OPMD (before the onset of visible atrophy) , male
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Figure 4.1: Experimental design to test effect of RK35 an body on muscle atrophy of 22-week old OPMD mice:Mice
(9 male A17 + RK35, 10 male A17 + saline, 8 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were administered a
weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age, and
body mass, muscle mass and histology, select proteins, metabolites and transcripts were analysed.

A17 and FvB mice at 12 weeks of age were administered RK35 antibody (10 mg/kg IP) or an

equivalent volume of saline weekly for 10 weeks (9 male A17 + RK35, 10 male A17 + saline, 8

male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) . Mice were then assayed for muscle function,

and muscle sections from TA and EDL were histologically analysed (figure: 4.1).
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4.2 Administration of RK35 prevents disease associated loss of body mass in

early stages of OPMD:

Body mass index has been correlated to muscle strength 160, presenting measurement of

body mass as a rapid and longitudinal method to follow disease progression. The progres-

sion of the disease at 22 weeks of age results in a difference in body mass of 8% (p < 0.05)

when comparing the untreated A17 mice with the untreated FvB control mice (figure: 4.2).

The administration of the antibody (10mg/kg IP, weekly for 10 weeks) resulted in an in-

crease of 11% (p < 0.01) in the body mass of the treated A17 mice when compared to the

untreated A17 mice.

This increase in body mass in treated A17 mice is also normalised to the untreated FvB

control mice, with a negligible difference of 3% (p > 0.05) reported. The data are sum-

marised in figure: 4.2. A descriptive statistical summary is presented in table: A.1.

4.3 Administration of RK35 prevents disease associated loss of muscle mass

in early stages of OPMD:

Measurement of muscle mass is used as a canonical indicator for progress of neuromuscular

diseases in various preclinical models. While certain disease profiles (such as those observed

in themdx models) may involve an initial pseudo-hypertrophic response, most myopathies

involve varying degrees of muscular atrophy215. Different mammalian muscle fibre types

possess varying sensitivity to pathophysiological atrophy signals underlining the need to

examine muscles across the fibre types in preclinical studies410. Three distinct muscles, the

TA, EDL and, the soleus comprising mixed, type IIb, and type I fibre types respectively
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Figure 4.2: Effect of RK35 an body on body mass of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice (9 male A17 + RK35, 10 male
A17 + saline, 8 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were weighed and administered a weekly regimen of
either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age. (a) The average body mass
per group is plo ed against weeks since commencement of experiment (b) The average body mass from the final
week is represented across all groups. Data presented as mean± SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests
a er a FDR correc on.
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were examined, to encompass disease progression and therapeutic response across canonical

myofibre metabolic profiles 343.

TA, EDL and soleus from 22-week old A17 mice with FvB mice subsequent to the treat-

ment regimen (10mg/kg IP RK35, weekly for 10 weeks) were collected, weighed and frozen.

The raw muscle masses (figure: 4.3 d,e,f) were normalised to the initial body mass of the

mice. The muscle masses (normalised to the initial body mass) of TA and EDL were de-

creased by 29% (p < 0.001 ) and 20% (p < 0.001 ) respectively (figure: 4.3 a,b). Administra-

tion of RK35 antibody to A17 mice caused an increase of 19% (p < 0.01 ) and 41% (p < 0.001

) in the mass (normalised to the initial body mass) of TA and EDL muscles respectively

when compared to untreated A17 mice. The muscle masses of the treated A17 mice when

compared to those of the healthy FvB controls, resulted in a difference of 9% (p > 0.05 )

and 14% (p < 0.05 ) in the TA and EDL (fig:4.3 a,b). No change in the muscle mass of the

soleus was observed across all groups (figure:4.3 c). The data are summarised in figure: 4.3.

A descriptive statistical summary is presented in table: A.2.

4.4 Administration of RK35 antibody prevents disease associated reduction

of myofibre diameter in the OPMD mice:

Myofibre diameter and shape is often correlated to general health of the muscle fibre411.

A dystrophic phenotype results in the gradual replacement of healthy myofibres by either

fibres undergoing increased proteolysis / reduced proteogenesis, necrosis, regeneration, de-

position of connective tissue and fat deposits. These processes over the course of the disease

causes considerable variation in muscle fibre morphometry in a dystrophic muscle403,411.

A17 and FvB mice were subject to an anti-myostatin treatment regimen (weekly 10mg/kg
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Figure 4.3: Effect of RK35 an body on muscle mass of 22-week old OPMD mice:Mice (9 male A17 + RK35, 10 male
A17 + saline, 8 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or
the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age. TA (a,d), EDL (b,e) and soleus (c,f) were
sampled and mean mass of all muscles were either normalised to the ini al body mass (a,b,c; A.U being arbitrary
units) or are presented as is (d,e,f).Data presented as mean± SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a
FDR correc on.
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IP for 10 weeks), following which whole muscle sections were stained for laminin, imaged,

blinded and analysed for the minimum feret * diameter. Median fibre diameters from the

kernel density estimate of 1000 random fibres or 400 random fibres per mouse were se-

lected from the TA and EDL respectively and analysed (figure: A.1) .

The reduction of muscle mass in the TA and EDL of A17 mice was accompanied by a

reduction in the average myofibre cross-sectional area by 28% (p < 0.001 ) and 22% (p <

0.001 ) respectively, when compared to FvB mice (figure: 4.4). Administration of the RK35

antibody resulted in a significant increase of 17% (p < 0.01 ) and 44% (p < 0.001 ) respec-

tively, in the TA and EDL muscles when compared to untreated A17 mice (figure: 4.4).

The soleus was not histologically analysed as reports indicate the minimal effect of inhibi-

tion of myostatin on soleus contractile properties 269, sparing of oxidative fibres in OPMD

models 384, and minimal change in muscle mass observed after myostatin inhibition by

RK35 (figure: 4.3). The data are summarised in figure: 4.4. A descriptive statistical sum-

mary is presented in table: A.3.

4.5 Increase in muscle mass of TA is accompanied by a decrease in expression

of collagen VI

Muscle fibrosis is a distinct histopathological feature of OPMD in humans 136. Muscle sec-

tions from 22-week old A17 mice were stained for collagen VI, imaged, blinded, and anal-

ysed for the area of collagen VI deposition. Evidence of disease associated muscle fibrosis

exists in the form of a 56% (p < 0.001 ) increased area of collagen VI deposition when com-

pared to untreated FvB mice (figure: 4.5). Inhibition of myostatin by administered RK35
*The minimal feret’s diameteris defined as closest possible distance between the two parallel tangents of an

object (i.e. muscle fibre)Dubach-Powell.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of RK35 an body on myofibre diameter of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice were administered a
weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age. Mus-
cle samples from 5 randomly selected mice per group were sec oned and stained for laminin. (a) 1000 fibres were
randomly selected for the TA, (b) whereas 400 fibres were randomly selected for the EDL, and the median minimum
feret diameter was analysed. The average median minimum feret diameter per group was plo ed, bars represen ng
SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a FDR correc on.
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antibody (10mg/kg IP, weekly for 10 weeks) reduced deposition of collagen VI in the TA

muscle by 40% (p < 0.001 ) when compared to untreated A17 mice (figure: 4.5). Surpris-

ingly, no significant change in collagen VI levels were however observed for EDL muscle.

The data are summarised in figure: 4.5. A descriptive statistical summary is presented in

table: A.4.

4.6 Administration of RK35 antibody does not affect intranuclear inclu-

sion density

The characteristic hallmark of the OPMD protein expansion is the aggregation of the exp-

PABPN1 in the nucleus 158. The disease phenotype causes the sequestration of essential tran-

scripts and proteins, compromising the transcriptomic profile of the cell and subsequently

the muscle 158,246. While strategies are being developed by research groups to target these in-

tranuclear inclusions 246, we report that an acute anti-myostatin treatment employed on a

post-natal mouse model does not quantitatively affect the density † of INI observed. Mus-

cle sections from 22-week old OPMD mice treated with RK35 (weekly at 10mg/kg IP for

10 weeks) were stained for PABPN1 after a KCl wash 384, co stained with DAPI, imaged,

blinded and analysed. The total nuclei, and the nuclei positive for PABPN1 were counted,

and averaged across fields of view per mouse, and analysed.

The absolute INI density while negligible in the untreated FvB control mice (0%± 0%

of observed nuclei), is significantly higher in the untreated A17 mice (36%± 0.79%, p <

0.001 ; figure: 4.6). Administration of the antibody (10mg/kg IP, weekly for 10 weeks) re-

sults in a negligible change in the density by 4.5% (p > 0.05 ), with the treated A17 mice
†The percentage of nuclei with INI to the total number of nuclei in a field of view
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Figure 4.5: Effect of RK35 an body on collagen VI deposi on in muscles of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice were
administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week
of age. 5 randomly selected whole muscle sec ons from all groups for (a) TA and (b) EDL were stained for collagen VI,
and 5 random fields were imaged and analysed for the percentage area of collagen VI staining. The average area per
group is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a FDR correc on.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of RK35 an body on INI in muscles of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice were subject to a weekly regimen of either saline or the an -
myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 12th week of age ll the 22nd week of age. 5 randomly selected muscle samples per group from all
groups were stained for bovine PABPN1 a er a KCl wash, and 5 random fields were imaged and analysed for the percentage number of posi ve PABPN1
stains to all myonuclei. The average density is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a FDR correc on
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having an absolute 34%± 2.7% of observed nuclei with INI. The data are presented in fig-

ure: 4.6, and a statistical summary is presented in table: A.5.

4.7 Increase in muscle mass is accompanied by an increase in muscle function

Muscle strength is often correlated to muscle size, fibre type and excitation-contraction cou-

pling processes, subsequently linked to impaired locomotion with increased mortality, and

serves as a crucial indicator in phenotypes linked to muscular dystrophy43. Muscle function

testing permits the analysis and quantification of the strength of either individual mus-

cles or whole muscle groups43. Three distinct types of muscle function, the forelimb grip

strength, open field activity behaviour and an in-situmuscle electrophysiological assay were

analysed in this study. In order to obtain measures of muscle function, the experiment was

repeated with a n = 10 per group. The measures of change in body mass and muscle mass

were identical to the previous experiment (data not shown; see figure: 4.1) .

4.7.1 Increase in muscle mass is accompanied by an increase in fore limb grip

strength.

Forelimb grip strength measurements allows evaluation of in-vivomuscle performance in

a non-invasive manner. The forelimb grip strength encompasses measurement of peak

resistive force as the animal is pulled away from a grid, with studies in OPMD models re-

porting a correlation of grip strength with disease progression92,384. 22-week old OPMD

mice treated weekly with 10mg/kg IP RK35 were assayed, 15 measurements over four days

(with upto five measurements per day) in 30 second intervals were recorded and median

grip strength per mouse was analysed.
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The grip strength (normalised to initial body mass) of the untreated A17 mice was 13%

(p < 0.05 ) lower than the untreated FvB control mice, which may indicate an atrophic loss

of muscle function due to dystrophy, and a compromise of muscle structure due to fibrosis

(figure: 4.7). The administration of RK35 causes an increase of normalised grip strength by

23% (p < 0.001 ) when compared to the untreated A17 mice. This increase in normalised

grip strength results in there being a 8% (p > 0.05 ) difference when compared to the un-

treated FvB control mice (figure: 4.7). While an increase in (and subsequent normalisation

of) grip strength in the treated A17 mice is observed, the forelimb grip strength of treated

FvB control mice remain statistically homogeneous to the untreated FvB control mice (fig-

ure: 4.7). This is surprising, and may indicate that inhibition of myostatin in a healthy an-

imal system may not necessarily be correlate an increase in muscle strength to an increased

muscle mass. The data are summarised in figure: 4.7, and a descriptive statistical summary

is presented in table: A.6

4.7.2 Administration of antibody RK35 results in no change in open field be-

haviour test outcomes

Open field behaviour analysis enables the assay of voluntary motor activity within the con-

text of locomotor impairment in murine models of muscular dystrophy, and subsequent

efficacy of therapeutic regimen to ameliorate loss of muscle function 370. Different from

the grip strength which measures muscle strength, open field behaviour analysis demon-

strates the effect of the disease and therapeutic agents on whole body systems, making it

a beneficial auxiliary outcome measure in preclinical studies 370. Though previous and pi-

lot experiments show no differences in locomotor activity between the A17 and FvB mice,
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Figure 4.7: Effect of RK35 an body on forelimb grip strength of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice (9 male A17 + RK35,
10 male A17 + saline, 8 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were administered a weekly regimen of either
saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age. Forelimb grip strength was anal-
ysed and the average of 15 measurements per mouse, per group is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values
obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a FDR correc on.
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open field analyses were performed in this study to quantify the effect of increased muscle

mass brought about by myostatin inhibition in the A17 disease model; especially as the ther-

apeutic administration of myostatin brought about an increase in muscle force . 22-week

old OPMD mice treated weekly with 10mg/kg IP RK35 were observed for 1 hour per day,

over 4 days . 22 variables were recorded in each observation, and average measurement per

mouse was analysed. No overt difference exists in the voluntary locomotor activity mea-

sured between the untreated A17 mice, treated A17 mice and untreated FvB control mice.

While minor trends observed wherein the untreated A17 mice display a difference in mean

compared to the other groups, for example in select cases of ”fast activity” (figure: 5.8 a),

”total activity” (figure: 5.8 b), and ”total static count” (figure: 5.8 c), ”total centre rearing

count” (figure: 5.8 d), these differences however remain statistically homogeneous. A de-

scriptive statistical summary of the data are presented in table: 4.1. A description of terms

used in analysis is presented in table: B1.

4.7.3 Increase in muscle mass observed corresponds to an increase in maximal

tetanic force

Evaluation of muscle mechanical function allows examination of disease progression and

the effect of therapeutic regimens administered. Performed on a terminally anaesthetised

mouse, in-situ electrophysiological techniques have inherent advantages over other non-

invasive or ex-vivo techniques 246. Non-invasive tests such as grip strength provide valu-

able longitudinal information, but are susceptible to central fatigue, cooperation of animal,

and animal learning requiring a large number of replicates. On the other hand, ex-vivo as-

says while providing information on muscle contraction do not permit the examination of
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Table 4.1: Open field behaviour of 22-week old OPMD mice does not change with treatment: Mice (n = 10 per
group) were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from
the 12th week of age. Open field behaviour was analysed over an hour over four days, and the average measure-
ments of 20 observa ons per group is represented below.

Activity A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

Active time (s) 203 10 237 6 225 9 228 11
Distance travelled (m) 15 1 17 1 16 1 16 1
Fast activity (bks) 43 4 51 4 49 4 56 5
Fast centre rearing count 12 3 13 3 10 2 13 3
Fast mobile count 29 3 35 4 33 3 39 4
Fast rearing count 78 19 104 20 95 19 92 20
Fast static count 14 1 17 1 17 2 17 2
Front To Back count 21 1 23 1 23 1 25 2
Inactive Time (s) 398 10 363 6 375 9 372 11
Mobile Time (s) 37 3 43 3 40 2 46 4
Rearing Time (s) 232 19 269 13 238 14 261 19
Slow activity (bks) 254 14 294 9 282 13 294 17
Slow centre rearing count 11 1 11 1 8 1 10 1
Slow mobile count 41 4 47 3 44 3 54 5
Slow rearing count 60 4 69 3 60 3 68 4
Slow static count 213 12 247 8 238 12 240 14
Static Time (s) 166 9 194 6 185 9 182 10
Total activity (bks) 297 16 345 11 331 15 350 20
Total centre rearing count 23 3 23 3 18 3 23 4
Total mobile count 70 6 82 6 77 5 92 9
Total rearing count 138 19 172 20 156 19 160 21
Total static count 227 13 264 8 254 13 257 15
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Figure 4.8: Effect of RK35 an body on open field behaviour of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice (n = 10 per group)
were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th
week of age. Open field behaviour was analysed over an hour over four days, and the average measurements of 20
observa ons per group is plo ed, bars represen ng SD. (a) total ac vity represents average total beam breaks, (b)
front-to-back counts represents the number of mes mouse crossed the length of the cage (c) total mobile counts
and (d) total centre rearing count. Sta s cal analyses were conducted, with values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a
FDR correc on
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muscle contraction under neural stimulus 366. The analysis of maximal force generation on

tetani at a series of increasing stimulation frequencies on a per muscle basis, provides infor-

mation on muscle strength, Henneman recruitment of motor units in disease and treated

conditions 24, and enables assessment of force per unit area of the muscle 246. The maximal

tetanic force produced by the untreated A17 mice at an excitation frequency of 180Hz , was

55% (p < 0.001 ) lower than the untreated FvB controls (figure: 4.9 a,b). Administration of

the antibody to A17 mice caused an increase of 21%(p < 0.05 ) when compared to the un-

treated A17 mice. This results a difference of 28%(p <0.01 ) between the treated A17 and

untreated FvB control mice (figure: 4.9 a,b) for the maximal tetanic force. Surprisingly, no

change in maximum tetanic force between the untreated FvB mice and treated FvB mice

was observed. Specific force was calculated as a function of muscle mass, length of mus-

cle and muscle specific gravity to approximate muscle cross sectional area 246. Surprisingly,

specific force of all groups remain statistically homogeneous (figure: 4.9, c,d). The data are

summarised in figure: 4.9. descriptive statistical summary is presented in table: A.7.

4.8 Discussion

OPMD is modelled in various in-vitro and in-vivomodel systems. In this study, the A17

mammalian model system which co-expresses an expanded bovine PABPN1 construct in

skeletal muscles to recreate the disease at a tissue level was utilised to examine the thera-

peutic effects of myostatin blockade in early stages of disease. As established 384, we report

that A17 disease model (untreated A17) mouse at 22 weeks of age possesses a lower body

and muscle mass resultant from the dystrophy as compared to the FvB controls. The lower

muscle mass was accompanied by an atrophy of the muscle fibres (evidenced by a decreased
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Figure 4.9: Change in tetanic force generated in TA of 22-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: Mice (n =
10 per group) were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks
from the 12th week of age. The le TA from all groups were mounted on a mechanotransducer and the scia c nerve
was excited (a) average max. force generated at increasing frequencies is plo ed. (b) The average max. force gen-
erated at 180Hz is plo ed, with bars represen ng SEM. (c)Maximal force values were normalised with the muscle
cross-sec onal area to obtain specific force (d) Specific force of TA at 180Hz is plo ed is plo ed. Data presented as
mean± SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er a FDR correc on
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myofibre diameter), an increased level of observed fibrosis (evidenced by collagen VI de-

position), and lower functional quality of muscles (evidenced by grip strength and in-situ

muscle physiology) as compared to the untreated FvB control mice. Analysis of INI density

(which serve as the pathological hallmark of the disease) revealed that at 22 weeks of age, the

A17 mice have a significantly higher proportion of INIs in the myonuclei of TA, confirm-

ing that animals used model OPMD on a tissue level.

The inhibition of myostatin increases muscle mass by driving cytoplasmic growth of the

muscle fibre 340. The efficacy of myostatin blockade by the monoclonal antibody RK35 has

been examined in the murine models of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Duchenne

muscular dystrophy(DMD) and nemaline myopathy9,173,378, and is currently in phase II

clinical trial as PF-06252616 for DMD (NCT02907619,NCT02310763 and Bhattacharya

et al. 32). Other similar reagents include recombinant antibodies (e.g. JA-1641), myostatin

propeptide42 and a monoclonal antibody (REGN1033 220). It was hypothesised that the in-

hibition of myostatin before pathological onset, or during the early stages of disease would

delay disease progression.

Supporting the hypothesis, a treatment associated reversal of loss of body mass and mus-

cle mass by an increase in muscle fibre diameter of the OPMD model was observed. The

increase in body mass by 11% in treated animals was most evident during the first 5 weeks

of the 10 week treatment regimen, after which the difference was maintained. A similar ef-

fect was observed by Andre et al. 9 and Tinklenberg et al. 378 wherein the greatest increase in

body mass is observed within 5 weeks of treatment. Increase in body mass of 3%-14% was

observed for other antibody based reagents41,220, and a 24% increase in body mass by the use

of a propeptide42.
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The increase in muscle masses (by 19% and 41% in TA and EDL) and muscle fibre diam-

eter (by 17% and 44% in TA and EDL) observed in this study is promising, as it indicates

that inhibition of myostatin may be a valid strategy to counteract the loss of body mass and

muscle mass in the OPMD model mice at early stages of disease progression. Other studies

employing an anti-myostatin regimen reported an increase in muscle mass of hind-limb

muscles by 13%-35% depending on muscle and disease model examined9,41,42,220,378.

No loss in the mass of the soleus was reported in this study. The muscle fibre type com-

position between the TA, EDL and soleus differ, with the EDL primarily composed of

glycolytic fast-twitch fibres, the TA composed of mixed fibres, and the soleus primarily ox-

idative slow twitch fibres. The increased response to the antibody as observed in the EDL

compared to the TA and soleus was hypothesised as studies report that the myofibrillar

metabolic profile of a glycolytic fast-twitch fibre causes an increased production of myo-

statin transcripts and an increased density of the ACTRIIB receptors to be present in the

EDL 269,424. This observation is most promising as OPMD disease progression is reported

to be more specific in fast-twitch muscle fibres like the EDL 384, and the specific response

expected and observed with the antibody RK35 on the EDL complements the aetiological

profile of the disease. No changes were also observed in the density of INI in the TA, sup-

porting our hypothesis that inhibition of myostatin does not affect disease phenotype.

Muscle fibrosis forms an essential step which culminates in the reforming of the con-

tractile unit from myofibre stumps 233. Collagen VI is implicated in tissue remodelling and

wound healing, as variations in collagen VI expression have been reported in many patho-

logical conditions, like muscle and liver fibrosis 128. Fibrosis is the most conspicuous patho-

logical change in dystrophic muscles; it is characterized by excessive accumulation of colla-
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gens and other ECM components, including collagen VI429. Wagner et al. 401 reported a

decrease in fibrosis inMstn−/−/mdxmodels. Studies inmdx models administered with an

anti-myostatin agent report that pharmacological inhibition of myostatin reverses muscle

fibrosis in the triceps (29% reduction in the area of collagen VI 234). Analysis of area of colla-

gen VI deposition in this study, revealed a reduction in the area in the TA of the treated A17

mice, but not the EDL by 40% and a non-significant 8% , respectively. Though further ex-

periments need to be performed to analyse why a decrease in area of collagen VI expression

in the EDL was not observed, we speculate that the difference in muscle fibre type may alter

susceptibility of the fibre to fibrosis dependant on relative stage of disease progression. The

reduction in the area of collagen VI in the TA however remains promising and indicates a

partial rescue of the structural integrity of a myofibre compromised by disease progression.

This increase in muscle mass is also correlated to an increase in grip strength and max-

imal tetanic force observed, corresponding to an increase in gross muscle function in the

treated A17 mice. Indeed, an increase in grip strength by 23% and maximal tetanic force of

TA by 21%is observed. Other reports indicate that an anti-myostatin regimen induces an

increase in grip strength by 21%9,378, maximal force by 16% and 19%-47% in the TA and EDL

respectively9,220,378.

Though studies in myostatin null animals have reported an increase in maximal force

but a decrease in specific maximum force of the muscle 271, it must however be noted that a

genetic knockout model of myostatin is inherently different from a post-natal knockdown

regimen and presents a different histopathophysiological profile. Pharmacological /post-

natal myostatin inhibition strategies as employed with the antibody RK35 does not result

in the characteristic ”double-muscling” response observed in a knockout mouse9,41,173,220,378.
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Though an increase in muscle strength in the treated A17 mice was observed, no such in-

crease was evident in the treated healthy FvB control mice (in-spite of an increase in muscle

mass), a pattern also observed by Andre et al. 9 .

While experiments need to be conducted to identify and elucidate this trend, we spec-

ulate that a supra-maximal increase in myofibre diameter in a healthy model system may

lead to an increased nuclear domain and place constraints on oxygen diffusion from the

membrane to the centre of the fibre leading to fibre asphyxiation, and a minimal increase

in strength observed 194. We also speculate that the minimal response observed in muscle

strength of the treated FvB mice (which does not correlate to the increased muscle mass)

might indicate a different -omic profile in the healthy FvB mice. This suggests the disease

profile may influence action and efficacy of the antibody and requires further investigation.

Most surprisingly, the specific force across all A17 and FvB groups remain homogeneous.

We speculate that the ratio of increased maximal force observed to the increased muscle

mass in the treated A17 mice mathematically correlates with the decreased maximal force to

the decreased muscle mass in the untreated A17 mice resulting in similar maximal specific

forces for the two treatment groups. However, this hypothesis does not explain the mini-

mal change in specific force and maximal force in-spite of an increase in muscle mass in the

treated FvB mice. Similar patterns were also observed in reports by other anti-myostatin

antibody based studies9,220,378, though a propeptide based inhibition strategy does result in

an increased specific force42. The difference in mechanism of action and efficacy between

propeptide based and antibody based approaches presents a singular opportunity to inves-

tigate and inform development of next generation of blocking antibodies.

Open field behaviour tests form an auxiliary test to test voluntary locomotion based on
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the exploratory drive of the organism 370. Routinely used to test anxiety related behaviour

of mice, the assay has also been used to inform researchers of voluntary locomotor activity

in a dystrophic environment240. No change in the voluntary locomotor activity between all

groups was observed. To minimise variability, the assay was carried out in a quiet, tempera-

ture controlled and well lit room with negligible human presence during the assay. Another

source of variability that traditionally applies to the assay involves changes in behaviour in

the activity cages subsequent to separation from litter mates, which however does not apply

to this study as all animals were individually housed after weaning. It must be noted that

while the assay was carried out in the same lighting conditions for all groups, differences in

circadian patterns over the whole day/night cycle was not measured, and further studies can

be conducted can explore the activity of the mice through longer periods in adapted cages.

Though it was not examined if this increase in muscle morphometry would be protected

against atrophy as the disease continues to progress, we can speculate that this increase in

muscle quality would delay the progression of the disease by the reduction of the net atro-

phy experienced.
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Taylor did not ascertain the pathological bas of the

syndrome but believed it a degeneration of neural

nuclei ... prevailing opinion at that time. The idea that

ptos w but a fragment of a progressive paralys of

striated ocular muscl ... due to a primary degeneration

of the muscle fibr ... h only gained general acceptance

since the critical study of Kiloh and Nevin in 1951.

Victor et al. 394

Chapter 5

Treatment with anti-myostatin antibody RK35 partially

ameliorates atrophic symptoms at advanced stages of dis-

ease in the oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy model

mouse

5.1 Introduction

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystropy (OPMD) primarily remains a late onset

muscle wasting disease, whose clinical diagnosis is often compounded by the onset of sar-

copenia associated muscle loss 317. A combined sarcopenic and dystrophic phenotype may
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irreversibly alter muscle structure and attenuate the efficacy of the therapeutic regimen as

compared to models in earlier stages of the disease 117,197,217,218,323,331,384.

Myostatin is a known regulator of muscle mass 264, and has been examined as a therapeu-

tic target to ameliorate symptoms of dystrophy, cachexia, and sarcopenia 263,325,399. Studies

in myostatin null mice report an increased bone mineral density, ejection fraction, resis-

tance to diet induced obesity, dyslipidemia, atherogenesis, hepatic steatosis, macrophage

infiltration, besides a substantial improvement in muscle mass416, which remain important

sarcopenia associated clinical features. Inhibition of myostatin on disease progression has

been studied in agedmdx model and C57 model systems utilising various strategies 16,221,288,

and report variable levels of efficacy. However reports on serum myostatin levels in aged

human populations remain inconclusive and is a crucial variable to consider when develop-

ing a related therapeutic regimen *.

To monitor the effects of inhibiting myostatin in advanced stages of OPMD, 8-10 A17

and FvB mice at 42 weeks old (age chosen dependant on home office regulations ; 9 male

A17 + RK35, 8 male A17 + saline, 10 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were

weighed and administered the anti-myostatin antibody RK35 (10 mg/kg IP) or an equiv-

alent volume of saline weekly for 10 weeks. Mice were then assayed for muscle function,

and muscle sections from TA and EDL were histologically analysed (figure: 5.1).
*A cross-sectional study in aged (sarcopenic) patients suggested that serum myostatin levels increase with

advancing age and is inversely correlated with muscle mass427. Subsequent studies however report no age
related difference in myostatin protein or transcript levels 314,414. Meanwhile recent reports have speculated
a natural and compensatory decrease in serum myostatin levels during later stages of atrophy and disease
progression 251.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental design to test effect of RK35 an body on muscle atrophy of 52-week old OPMD mice:Mice
(9 male A17 + RK35, 10 male A17 + saline, 8 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were administered a
weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week of age, and
body mass, muscle mass and histology were analysed.
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5.2 Progression of disease results in lower initial body mass in 52-week old

OPMD mice:

Skeletal muscle accounts for 40% of mammalian body weight, and substantial quantita-

tive and qualitative deterioration in skeletal muscle mass (due to dystrophy, or other sub-

clinical or clinical features) may be correlated to loss of body mass in murine models of

muscular dystrophy207, and allows the investigator to rapidly and longitudinally assess dis-

ease progression. 52-week old A17 and FvB mice were weighed and administered 10mg/kg

IP RK35 or saline, weekly for 10 weeks from 42 weeks of age.

A 15% (p < 0.01 ) difference in body mass exists, when comparing the A17 mice to the

FvB mice at the start of the experiment (figure: 5.2 b). This difference is maintained through-

out study (figure: 5.2 a,c). The treatment with the antibody causes an increase in final body

mass of 6% (p > 0.05 ) when compared to the untreated A17 mice, which trends to the

body mass of the FvB mice (maintaining a difference of 9% , p < 0.05 , to the FvB mice)

during the experiment (figure: 5.2 b). This increase in body mass results in a change of 9%

(p < 0.05 ) when compared to untreated FvB mice at the end of the experiment. A descrip-

tive statistical summary is presented in table: A.8.
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Figure 5.2: Effect of RK35 an body on body mass of 52-week old OPMD mice: Mice (9 male A17 + RK35, 8 male A17 + saline, 10 male FvB + RK35, 10 male
FvB + saline mice) were weighed and administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week
of age. (a) The change in body mass per group is plo ed against weeks since commencement of experiment (b) The average ini al body mass and (c) The
average final body mass is represented across all groups. Data presented as mean± SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR correc on.
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5.3 Administration of the RK35 antibody at advanced stages of disease pro-

gression restores muscle mass in the OPMD mice:

The loss of muscle mass is often used as a canonical indicator to follow progress of neu-

romuscular diseases in animal models. Age related muscle loss and dystrophic muscle loss

share clinical features such as fibrosis, myofibre irregularity in shape and heterogeneity in

size, and muscle weakness which may manifest as a loss in muscle mass 29,164,335,336,390,411. A17

and FvB mice were subject to an anti-myostatin treatment regimen (weekly 10mg/kg IP

RK35 for 10 weeks) from 42 weeks of age, following which the TA, EDL and soleus was

weighed and frozen.

A decrease in the muscle masses (normalised to the initial body mass) was observed, in

the TA and EDL muscles by 23% (p < 0.01 ) and 16% (p > 0.05 ) respectively when A17 mice

were compared to FvB mice (figure: 5.3 a,b). Administration of RK35 antibody increased

muscle mass (normalised to the initial body mass) of the TA and EDL by 14% (p < 0.05 )

and 32% (p < 0.05 ) respectively, in the treated A17 mice when compared to the untreated

A17 mice. This increase results in an 8% (p > 0.05 ) and 12% (p > 0.05 ) difference in nor-

malised muscle masses in the TA and EDL muscles when the treated A17 mice were com-

pared to FvB mice (figure: 5.3 a,b). A significant change in the muscle mass of the TA and

EDL by 15% (p < 0.01 ) and 26% (p < 0.05 ) was observed (figure: 5.3 a,b), when comparing

FvB mice against the treated FvB mice. The data are summarised in figure: 5.3. a descriptive

statistical summary is presented in table: A.9.

The normalisation ratios of the muscle mass by the (variable) initial body masses be-

tween the atrophic A17 mice and the healthy FvB mice correlate and may statistically mask
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the changes observed in the raw muscle masses. † To further elucidate the effect of the treat-

ment regimen, we next compared the change in non-normalised muscle mass (raw muscle

mass). The raw muscle mass of the TA and EDL were 40% (p < 0.01 ) and 16% (p < 0.05 )

lower respectively in the A17 mice than FvB mice (figure: 5.3 d,e). The treatment with RK35

antibody resulted in an increase of 12% (p < 0.05 ) and 14% (p < 0.05 ) in raw muscle mass of

the TA and EDL in the treated A17 mice when compared to the untreated A17 mice. This

increase in the muscle mass results in there being a 25% (p < 0.001 ) and negligible 2% (p

> 0.05 ) difference in raw muscle mass of the TA and EDL between the treated A17 mice

and FvB mice (figure: 5.3 d,e). A significant change in the raw muscle mass of the TA and

EDL by 15% (p < 0.001 ) and 26% (p < 0.001 ) was also observed, when the FvB mice were

compared against treated FvB mice. A significant increase in the mass of the soleus brought

about by the treatment in the 52-week old A17 mice was observed (figure: 5.3 c,f). The ad-

ministration of the antibody to the A17 mice resulted in a significant 28% (p < 0.005 ) in-

crease in normalised muscle mass (26% , p < 0.05 , an increase in raw muscle mass) when

compared to the untreated A17 mice. The data are summarised in figure: 5.3. A descriptive

statistical summary is presented in table: A.10 .

5.4 Increase in muscle mass is accompanied by a significant increase in myofi-

bre diameter in wild-type but not in OPMD model:

Decrease in myofibre diameter is directly correlated to a decrease in muscle mass and func-

tion411. Selective atrophy of type II myofibres in murine models of OPMD was first de-

†This occurs as the ratio of the (higher) muscle mass from the healthy FvB controls to their (higher ini-
tial) body mass correlates to the ratio of the (lower) muscle masses from the atrophic A17 controls to their
(significantly lower initial) body mass.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of RK35 an body on muscle mass of 52-week old OPMD mice:Mice (9 male A17 + RK35, 8 male
A17 + saline, 10 male FvB + RK35, 10 male FvB + saline mice) were administered a weekly regimen of either saline
or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week of age. TA (a,d), EDL (b,e) and soleus (c,f) were
sampled and mean mass of all muscles were normalised to the ini al body mass (a,b,c; A.U. being arbitrary units) or
are presented as is (d,e,f). Data presented as mean± SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR
correc on.
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scribed by Trollet et al. 384 , a disease profile shared with muscles undergoing sarcopenia 197.

42-week old A17 and FvB mice were subject to an anti-myostatin treatment regimen (weekly

10mg/kg IP RK35 for 10 weeks), following which whole muscle sections were stained for

laminin, imaged, blinded and analysed for the minimum feret ‡ diameter. Median fibre di-

ameters from the kernel density estimates of 1000 random fibres or 400 random fibres per

mouse were selected from the TA and EDL respectively and analysed (figure: A.2) .

The reduction of muscle mass in the A17 mice was accompanied by a reduction of myofi-

bre diameter in the TA and EDL muscles by 18% (p < 0.05 ) and 6% (p < 0.05 ) respectively

when compared to FvB mice (figure: 5.4 a,b). The administration of RK35 to A17 mice re-

sults in an increase in myofibre diameter of 4% (p > 0.05 ) and 2% (p > 0.05 ) in both the

TA and EDL muscles when compared to the untreated A17 mice (figure: 5.4 a,b). To de-

termine if the age of the organism played a role in the attenuated efficacy of the antibody,

the myofibre diameter in age-matched healthy FvB controls were compared. The myofibre

diameter of the treated FvB mice had increased by 13% (p < 0.05 ) and 14% (p < 0.05 ) in the

TA and EDL when compared against the untreated FvB mice. See figure: 5.4, and table:

A.11.

5.5 Increase in muscle mass of TA is accompanied by a decrease in expression

of collagen VI

The inflammatory components of a dystrophic muscle and activity of auxiliary cell media-

tors such as fibroblasts lead to muscle fibrosis which compromises muscle plasticity, muscle

structure and serves as a major histopathological hallmark of disease progression in mus-
‡The minimal feret’s diameter is defined as closest possible distance between the two parallel tangents of

an object (i.e. muscle fibre)Dubach-Powell.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of RK35 an body on myofibre diameter of 52-week old OPMD mice: Mice were administered a
weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age. Mus-
cle samples from 5 randomly selected mice per group were sec oned and stained for laminin. (a) 1000 fibres were
randomly selected for the TA, (b) whereas 400 fibres were randomly selected for the EDL, and the median minimum
feret diameter was analysed. The average median minimum feret diameter per group was plo ed, bars represen ng
SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR correc on.
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cular dystrophies 206. Whole muscle sections from 52-week old OPMD mice treated with

RK35 (weekly at 10mg/kg IP for 10 weeks) were stained for collagen VI, imaged, blinded

and analysed. The total area of collagen VI staining to the total imaged area of the muscle

was calculated.

In the 52-week old A17 mice there is evidence of disease associated muscle fibrosis in the

form of a 12.01%± 1.05% and 11.29%± 1.45% area of collagen VI deposition in the TA and

EDL when compared to the 4.54%± 0.35% and 6.05%± 0.70% area of collagen VI depo-

sition in the healthy FvB mice. This. This computes to a 32% (p < 0.001 ) and 52% (p <

0.001 ) percentage change when compared to untreated FvB mice. Inhibition of myostatin

by administered RK35 antibody reduced deposition of collagen VI in the TA muscle by

40% (p < 0.001 ) when compared to untreated A17 mice, resulting in a total 7.16%± 0.58%

area of collagen VI deposition in the treated mice.

This reduction in collagen VI area in the treated A17 mice was partially normalised to the

FvB controls, resulting in a 37% (p < 0.01 ) difference when compared to the untreated FvB

control mice. No treatment associated statistically significant change in collagen VI levels

were observed for EDL muscle (a 8% difference in means was observed in the A17). The

data are summarised in figure: 5.5 and table: A.12.

5.6 Administration of RK35 antibody does not affect intranuclear inclusion

density in OPMD muscle

OPMD is characterised by the accumulation of intranuclear inclusion (INI) bodies in the

myonuclei. Studies have proposed that the severity of disease is dependant on the extent of

INI accumulation, with homozygous genotypes associated with a corresponding increased
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Figure 5.5: Effect of RK35 an body on collagen VI deposi on in muscles of 52-week old OPMD mice: Mice were
administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week
of age. 5 randomly selected whole muscle sec ons from all groups for (a) TA and (b) EDL were stained for collagen VI,
and 5 random fields were imaged and analysed for the percentage area of collagen VI staining. The average area per
group is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR correc on.
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density of INI bodies across all myonuclei 384. Muscle sections from 52-week old OPMD

mice treated with RK35 (weekly at 10mg/kg IP for 10 weeks) were stained for polyadenylate-

binding nuclear protein 1 (PABPN1) after a KCl wash 384, co stained with DAPI, imaged,

blinded and analysed. The total nuclei, and the nuclei positive for PABPN1 were counted,

averaged across fields of view per mouse, and analysed.

The absolute INI density while negligible in the untreated and treated FvB control mice

(0%± 0% of observed nuclei), is significantly higher in the untreated A17 mice (37%±

1.76%, p < 0.001 ; figure: 5.6). Administration of the antibody (10mg/kg IP, weekly for

10 weeks) results in a negligible change in the density with the untreated and treated A17

mice having an absolute 37%± 1.07% of observed nuclei with INI. The data is presented in

figure: 5.6, and a descriptive statistical summary is presented in table: A.13.

5.7 Increase in muscle mass in OPMD treated with RK-35 antibody is accom-

panied by no changes in muscle function

Muscle function analyses allows correlation of neuromuscular function degeneration, ex-

ercise tolerance, biochemical profile and maximal muscle strength. Studies in patients have

reported strong associations between loss of muscle strength, muscle mass and muscle qual-

ity in both atrophic conditions and advancing age. While select measurements in animal

models can be directly correlated to humans, care must me taken to account for variables

such as deterioration of cognitive function, fatigue, and other socio-economic factors which

may confound direct correlations between aged animal models and older patients.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of RK35 an body on INI in muscles of 52-week old OPMD mice: Mice were subject to a weekly regimen of either saline or the an -
myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 42nd week of age. 5 randomly selected TA muscle samples per group from all groups were stained for
bovine PABPN1 a er a KCl wash, and 5 random fields were imaged and analysed per sample for the percentage number of posi ve PABPN1 stains to all
myonuclei. The average density is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR correc on
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5.7.1 Increase in muscle mass is accompanied by no change in forelimb grip strength

Forelimb grip strength presents a non-invasive, longitudinal low-stress method to assay de-

generation of neuromusculoskeletal systems over disease progression. 42-week old A17 and

FvB mice were treated weekly for 10 weeks with 10mg/kg IP RK35 and assayed. 15 measure-

ments over four days (with upto five measurements per day) in 30 second intervals were

recorded and median grip strength per mouse was analysed. Normalised grip strength (to

the initial body mass) of the untreated A17 mice was minimally lower by 14% (p > 0.05 )

than the untreated FvB control mice (figure: 5.7 a). The administration of RK35 resulted

in a non-significant change of 3% (p > 0.05 ) in normalised grip strength when compared

to the untreated A17 mice. Difference in grip strength between the untreated FvB control

mice and treated FvB mice remain statistically homogeneous (figure: 5.7 a).

As noted previously, the difference in initial body mass results in there being a differ-

ence between normalised grip strength and the non-normalised grip strength values. The

normalised ratio of the grip strength to the initial body mass of the A17 model mice (with

a lower body mass and lower grip strength) to the healthy FvB controls (with a higher

body mass and higher grip strength) remain similar. In order to elucidate the effect of the

change in grip strength in advanced stages of the disease progression and amelioration of

symptoms by the administration of the antibody, we next examined the change in non-

normalised (raw) grip strength.

A difference of 31% (p < 0.001 ) exists, in non-normalised (raw) grip strength of un-

treated A17 mice than the untreated FvB control mice (figure: 5.7 b). The administration

of RK35 resulted in an increase of 5% (p > 0.05 ) in raw grip strength when compared to

the untreated A17 mice. This increase in raw forelimb grip strength of treated A17 mice re-
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Figure 5.7: Effect of RK35 an body on forelimb grip strength of 52-week old OPMD mice: Mice (n = 5) were admin-
istered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week of
age. (a) The grip strength normalised to the ini al body mass or (b) raw grip strength was analysed and the average of
15 measurements per mouse, per group is plo ed, bars represen ng SEM, with p-values obtained by mul ple t-tests
a er an FDR correc on.

sults in a 25% (p < 0.001 ) difference when compared to the untreated FvB mice (figure: 5.7

b). The raw grip strength of the treated FvB mice remains homogeneous to the untreated

FvB mice. The data is summarised in figure: 5.7, and a descriptive statistical summary is

presented in table: A.14.

5.7.2 Administration of antibody RK35 does not affect open field behaviour

test outcomes

The open field behaviour test represents an auxiliary test for muscle function which exam-

ines the effect of whole body systems in a dystrophic environment. The ultimate objective

of assessing open field behaviour is to correlate identified genetic, biochemical and cellular

observations to changes in voluntary muscle function and disease progression. 42-week old
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OPMD mice treated with 10mg/kg IP RK35 weekly for 10 weeks were observed for 1 hour

per day, over 4 days . Average measurements from 15 behavioural parameters were recorded

and analysed.

No overt difference was detected in the voluntary locomotor activity measured between

the untreated A17 mice, treated A17 mice and untreated FvB control mice. While minor

trends observed wherein the treated A17 mice display a difference in mean compared to the

other groups, for example in select cases of ”total activity” (figure: 5.8 a), ”front-to-back

count” (figure: 5.8 b), ”mobile time” (figure: 5.8 c), ”distance travelled” (figure: 5.8 d), these

differences however remain statistically homogeneous. A descriptive statistical summary

of the data is presented in table: 5.1. A description of terms used in analysis is presented in

table: B1.

5.8 Discussion

Screening of therapeutic reagents in relatively younger murine models of diseases presents

challenges in translating into clinical trials, as OPMD is usually medically diagnosed in the

later stages of life. Furthermore, pathogenesis of disease in OPMD mice is markedly differ-

ent from disease progression in human patients. The disease profile in the model is early

onset and induced in all skeletal muscles 384, whereas the aetiological profile in humans

involves a late onset dystrophy in the extraocular and pharyngeal muscles, with proximal

limb muscles also selectively affected dependant on disease progression and severity 158. The

similarities in clinical presentation of sarcopenia and late onset muscular dystrophies also

present unique challenges in disease diagnosis and treatment. In order to comprehensively

assess therapeutic efficacy, it is hence essential to examine the effect of any proposed reagent
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Table 5.1: Open field behaviour of 52-week old OPMD mice does not change with treatment: A17 and FvB mice
were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd
week of age. Open field behaviour was analysed for a subset of mice (n = 5) over an hour over four days, and the
average measurements of 20 observa ons per group is represented below.

Activity A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM

Active time (s) 84 6 44 4 122 8 114 7
Distance travelled (m) 9 1 5 0 13 1 14 1
Fast activity (bks) 13 1 6 1 23 2 22 2
Fast mobile counts 10 1 5 1 20 2 20 2
Fast static counts 3 0 1 0 3 0 3 0
Front-to-back counts 13 1 8 1 19 1 22 1
Innactive time (s) 500 8 556 4 465 9 486 7
Mobile time (s) 33 3 17 2 57 5 57 4
Slow activity (bks) 93 7 49 5 137 9 127 7
Slow mobile counts 32 3 18 2 58 5 57 4
Slow static counts 61 5 31 3 79 4 70 4
Static time (s) 51 4 27 2 66 3 57 3
Total activity (bks) 106 8 55 5 160 11 149 9
Total mobile counts 43 4 23 2 78 7 77 6
Total static counts 63 5 32 3 82 5 73 4
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Figure 5.8: Effect of RK35 an body on the open field behaviour of 52-week old OPMD mice: A17 and FvB mice
were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd
week of age. Open field behaviour was analysed for a subset of mice (n = 5) over an hour over four days, and the av-
erage measurements of 20 observa ons per group is plo ed, bars represen ng SD. (a) total ac vity represents aver-
age total beam breaks, (b) front-to-back counts represents the number of mes mouse crossed the length of the cage
(c) mobile me represents the amount of mes the mouse crossed a minimum distance threshold and (d) Distance
travelled. Sta s cal analyses were conducted, with p values obtained by mul ple t-tests a er an FDR correc on, and
no significant change was found across all groups.
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on aged disease models to elucidate and model the interaction between disease phenotype,

and pharmacokinetic effects of the candidate drug.

Inhibition of myostatin has been shown to increase muscle mass, muscle fibre diameter,

decrease fibrosis and increase maximal force; all clinically relevant endpoints which may as-

sist in ameliorating symptoms of sarcopenia and muscular dystrophy. While the effect of

anti-myostatin regimens on murine models of muscular dystrophy have been investigated,

there exists minimal evidence on the effect of myostatin inhibition on late onset muscular

dystrophies. While in an early study, Wagner et al. 400 reports that long-term loss of myo-

statin in agedMstn−/−/mdxmice display decreased fibrosis, decreased myosteatosis, and

maintained their muscle mass, a myostatin null animal presents a markedly different phe-

notype than a model administered with a post-natal myostatin blocker. On the other hand

a study by Parsons et al. 299 reported minimal effect of the anti-myostatin antibody JA-16

on 32 month old murine models of LGMD2F. Other studies have included the analysis of

anti-myostatin antibodies (PF-354 221,288, RK359, ATA 842 57), or use of propeptide based

reagents 16,72, on aged mice to evaluate rescue of sarcopenic symptoms which we propose to

correlate with the effect of RK35 on 52-week old A17 mice 317.

The OPMD model mice at 52-weeks of age posses a lower body and muscle mass than

the FvB controls. The inhibition of myostatin presented strong trends to restore disease

associated loss of body mass (a non-significant 6% increase observed mainly in the first

five weeks of the treatment regimen). Other antibody based treatment strategies similarly

produced either non-significant9 or 5%-7% increase in body mass in aged non-dystrophic

mice 57,288. The treatment associated increase in muscle masses (by 14% and 32% in TA and

EDL) observed is promising, as it indicates that inhibition of myostatin may be a valid
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strategy to ameliorate loss of muscle mass in advanced stages of disease progression. Other

strategies report similar scale of increase in muscle mass, ranging from 10%-20% for strate-

gies that directly inhibit myostatin 57,220,221,288, and 25%-30% when an activin receptor IIB

(ACTRIIB) soluble receptor was used72. In 1 year old C57/BL10 mice administered a short

term (4 weeks) treatment regimen with RK35, a 26% and 17% change in muscle masses of

the TA and the quadriceps were reported9. Interestingly in the same study, no significant

change in the gastrocnemius was observed for the 1 year old mice, though an significant

increase was indeed reported for a younger cohort9. Myostatin signalling is canonically

achieved by two distinct pathways, the ACTRIIB pathway and the bone morphogenetic

protein (BMP) pathway224,340. We speculate fast muscle fibres such as those in the EDL

to be more sensitive to myostatin signalling than other muscles (and consequently more

sensitive to inhibition of myostatin), as type II myofibres display an increased density of

ACTRIIB receptors 269,424, displaying an increased response to the administered RK35 anti-

body.

A significant increase in the mass of the soleus by 28% was observed in this study. Previ-

ous reports though indicate that inhibition of myostatin minimally influences contractile

properties on the soleus in-spite of an increase in the mass of theMSTN−/− mice 202,269,

other reports also support a 20% increase in the muscle mass of the soleus observed in aged

mice when administered an anti-myostatin regimen 288, and in younger mice administered

with a propeptide reagent 125,281 whereas Morine et al. 281 reports no change in the mass of

the soleus when using a novel gene therapy based inhibitor. No change in the mass of the

soleus was observed for the age-matched healthy FvB control mice in this study.269,424.

While appreciating that type I myofibres in muscles remain mostly unaffected during the
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ageing process, and the overall percentage of type I myofibres undergo enrichment due to

motor unit remodelling of type II myofibres 52,53,86,97,185,391, we speculate that the disease pro-

gression may alter metabolism of slow-twitch myofibres, increasing their sensitivity to an

anti-myostatin reagent, which is not observed in age-matched controls in the OPMD mod-

els at 52-weeks of age.

Different muscle fibres display varying responses to inhibition of myostatin (for example,

the fast twitch IIB fibres display increased density of the ACTRIIB receptors as compared

to the slow twitch type I fibres). This fibre type specific response can perhaps be further

elucidated by correlating and measuring the increase in muscle fibre diameter on a per fibre

type basis, to specifically characterise the effect of the antibody on the aeitological profile

of the disease. Furthermore, the histological profile can can be quantified in the soleus, to

analyse the increase in muscle mass observed .

The OPMD mice at 52-weeks of age display a disease associated reduced muscle strength

(possibly resulting from the decreased muscle mass; evidenced by forelimb grip strength).

While other anti-myostatin strategies in aged non-dystrophic mice present a 12%-20% in-

crease in grip strength or other measures of muscle function (such as running time on

treadmills) 57,221,358, The increase in muscle mass for the treated mice in this study however

did not correlate to an associated increase in muscle strength. While the open field test is

routinely used to analysemdx models of Duchenne muscular dystrophy where the predic-

tive validity of certain aspects of the assay correlates to the 6 minute walk test, assessing

clinical endpoints in cases of OPMD models remains complex, and presents an opportu-

nity for further study. In this study, no difference in voluntary locomotor activity between

the mice was reported, though a longer period of analysis might attenuate the variability
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associated with circadian rhythms. Another accurate measurement of muscle function can

be achieved via in-situ electrophysiological assays and may elucidate if disease associated

changes in fibre metabolism and consequent pattern of motor unit recruitment remains

affected.

The increase in muscle mass was not accompanied by a significant increase in myofibre

diameter (a non-significant increase by 4% and 2% in TA and EDL was observed). The at-

tenuated response of the antibody thus observed is surprising as it does not correlate with

the increase in muscle mass observed (figure: 5.3). The observed non-significant increase

in myofibre diameter may result from myofibres attaining maximal fibre diameter at 52-

weeks of age. However, this does not explain the increase in myofibre diameter in the FvB

controls (13% and 14% in TA and EDL), nor the 12%-15% increase in myofibre diameter ob-

served in aged non-dystrophic mice 16,288,358. This may suggest that the response to the anti-

body observed in the soleus (and by extension the efficacy of the antibody) correlates more

to disease progression than the age of the animals themselves.

The untreated A17 mice displayed a marked increased collagen VI deposition when com-

pared to the untreated FvB controls in the TA and EDL, which was reduced by 40% and a

non-significant 8% in the TA and EDL when administered with the antibody. Pathophys-

iological age / dystrophy associated fibrosis and consequent scarring results in sarcolem-

mal fragility, disturbances in calcium ion homeostasis, inflammation, reduction of motile

and contractile functions, and reduction of available tissue for therapeutic intervention249.

Myostatin is a known regulator of fibroblast activation and apoptosis, with anti-myostatin

agents shown to have an anti-fibrotic effect in other models of muscular dystrophy233,234.

While the minimal treatment associated anti-fibrotic response in the EDL is surprising, the
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partial reduction in area of collagen VI deposition observed in the TA is promising, as it

shows that an anti-myostatin regimen in advanced stages of disease progression can partially

reduce expression of collagen VI. It remains to be investigated if an increased dose might

cause a concordant increase in myofibre diameter, and the effect of a dose-response in aged

OPMD mice.

As hypothesised, no change in myonuclear INI density was observed when the A17 mice

were administered with the antibody, underlining a need for a combinatorial approach for

myostatin knockdown with a gene therapy based strategy to effect a long-term solution

to the disease phenotype. For example, Malerba et al. 246 reports that a knockdown of en-

dogeneous PABPN1 by a shRNA, and simultaneous replacement of a (codon optimised)

human PABPN1 improved muscle transcriptional and histological profile, and ameliorated

atrophic symptoms. Though an increase in muscle mass was not reported in the study 246,

a combinatorial approach with a myostatin inhibitor and a gene therapy reagent may assist

in ameliorating muscle atrophy and correcting the disease genotype. We further speculate

that disease progression at 52-weeks of age in the A17 OPMD model to have compromised

the muscle structure, causing an attenuation of the therapeutic effect observed at the ad-

ministered dose of the antibody 344. This attenuated response to the treatment regimen per-

haps additionally indicates the need for a modified therapeutic regimen, to correct atrophic

symptoms and restore muscle function in advanced stages of disease progression.
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Although large clusters of victims can be found, OPMD

so rare, to be neglected by some popular neurologic

text books. Besid , its cardinal clinical featur are non-

specific manifestations; misinterpreted other ageing

disorders. The crucial diagnostic faciliti of OPMD,

EM and genetic analys , are not widely available in

developing countri .

Chien 71

Chapter 6

Treatment with anti-myostatin antibody RK35 partially

reverses metabolic dysregulation observed in energy pro-

duction pathways of OPMD

6.1 Introduction

Mass spectrometric profiles of a number of muscular dystrophies have been investigated in

various studies 2,39,144,145. Qualitative and quantitative metabolomic analyses of Duchenne

muscular dystrophy (DMD), Becker’s muscular dystrophy (BMD), facioscapulohumeral

muscular dystrophy (FSHD), and limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) (2A and 2B),

myotonic dystrophy - 1 (MD-1) found significant increases in glycogen and energy related
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pathways, dysregulation in metabolism of fatty-acids, amino acids and corticosteroids 360.

The characterisation of the serum metabolome would assist in elucidating possible biomarker

candidates which can serve as diagnostic, prognostic and surrogate markers to aid in clinical

and pre-clincial trials.

Due to limited data available in the oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD)

model system or patient samples, a non-hypothesis driven pilot study was performed in-

order to generate data to inform future studies. The serum metabolite levels of 5 male A17

OPMD murine model (untreated A17 mice), 5 male A17 mice treated systemically with an

anti-myostatin antibody (10mg/kg IP weekly for 10 weeks from 12 weeks of age; in-order to

gauge response to a therapeutic increase of muscle mass) and 5 control male FvB mice were

analysed by GCMS to propose new diagnostic criteria for OPMD 291 . The mice used in this

expeirment were the same mice used in Chapter 4 (figure: 4.1), however the FvB + RK35

group was not analysed due to limited sample availability .

Mice were fasted overnight, serum samples extracted after cardiac puncture, were sub-

ject to liquid-liquid extraction, chemical derivatisation and GCMS analysis. Grouped data

files were uploaded to XCMS Online 371 for alignment, and then the data were uploaded to

Metaboanalyst 4.0422 to perform univariate (t-test) statistics, multivariate (PLS-DA) analy-

sis of variance, and pathway enrichment analysis.

6.2 Statistical analyses of serum metabolic profile of murine models of OPMD

in early stages of disease

Serum samples from 12 week old A17 and FvB mice subject to a weekly anti-myostatin treat-

ment regimen with the antibody RK35 (10mg/kg IP) or saline for 10 weeks was subject to
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GC/MS analysis. In order to obtain a snapshot of metabolite flux, identify important fea-

tures and assess differences between phenotypes, metabolite features were examined by

univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA), and a supervised multivariate partial least square

discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were performed * .

6.2.1 Univariate statistical analyses reveal dysregulated metabolite features

due to the disease condition in the OPMD mice

An ANOVA was performed in-order to determine metabolites changed in the untreated

A17 and treated A17 from the healthy untreated FvB controls. To determine significant fea-

tures, a cut off value for the false discovery rate (FDR) was set to 0.1, and p value for the

ANOVA F-test set to 0.05. Of 48 metabolites detected (40 of which were identified by the

national institute of standards and technology (NIST)) 20 metabolites displayed signifi-

cant differences between at least two of the groups analysed Multiple t-tests were then con-

ducted, and significance values adjusted with Tukey’s HSD (cut off at p < 0.05) to elucidate

differences between groups. The results are summarised in table 6.1.

6.2.2 Multivariate statistical models reveal distinct metabolic profiles for

the A17 mice from the FvB mice

A multivariate PLS-DA analysis reported that the first two principal components accounted

for over 50% of the variability between the samples. The model produced a distinct separa-

tion of the FvB and A17 groups (figure: 6.4 (a)), suggesting a unique metabolic profile for

*The PLS-DA sharpens the separation between groups of observations by rotating principal components
to attain maximal separation and provide information to which variables contribute to the separation. A
variable importance projection (VIP) score summarises the variable influence across all component dimen-
sions 298,422
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Table 6.1: Change in serum metabolite levels of 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body
(10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age, fasted and sera extracted by cardiac puncture. GCMS analysis was performed on sera and an ANOVA
was performed in-order to detect significant differences between groups.Baseline effect of disease represents change observed when the untreated A17
mice are compared to the FvB mice. Effect of the treatment regimen represents the change observed when the treated A17 mice are compared to the un-
treated A17 mice. (↑), (↓) and (=) indicate significant upregula on, downregula on, and change change in the treated A17 mice that is restored to the levels
of FvB controls, unless specified otherwise. No change indicates no significant differences or trends observed between groups being compared.

Name Type Figure Baseline effect of disease Effect of treatment regimen

3-Hydroxyadipic acid Fatty acids 6.1 g ↑ no change

Arachidonate Fatty acids 6.1 d ↑ ↓

cis-4,7,10,13,16,19-Docosahexaenoate Fatty acids 6.1 e ↑ =

Creatinine Misc 6.3 d ↑ no change

D-Ribose Misc 6.2 f ↑ ↓ (trend)

Glyceric acid Fatty acids 6.1 b ↑ no change

Glycerol Fatty acids 6.1 a ↑ no change

Glycerol-3-phosphate Mitochondria 6.2 a ↑ =

Linoleic acid Fatty acids 6.1 c ↑ = (trend)

Malate Mitochondria 6.2 d ↑ =

Unknown fatty acid (311) Fatty acids 6.1 h ↑ no change

5-Tetradecenoic acid Fatty acids 6.1 f ↑ (trend) ↑
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Table 6.1 continued from previous page

Name Type Figure Baseline effect of disease Effect of treatment regimen

L-Serine Amino acid 6.3 b ↓ (trend) ↑

L-Threonine Amino acid 6.3 c ↓ (trend) = (trend)

Unknown compound (350-1) Misc 6.3 g ↓ (trend) =

Cholesterol Misc 6.3 h no change ↑

Fumarate Mitochondria 6.2 c no change no change

Glutamate Amino acid 6.2 e no change ↑

L-Phenylalanine Amino acid 6.3 a no change ↑

Pyroglutamic acid Misc 6.3 f no change ↑

Unknown glycerodiphosphate (654) Misc 6.2 b no change ↑

Uracil Misc 6.3 e no change ↑
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Figure 6.1: Change in serum metabolite levels of 22-week old OPMD mice (fa y acids): Mice were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the
RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age (n = 5 per group), fasted and sera extracted by cardiac puncture. GCMS analysis was
performed on sera, metabolite abundance was normalised to an internal standard and an ANOVA was performed on normalised metabolite abundance in-
order to detect significant differences between groups when comparing fa y acid molecules. Data presented as mean± SEM, with Tukey’s HSD correc on
applied for mul ple comparison.
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Figure 6.2: Change in serum metabolite levels of 22-week old OPMD mice (mitochondrial intermediates): Mice were administered a weekly regimen of either
saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age (n = 5 per group), fasted and sera extracted by cardiac puncture. GCMS
analysis was performed on sera, metabolite abundance was normalised to an internal standard and an ANOVA was performed on normalised metabolite
abundance in-order to detect significant differences between groups when comparing metabolites involved in mitochondrial processes. Data presented as
mean± SEM, with Tukey’s HSD correc on applied for mul ple comparison.
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Figure 6.3: Change in serum metabolite levels of 22-week old OPMD mice (Amino acids and misc.): Mice were administered a weekly regimen of either saline
or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age (n = 5 per group), fasted and sera extracted by cardiac puncture. GCMS analysis
was performed on sera, metabolite abundance was normalised to an internal standard and an ANOVA was performed on normalised metabolite abundance
in-order to detect significant differences between groups. Data presented as mean± SEM, with Tukey’s HSD correc on applied for mul ple comparison.
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Figure 6.4: PLS-DA of serum metabolite features from 22-week old OPMD mice: Mice were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35
an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age (n = 5 per group), fasted and sera extracted by cardiac puncture. GCMS data was subject to a
(a)Mul variate PLS-DA analysis (b) and associated VIP scores to iden fy important features were conducted. Analyses were conducted using Metaboanalyst
v4.0 422.
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the A17 mice. The quality of the PLS-DA model evaluated by R2 (indicating model fit) and

Q2 parameters (indicating model prediction ability) over first 5 principle components, were

0.94 and 0.59 respectively. To investigate metabolites contributing most to observed differ-

ences between the untreated A17 mice, treated A17 mice and the FvB controls, metabolite

features ranked by variable importance in projection (VIP) scores based on the PLS-DA

statistical model were analysed. The VIP scores mathematically estimate the importance of

a variable (in this case expression of a metabolite feature per animal) and calculates the in-

fluence of said variable on group separation. They scores estimate the importance of each

variable (variables that contribute most to the separation of atleast 2 groups) in the pro-

jection used in a PLS model. A variable with a VIP Score close to or greater than 1 (one)

can be considered important in given model . Metabolite features with VIP > 1 (figure: 6.4

(b)), include Glycerol (VIP 5.2; figure: 6.1 (a)), Pyroglutamate (VIP 2.3; figure: 6.3 (f)), N-

Acetylgalactosamine (VIP 1.9), L-Serine (VIP 1.8; figure: 6.3 (f)) and Arachidonate (VIP 1.6;

figure: 6.1 (d)). Interestingly, the PLS-DA plots indicate that while the serum metabolome

is not reverted to a wild-type phenotype following an anti-myostatin regimen in the un-

treated A17 mice. The metabolic profile of the treated A17 mice while distinct from the

control FvB mice (in terms of group separation along the first two principle components),

the variable spread partially overlaps with the confidence bands of the untreated A17 mice

(figure: 6.4 (a)) suggesting variance in the expression levels of select metabolites than a

metabolome wide change.
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6.3 Functional analyses of serum metabolic profile

Whole metabolite sets between the untreated A17 and FvB groups were subject to metabolic

set enrichment analyses (MSEA). Metabolic enrichment determines likelihood of the en-

riched pathway being significantly altered by random chance, and hence MSEA assists in

detecting any biologically meaningful groups of metabolites that are significantly enriched

in the detected metabolite sets422. MSEA was conducted along the following two primary

axes: Quantitative enrichment analyses (QEA) combined with topological pathway anal-

ysis (PA) to determine impact of feature dysregulation on the overall pathway422, and cor-

relation of metabolite concentration with enzyme dysfunction predicted by a genome scale

network model of metabolism (enzyme enrichment) 355.

6.3.1 Quantitative enrichment analyses reveal a dysregulation of energy pro-

duction pathways between the untreated A17 and FvB mice

The metabolite features were initially profiled against a (curated) superset of 99 human

metabolite sets based on metabolic pathways (similar to a gene ontology analysis). The

MSEA-QEA reports Of the top 25 pathways enriched, 9 pathways were found to be signifi-

cantly affected with a cut off p value set to 0.05. Curated terms (matched against the human

small molecule pathway database with SMP ids provided 129,189) found significantly enriched

wereGlycerolipid Metabolism (SMP00039),Galactose Metabolism (SMP00043),Alpha

Linolenic Acid and Linoleic Acid Metabolism (SMP00018),Arachidonic Acid Metabolism

(SMP00075), Cardiolipin Biosynthes (SMP20986),De Novo Triacylglycerol Biosynthes

(SMP15896),Glycerol Phosphate Shuttle (SMP00124),Mitochondrial Electron Transport

Chain (SMP00355), and Phospholipid Biosynthes (SMP00025) (figure 6.5 (a)).
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The metabolite features were then subject to topological analysis in the MSEA-PA against

a mouse reference metabolome, which mathematically determines the importance of said

metabolite by analysing the position of the metabolite (a metabolite which as a hub / bot-

tleneck gets assigned a higher impact score than a metabolite that is in a branch of the path-

way) in said pathway represented as a percentage score (the topological impact)422. It must

however be noted that the MSEA-PA analyses relies on a subset of curated KEGG pathways

implemented into Metaboanalyst and thus does not represent all enriched pathways re-

ported in MSEA-QEA. Of the top 25 pathways enriched in the MSEA-PA, 6 pathways were

found to be significantly enriched with a cut off p value set to 0.05. Significantly enriched

curated terms (matched against the murine KEGG database with KEGG MMU pathway

ids provided) reported from the MSEA-PA include Linoleic acid metabolism (mmu00591;

topological impact 100%),Glycerolipid metabolism (mmu00561; topological impact 41%),

Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism ( mmu00630; topological impact 6%),Glyc-

erophospholipid metabolism (mmu00564; topological impact 6%),Galactose metabolism

mmu00052 (topological impact < 5%), and Biosynthes of unsaturated fatty-acids mmu01040

(topological impact < 5%). Two non-significantly enriched high-impact curated terms ob-

served were Phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan biosynthes (mmu00360; topological

impact 50%) and Phenylalanine metabolism (mmu00360; topological impact 40%).

6.3.2 Enrichment in predicted databases suggest dysregulation of enzymes

between the untreated A17 and FvB mice

Differences in normalised metabolite levels were correlated next to predicted enzyme dys-

function 355,422. Of 153 enzymes and enzyme associated events discovered, 18 curated terms
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Figure 6.5: Metabolic set enrichment analysis of serum metabolites from 22-week old untreated A17 and FvB mice:
All iden fied metabolites detected from sera of untreated A17 and FvB mice (n = 5 per group) were subject to (a) a
quan ta ve enrichment analysis on a curated human pathways database highligh ng enriched cellular processes, or
(b) enrichment against a predicted database highligh ng enriched enzyma c processes. Analysis was performed on
Metaboanalyst v4.0
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were found to be significantly different with a cut off p value set to 0.05. Two distinct

patterns of sub-cellular localisations of enriched enzymes emerged: enzymes localised to

the mitochondrion includingATP synthase (UniProt - Q06055), glutamine synthetase

(UniProt - P15104), and carnitine O-palmitoyltransferase (UniProt - Q92523) ; and enzymes

localised to the cytosol including glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase (UniProt - P46926),

phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthetase (UniProt - P60891), 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-

acyltransferase 1 (UniProt - Q8WTS1), and glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase (UniProt -

Q53EU6; localised to the endoplasmic reticulum) (figure 6.5 (b)). 6 enzyme families were

also enriched: R group coenzyme a ligase, lipase, fatty-acid-CoA ligase fatty acyl-CoA desat-

urase , carnitine transferase, R group artificial flux along with the following enzyme associ-

ated events: Trehalose exchange, Linoleic acid transport in via diffusion, transport into the

mitochondria (carnitine), gamma-linolenic acid exchange, and Beta oxidation of fatty-acid

(figure 6.5 (b)) 355.

6.3.3 Effect of anti-myostatin regimen on A17 metabolome

Metabolites from the treated A17 mice were next compared to the untreated A17 mice

and control FvB mice; and were profiled against a curated superset of human metabo-

lite sets. Curiously, no enriched terms were detected when the untreated A17 mice were

compared to the treated A17 mice. However when the treated A17 mice were compared

against the control FvB mice, 2 of 48 terms detected were significantly enriched (matched

against the human small molecule pathway database with SMP ids provided 129,189), with a

cut off p value set to 0.05: Glycerolipid Metabolism (SMP00039) andGalactose Metabolism

(SMP00043) (figure: 6.6 (a)). Topological pathway analysis against a curated mouse ref-
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erence metabolome (matched against the murine KEGG database with KEGG MMU

pathway ids provided) of the treated A17 mice and the control FvB mice revealed the fol-

lowing enriched terms: Linoleic acid metabolism (mmu00591; topological impact 100%),

Glycerolipid metabolism (mmu00561; topological impact 41%),Glyoxylate and dicarboxy-

late metabolism (mmu00630; topological impact 6%),Galactose metabolism (mmu00052;

topological impact < 5%), Biosynthes of unsaturated fatty acids (mmu01040; topological

impact < 5%).

In order to correlate and predict dysregulated enzymes arising from differences in nor-

malised metabolite levels, metabolite features from treated A17 mice with the untreated A17

and control FvB mice were enriched against the genome scale network model of metabolism 355.

Surprisingly, no significantly enriched terms were detected when the untreated A17 mice

were compared to the treated A17 mice. However, of 178 curated terms detected in enrich-

ment analysis of the treated A17 mice against the control FvB mice, the following terms are

reported to be enriched 355, with a cut off p value set to 0.05: glutamine synthetase (UniProt -

P15104),ATP synthase (UniProt - Q06055), phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthetase (UniProt

- P60891), 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 1 (UniProt - Q8WTS1), glycerol-3-

phosphate acyltransferase (UniProt - Q53EU6) and glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase

(UniProt - P46926). The following processes and enzyme families were also significantly

enriched:Trehalose exchange, R group coenzyme a ligase and lipase (figure: 6.6 (b)).
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Figure 6.6: Metabolic set enrichment analysis of serum metabolites from 22-week old treated A17 and FvB mice: All
iden fied metabolites from sera of A17 mice treated with the an -myosta n an body RK35 and control FvB mice (n
= 5 per group) were subject to (a) a quan ta ve enrichment analysis on a curated human pathways database high-
ligh ng enriched cellular processes, or (b) enrichment against a predicted database highligh ng enriched enzyma c
processes. Analysis was performed on Metaboanalyst v4.0
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6.4 Change in metabolic profile is accompanied by alteration in expression

levels of select transcripts and proteins

To examine if the change in the mitochondria associated transcript is associated with a

change in protein expression of the mitochondrial complexes II (Succinate dehydroge-

nase), III (CoQH2-cytochrome c reductase), IV (cytochrome c oxidase) and V (ATP syn-

thase) were analysed by western blots. Complexes I had a large intra-gel variation and was

not analysed. While we observed no change in the expression of the complexes between

the untreated and treated A17 mice, there was a marked decrease of the expression of the

complexes (normalised to the levels of α-tubulin77,94) between the A17 and the FvB mice.

Specifically, we report a difference between the untreated A17 and FvB mice of 49% (p <

0.05 ), 98% (p < 0.01 ), 134% (p < 0.01 ) and 134% (p < 0.01) for the CII, CIII, CIV and CV

respectively.

The levels of Ckmt-1 transcript were measured next to determine the effect of the disease

and treatment on a marker of oxidative damage and mitochondrial homeostasis. Though

no difference was observed between the untreated A17 mice and the treated A17 mice across

all complexes, a 100% (p < 0.001 ; 3 fold log10 difference) relative difference in expression

of Ckmt-1 exists between the untreated A17 mice and the untreated FvB mice. To investi-

gate if this change in expression of mitochondria related transcript and proteins was accom-

panied by a shift in fibre type 276, we next examined theMyh-2 andMyh-4 transcripts. A

negligible relative difference of 53% (p > 0.05 ) and 49% (p > 0.05 ) exists for theMyh-2

andMyh-4 transcripts when comparing the untreated A17 mice and the control FvB mice.

Similarly a non-significant exists relative difference of 95% (p > 0.05 ) and 31% (p > 0.05 )
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Figure 6.7: Mitochondrial oxida ve phosphoryla on ac vity in TA of 22-week old OPMD mice: Iden cal amounts of
total proteins from the TA of untreated A17 and FvB mice (n = 5 per group), and mice treated with an an -myosta n
an body (10mg/kg IP weekly for 10 weeks) were blo ed and detected with fluorescent an bodies directed against
individual subunits of all OXPHOS complexes. Protein abundance was quan fied by the ra o of per-sample flores-
cence intensity normalised to the intensity of the loading control α-Tubulin. Band intensity for complexes 2-5 (a-d)
was quan fied by the LI-COR Odyssey system. Mul ple t-tests were performed, and p values were corrected by
FDR. Means of normalised protein abundance were plo ed with bars represen ng SEM.
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for theMyh-2 andMyh-4 caused by the treatment with the antibody between the treated

and untreated A17 mice.

6.5 Discussion

OPMD is a late-onset under-diagnosed rare muscle wasting disease with a strong founder

effect, which reduces quality of life of patients 158. Therefore, strategies that allow the early

detection and expedition of diagnosis in patients will provide a clinically relevant method

to follow therapeutic progression and development of novel therapeutic strategies in pre-

clinical model 280. The primary objectives of this study involves the generation of hypothe-

ses from the analysis of the primary metabolic dataset to inform further studies, the iden-

tification and analysis of candidate metabolite biomarkers in the serum of A17 mice to

elucidate the state of disease progression when compared to the healthy FvB mice, and to

compare candidate metabolites to A17 mice subject to an anti-myostatin treatment regimen

in-order to analyse metabolic response to the therapeutic increase of muscle mass. The anal-

ysis of disease markers will also enable the development of alternative targets to ameliorate

disease symptoms.

Exploratory metabolic profiling of serum from A17 and FvB models demonstrated a dys-

regulation of key metabolites involved in pathways supporting energy metabolism. Uni-

variate statistical analyses identified a subset of metabolites that differ between the A17 and

FvB mice, and multivariate statistical models differentiated the metabolic signature of the

healthy FvB control mice and the A17 disease model mice. The metabolic signature ob-

served by GCMS in the OPMD mouse was further analysed as a function of mitochondrial

dysfunction.
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Figure 6.8: Expression of select transcripts in TA of 22-week old OPMD mice: qRT-PCR was performed on total RNA
extracts from the TA of untreated A17 and FvB mice (n = 5 per group), and A17 mice treated with an an -myosta n
an body RK35 (10mg/kg IP weekly for 10 weeks) from 12 weeks of age. Expression of the (a) mitochondrial cre-
taine kinease, (b) the muscle ring finger nuclease as an atrogen, (c) and (d) the myosin heavy chains as a proxy for
muscle fibre type. Mul ple t-tests were performed, and p values were corrected by FDR. Means of cDNA expression
(normalised to RPLP0) were plo ed with bars represen ng SEM.
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Mitochondria integrate complex cellular pathways such as apoptotic signals, calcium

homeostasis, energy production and have been implicated in various pathologies 25,49,80,290,342,346.

Mitochondrial dysregulation in OPMD has been proposed as a pathological aspect of the

disease as early as 1991, and electron microscopic analysis has revealed abnormal mitochon-

drial ultrastructure marked by ”large” mitochondria and dense, convoluted cristae or ring

like mitochondria with minimal cristae 305. Such morphologies observed inmdx mice are

usually correlated with myofibres undergoing degeneration and perturbance in calcium

homeostasis † . While the state of calcium homeostasis has not been examined in the A17

model mice or humans, a study in transfected myoblasts reveal an inhibition of rate of

calcium release due to reduced sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium content during excitation

contraction coupling (ECC) 133. However, no such change was observed in adult myofibres

transfected in-vivowith the expanded PABPN1 gene suggesting a defect in myogenesis 133.

Another study has linked splicing defects caused in the troponin complex by the OPMD

genotype to reduced calcium sensitivity in the soleus, suggesting an undescribed role of cal-

cium ion gradients in disease pathogenesis 210. The role of calcium homeostasis has however

been indirectly examined across two mechanisms: the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway is

effected by the BCL2 ‡ protein family. BCL2 over expression has been shown to reduce

steady state calcium levels within the endoplasmic reticulum and prevent apoptosis re-

lated mitochondrial calcium uptake 82, and this strategy has been explored in the OPMD

†Dysregulated calcium signalling sensitises the cell to apoptosis, and mitochondrial calcium overload leads
to the swelling and rupture of the mitochondrial outer membrane, which releases apoptotic factors from the
inter membrane space into the cytosol 139

‡In brief, the BH3 proteins act as sensors for cellular stress, and activate the executor proteins such as
Bax / Bak which alter the permeability of the mitochondrial outer membrane via interactions with the mito-
chondrial PTP complex, releasing components from the intermembrane space that finally activate effector
caspases and other apoptosis related cascades. The anti-apoptosis protein Bcl2 attenuates the overall process
by inhibiting the sensor and executor proteins 116.
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mouse90.

Mitochondria present unique organelles in the cell as they are under the influence of

two separate genomes: the nuclear encoded mitochondrial genome and the inherent (lo-

cal) mitochondrial genome (which primarily encodes complexes I, III, IV and V, along

with a few other genes responsible for RNA translation 319). Previous transcriptomic and

proteomic analysis in theDrosophilamodel of OPMD confirmed dysregulation in the nu-

clear encoded mitochondrial genes, and deletions in the mitochondrial genome in human

samples 230. In agreement to phenotypes previously observed in OPMD67,393, our results

indicate a decrease in protein levels of complexes II, II, IV, and V as measured by western

blotting, suggesting a dysregulation of OXPHOS complexes and consequently the electron

transport chain.

Dysregulation of the OXPHOS complexes have been previously shown to have a direct

impact on mitochondrial function primarily due to causing inefficient energy metabolism,

production of superoxide through ineffective transfer of electrons through the electron

transport chain and consequent production of reactive oxygen species (which has been re-

ported in theDrosophilamodel of OPMD67), induction of apoptosis and remain a com-

mon element of most mitochondrial diseases and DMD 319. We speculate the impact of

inefficient energy transfer in OPMD pathogenesis along two axes: the dysregulation of

mitochondrial substrate utilisation during cellular respiration and secondly the shuttle

mechanisms that link cytosolic respiration with mitochondrial respiration and the export

of generated mitochondrial ATP to the cytosol.

The metabolic stress induced by the high demand for ATP by skeletal muscle is met by

two distinct sources of fatty-acid substrates 377. The primary source of fatty-acids comes
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from storage locations around the body, wherein the fatty-acids are released into the blood,

absorbed into cells and eventually the mitochondria by the carnitine shuttle 309. Muscles

also maintain local reservoirs of intramyocellular triglycerides spatially located next to mi-

tochondria. Mitochondrial β-oxidation is the terminal process that converts stored fatty-

acids to acetyl CoA (which is fed into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle) 111,402. Interestingly,

GCMS analysis of the A17 mouse sera revealed a significant up-regulation of fatty-acid moi-

eties detected (Linoleic acid, Arachidonic acid, Docosahexanoic acid, 5-Tetradeconic acid,

3-Hydroxyadipic acid). We speculate that the inefficient energy transfer along the TCA and

electron transport chain (ETC) pathways results in an excess accumulation of unused en-

ergetic substrates which are subsequently converted to stored fatty-acids. Supporting this

hypothesis, intramyocellular lipid droplets are present in limited quantities in healthy tis-

sues, muscles of aged humans, DMD and OPMD patients have been shown to have an

increased muscle fat content 140,142,199,310, which we speculate diffuse into the serum due to

muscle dystrophy 377. which is observed as an abnormal lipid profile in the OPMD mouse

serum.

Another crucial step of ATP production in mitochondria involves the transfer of reduc-

ing equivalents generated during glycolysis in the cytoplasm across the selectively permeable

mitochondrial membrane by the mitochondrial shuttles. We speculate a reduction in pro-

tein expression of mitochondrial ETC complexes may also be accompanied by a dysfunc-

tion in the mitochondrial shuttle mechanisms and possibly the components of the TCA it-

self. The glycerophosphate shuttle functions at the crossroads of glycolysis, oxidative phos-

phorylation and fatty-acid metabolism, and has been suggested to be concentrated in fast

twitch muscles along with the malate-aspartate shuttle 311. The main metabolic role of this
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shuttle is the transport of reducing equivalents from cytosol into mitochondria where they

can be used for aerobic mitochondrial ATP production by entering the electron transport

chain at complex III as ubiquinol 37,75. The malate-aspartate shuttle fulfils a similar function

as a primary shuttle in slow twitch fibres 311, it translocates electrons produced during glycol-

ysis across the inner membrane of the mitochondrion for oxidative phosphorylation in the

mitochondrial complex I 341.

Serum metabolic analysis of OPMD mouse samples identified a key compound involved

in the glycerol phosphate shuttle: glycerol-3-phosphate (significantly up-regulated in A17

mice compared to FvB mice). Further analysis also identified two metabolites linked to

the malate-aspartate shuttle: malate (significantly up-regulated in A17 mice compared to

FvB mice) and glutamate (no significant change observed). It remains to be investigated if

the difference in metabolite concentrations correspond to a change in permeability of the

mitochondrial membrane and the effect of such a change on efficacy of the oxidative phos-

phorylation mechanism. Interestingly, fumarate and malate form crucial components of

the TCA itself, with fumarate generated form succinate by complex II of ETC, and malate

being converted from fumarate by the enzyme fumarase, further implicating the core en-

ergy production mechanisms in OPMD mitochondria (KEGG 00020). The pathway is

summarised in figure: 6.9 .

The second axis investigated involved the phoshogen energy systems which maintain

a spatio-temporal energy buffer in tissues with high energy demand such as skeletal mus-

cles. The phosphogen systems rely on the reversible phosporylation of creatine by the

mitochondrial and cytosolic creatine kinases to transport / regenerate ATP rapidly in the

cytosol 87. Mitochondrial creatine kinase (CKMT1) is ubiquitously expressed in human tis-
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sues. The primary function of CKMt1 remains the maintenence of the creatine/phosphocreatine

shuttle, which transports ATP produced in the mitochondria to the cytosol , maintaining

a spatio-temproal energy buffer. CKMT1 is localised to the mitochondrial cristae and inter-

membrane space near contact sites of the outer and inner mitochondrial membranes and

has been implicated to play an inhibitory role in mitochondrial permeability transition 87.

Overexpression of CKMT1 is also shown to confer resistance against mitochondrial depo-

larization and apoptosis421 § . The up-regulation of mitochondrial creatine kinases have

been observed in tissues with high energy turnover such as tumour tissues in lung cancer,

gastric cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer, and has been explored as a therapeutic target

in DMD 179,346. A significant up-regulation of mitochondrial creatine kinase is also observed

from whole muscle total RNA extracts from the OPMD mice in this study. We speculate

that availability of the enzymatic substrate of mitochondrial creatine kinase (creatine) may

have a positive therapeutic effect (by enhancing the phosphocreatine shuttle 85, and main-

tenance of the PTP complex 105), and creatine supplementation been explored as a thera-

peutic target previously in muscular dystrophies ¶ . While serum creatine was not detected

in the study, there was a significant increase in the levels of serum creatinine (a by product

§There are two major pathways which facilitate the transfer of energy out of the mitochondria and into
the cell: The primary pathway involves the direct diffusion of ATP from the mitochondria and into the
cell via the voltage-dependent anion carriers (VDACs) 201,308, The secondary pathway involves the phospho-
rylation of creatine (Cr) with the use of a mitochondrial ATP to produce pCr via mitochondrial creatine
kinease. pCr then diffuses to the cytosol and is acted upon by cytosolic creatine kinease and ADP to locally
regenerate ATP. The creatine then shuttles back into the mitochondria completing the cycle. The creatine-
phosphocreatine shuttle is particularly efficient in tissues with a very variable energy demand like muscles
(skeletal and cardiac mucles), as well as in brain and neural tissues as it provides a spatio-temporal energy
buffer 105,201

¶Creatine supplementation has been examined in several studies 346 including Duchenne muscular dys-
trophy 120,368,404, mitochondrial cytopathies 369, glycogen phosphorylase deficiency 398, and in animal models
of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 11,212,214, Huntington’s disease 10,96, Parkinsonism 213,254, as well as in brain is-
chemia 5,435.
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Figure 6.9: Dysregula on of metabolites linked to mitochondrial shu les in OPMD: The glycerophosphate shu les (yellow circles) and the malate aspartate
shu les (blue squares) func on to transport reducing equivalents generated from glycolysis in the cytosol into the mitochondria for ATP produc on via the
electron transport chain (red irregular pentagon). Metabolites that are upregulated when compared to the FvB controls are marked as a green chevron, those
who have not changed as blue ”equals”, and those downregulated as a red inverted chevron.
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of phosphocreatine breakdown 148) observed. The secondary proposed (non-enzymatic)

function of mitochondrial creatine kinase involves conferring resistance against mitochon-

drial permeability transition pore (PTP) inducers, and subsequently to protect against mi-

tochondrial depolarization and induction of apoptosis 87. We speculate that the increased

expression of Ckmt-1 observed in the muscle total RNA extract may be a compensatory

(protective) response to the apoptotic signals generated by the cellular stress due to dystro-

phy, and further knockdown, transcriptomic and proteomic studies need to be undertaken

in-order to fully elucidate the role of Ckmt-1 in OPMD muscles 87. Further interactions that

can be explored further include associations with cardiolipin and other phospholipids, mi-

tochondrial porin and calcium homeostasis 286,328,345,347,348,389.

Further investigation into the role of intracellular and intra-mitochondrial calcium gradi-

ents may present an opportunity to discover therapeutic target that regulates mitochondrial

apoptosis and may be a valid adjuvant therapy. Further experiments that can be conducted

include the examination of inherent defects in the assembly of mitochondrial complexes

due to dysregulation of poly adenylation signalling in OPMD, whether the mitochondrial

defects affect all involved cell types (satellite cells, myoblasts and myotubes) in a similar pat-

tern, whether a similar metabolic signature can be observed in human samples.

In order to assess the response of the possible candidate biomarkers to a therapeutic in-

crease of muscle mass, the metabolic profile of A17 mice treated with an anti-myostatin

antibody was compared to the untreated A17 and control FvB mice. In brief, select metabo-

lites involved in energy metabolism (which were elevated in the untreated A17 mice) were

found to be restored to wild type levels following an anti-myostatin regimen. However

another subset of metabolites (including amino acids) were found to be significantly ele-
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vated in the serum of mice treated with the RK35 antibody. While understanding that the

treatment regimen does not correct the genetic mutation of OPMD, this dichotomous ex-

pression pattern suggests that inhibition of myostatin may result in a unique metabolic

fingerprint distinct from the disease model and wild type mouse. The effect of inhibition

of myostatin on energy metabolism has been studied extensively, with various reports sug-

gesting an improved lipid profile and reduced adipogenesis in knockout animals 192,235,263,265,

though minimal reports exist on the effect of myostatin inhibition on circulating amino

acids. As amino acids are essential inorder to effect muscle growth420, we speculate the in-

crease in serum amino acids to be resultant from the increased muscle mass observed by

the inhibition of myostatin (see chapter 4). Furthermore, we speculate that the increased

muscle mass resulted in an increased basal metabolic rate thereby further reducing concen-

trations of select fatty acids and other energy related metabolites in the serum.

Curiously, no differences were observed in enrichment analyses between the untreated

and treated A17 mice. We speculate that due to the relatively limited amount of metabo-

lites detected (a subset of which have responded to an anti-myostatin regimen), a larger

dataset might be required in order to effect enrichment of myostatin associated metabo-

lites in curated databases. The metabolomic analysis of FvB mice treated with the antibody

RK35 may assist in further elucidating the effect of myostatin inhibition on a healthy ani-

mal model. Furthermore as muscles comprise roughly 40% of the average human body, we

hypothesised that a change in the metabolome of the muscle will be reflected as a change in

the serum metabolome. However, in order to fully correlate and link observed changes in

the serum metabolome with the disease state, the analysis of the muscle metabolome needs

to be conducted .
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Lastly, there exists a significant overlap of enriched terms between the untreated A17

- control FvB comparison and the treated A17 - control FvB comparison, suggesting the

metabolic profile of treated A17 mice remain distinct from the control FvB mice, similar

to the untreated A17 mice. We speculate that a genetic correction of the expanded gene 246,

might restore the metabolic signature of the A17 mice to those of the wild type. Though

no large scale differences were observed, broad metabolic signatures observed in the serum

metabolome of OPMD model mice highly correlate with what was observed previously in

other murine and canine models muscular dystrophies2,360. A more comprehensive study

will aid to tease out, characterise, and assay other significant subtle metabolites differences

in-order to identify unique metabolites to disease progression.
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The syndrome of ocular ptos and dysphagia appears to

deserve nosologic identification...a provocative biologic

problem [however] posed - how a genetic abnormality

may lead to a progressive degeneration of a limited group

of muscl - forty or more years after birth.

Victor et al. 394

Chapter 7

Discussion

The 9 general types of muscular dystrophies , each an unique genetic myodegenerative dis-

ease vary in their age of onset, disease progression and severity display a primary specificity

for skeletal muscles. Recent advances in molecular biology have assisted in elucidating the

mechanisms of the muscular dystrophies, and as such the downstream molecular pathways

of the various myopathies resulting from cachexia, dystrophy and atrophy share a remark-

able similarity 27. More than 300 * clinical trials have been conducted in the field of muscu-

lar dystrophy to either elucidate a disease state or examine the effects of therapeutic agents,

both suggesting a strong clinical interest to develop therapeutic strategies to ameliorate

symptoms.

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) presents a rare late-onset myopathy

*Data retrieved from www.clinicaltrials.gov with the search term of ”muscular dystrophies”
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with a strong founder effect in populations of Canada, Israel, China and South America,

who are reportedly affected 158. The underlying expansion of the PABPN1 gene in OPMD

causes tissue wide transcriptomic dysregulation which manifests as muscle atrophy of prox-

imal limbs, ptosis and dysphagia 158,246,384. Life expectancy is also believed to be reduced due

to complications arising from pneumonia or malnutrition (Butler-Browne, personal com-

munication), and there is a severe impairment in quality of life 158. Current methods rely on

surgery (blepharoplasty for ptosis and cricopharyngeal myotomy for dysphagia) to amelio-

rate disease symptoms. Surgical techniques often are non-repeatable and carry a high risk

of relapse 158. Two promising strategies are currently in clinical trials (the administration of

trehalose and a myoblast transplant based cell therapy) and show improvement in clinical

outcome measures such as the 80ml swallowing test 14,158,306.

In our study, we present an alternative therapeutic approach to ameliorate atrophic

symptoms in OPMD, by effecting myostatin blockade which targets the muscle atrophy

rather than the disease pathway itself. Myostatin acts as a negative regulator of muscle mass,

and its discovery in 1998 attracted great clinical interest 224,325. In brief, anti-myostatin ther-

apeutic regimens have been previously reported to increase muscle mass, increase muscle

strength, reduce the accumulation of fibrotic tissue and ameliorate atrophic symptoms in

myopathies41,221,287,288,431.

This report examined the efficacy of myostatin blockade in murine models of OPMD at

two stages of disease progression, by the use of a monoclonal antibody RK35. The antibody

RK35 forms a second generation anti-myostatin therapeutic agent, that has been / is being

tested in pre-clinical and clinical settings9,173,378, which provides additional data (including a

safety and tolerability phase I clinical study of other severe muscular dystrophies 32), which
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may expedite clinical testing in alternative use cases such as OPMD. Furthermore, mon-

oclonal antibodies are more palatable for regulatory authorities than gene therapy based

drugs, as evidenced by more than 100 antibody products in the market (after approval by

regulatory agencies), and represent the second largest class of therapeutic molecules (before

vaccines) in various stages of clinical trials 83.

The OPMD disease model mice observed in this study, consistently displayed muscle

atrophy and reduced muscle strength. Limitation of the model system used in this study in-

volves the fact that though the mouse model recapitulates the disease phenotype at a tissue

level, it does not represent an accurate genocopy of the disease92,384,393. This limitation can

be however addressed by the use of a recently reported model developed by a Cre-lox based

knock-in of expanded PABPN1 in-order to replicate the genotype present in patients 393, as

opposed to a transgenic overexpression of an alanine expanded bovine PABPN192. Another

limitation of murine models utilised in OPMD concern the fact that while the muscular

dystrophy is prevalent in all skeletal muscles in the mice, it is specific to particular muscle

subsets in humans: a crucial variable to be considered when translating any studies from

murine models. Histological analysis of the cricopharyngeal muscle in humans further

highlight hypotrophic fibres with increased endomysial fibrosis and lack of muscle spin-

dles44, a profile distinct from canonically examined skeletal muscles such as the TA 136.

Interestingly, a limited extent of disease progression was observed between the 22 week

old and 52 week old mice in terms of myofibre diameter, collagen deposition, and INI den-

sity. In brief, the mice displayed a general growth or no change in body mass or myofibre

diameter, no change in collagen deposition, no increase in INI density between the two age

groups. Though OPMD mice, while have demonstrable disease progression upto 26 weeks
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of age especially in terms of increase in INI density, the model has not been characterised

at 52 weeks of age. Hence, the series of results observed in our study thereby underline a

requirement to further characterise the model and elucidate disease progression at more

advanced timepoints .

The administration of the anti-myostatin antibody RK35 employed herein at a clini-

cally relevant dose ameliorates histopathological atrophic symptoms observed in the 12-

week-old OPMD disease model administered the reagent for 10 weeks. In brief, a signifi-

cant treatment associated increase in muscle mass, myofibre diameter and muscle strength

was observed. This result outcome is most promising as it indicates the efficacy of an anti-

myostatin regimen in OPMD. As OPMD is a late-onset disease and in-order to assess the

impact of an anti-myostatin treatment regimen on tissues subject to a dystrophic microen-

vironment for prolonged periods of time, 42-week old mice were administered with an

identical treatment regimen as outlined above. A decrease in efficacy of the antibody RK35

was however observed when the relatively older cohort was examined, with a partial amelio-

ration of atrophic symptoms reported. In brief, while small but significant treatment asso-

ciated increases were observed in muscle mass, no significant changes were observed in my-

ofibre diameter, or muscle strength. We speculate this loss of efficacy to result either from

a compromise in the muscle structure, or a compensatory decrease in myostatin levels251.

Follow-up dose escalation studies, along with the measurement of circulating myostatin

levels can be conducted in-order to fully elucidate this effect. This further suggests that in

addition to disease severity, the timing of myostatin inhibition presents a critical variable

in-order to maximally ameliorate atrophic symptoms. This hypothesis can be examined by

long-term administration of the antibody (6-8 months) from an early age (6 weeks) in the
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murine models.

A promising observation observed across both cohorts, is that fast twitch muscles like

the EDL displayed more sensitivity to the antibody RK35. As progression of OPMD is re-

ported to be more specific to fast twitch muscle fibres such as those found in the EDL 269,424,

the treatment associated response observed may complement the aetiological profile of the

disease. Furthermore, the collagen VI content of the TA was found to be significantly re-

duced in both cohorts, suggesting a decreased rate of fibrotic tissue formation, indicating

a possible use of this antibody for preventive intervention in OPMD, for patient clusters

known to be at risk. Interestingly, no changes in collagen VI content was observed in the

EDL in both cohorts, perhaps suggesting a fibre-type dependant progression of muscle fi-

brosis in OPMD (and by extension, disease progression) 384. The fibre type specificity of

OPMD disease aetiology has been observed before, and this can be investigated between

the EDL and soleus by performing histochemical stains using antibodies generated for the

myosin heavy chain proteins, to quantify the effect of atrophy on different fibre types, and

correlating with intensity of SDH staining across the muscle. Knowing the differences on

the effect of the therapeutic regimen on the disease progression between human skeletal

muscle fibre types will allow clinicians to understand the morphological and physiological

basis for the effectiveness of the anti-myostatin intervention . Further histochemical stains

can be conducted such as the pico-sirius red staining in-order to quantify deposition of col-

lagen I and III.

Myostatin inhibition can be achieved by direct and indirect means. Early clinical re-

ports demonstrate a distinct disjunction between efficacy of antibody based anti-myostatin

agents when translated over to clinical trials, as opposed to soluble receptor based strate-
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gies. The first generation antibody Myo-029 (dosed up to 30mg/kg) was discontinued due

to lack of an efficacy at a clinically relevant dose 399. The second generation antibodies en-

compass the RK35 used in this report, a humanised variant of which (Domagrozumab;

PF-06252616 currently in phase II trials), generated a 4.5% increase in muscle mass on mul-

tiple doses (1x up-to 40mg/kg ascending dose administration followed by a 3x 10mg/kg

fortnightly dose administration) in clinical trials 32. While promising, this is in contrast

to the efficacy of the antibodies observed in mice9,173,288,378, which we speculate may result

from differences in human and mouse physiology, and perhaps a change in antibody struc-

ture during the humanisation process. Interestingly however, in another strategy where

an ACTRIIb soluble receptor ACE-031 was utilised in a clinical setting, a 5% gain in mus-

cle mass (with a whole body lean mass gain of about 1 kg) was observed with a significantly

minimal single dose (up to 3mg/kg) 18. Though the reagent was discontinued due to safety

concerns 56, the difference in mode of action between the specific antibodies and the broad

spectrum TGF-β antagonist suggest additional molecules involved in muscle mass regu-

lation. Recent reports have implicated activin A as a co-regulator of muscle mass along

with myostatin 219. Indeed, specific inhibition of activin A and myostatin was reported to

induce muscle hypertrophy and force production in mice and monkeys219. The efficacy

of this dual inhibition was similar to hypertrophy observed with a broad spectrum TGF-

β blockers such as the soluble receptor while minimising observed adverse effects †, and

suggest a possible strategy to be explored in OPMD 219. Other gene therapy strategies for

†The administration of a broad spectrum TGF-β blockers while inhibiting myostatin and activin A, how-
ever also inhibit other essential signalling pathways that occur via the activin and BMP receptors 219. Reports
have demonstrated attenuation of BMP9 signalling via endoglin-ALK1-BMPRII/ActRIIB pathway essential
for angiogenesis and vascular homeostasis in mice administered a soluble receptor 19,88,292. Administration
of the soluble receptor has also resulted in observed splenomegaly and extramedullary hematopoiesis in the
splenic red pulp 219,423.
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myostatin blockade include the use of recombinant propeptide genes42,125,253 and anti-sense

morpholino oligonucleotides 200,240,241, and as such these strategies are in various stages of

pre-clinical analysis. Indirect strategies to inhibit myostatin revolve around the use of gene

therapy based approaches that overexpress follistatin, which is a known natural antagonist

of myostatin (see chapter 1). Mendell et al. 268 reports promising results with a follistatin

based inhibition of myostatin in clinical trials for Becker’s muscular dystrophy and sporadic

inclusion body myositis267. In brief, patients enrolled in the trial displayed improved ambu-

lation as measured by the 6 minute walk test, an increase in myofibre diameter, reduction in

fibrotic tissue accumulation and reduction in the number of centrally nucleated fibres 267,268.

As hypothesised, no change was observed in the density of intranuclear inclusions (INI)

caused by treatment with the antibody in both cohorts in our study. The disease indepen-

dent mechanism of action of myostatin presents a disadvantage with respect to reducing

INI density as the strategy does not correct the disease genotype. There is hence a risk of

the tissue being susceptible to revert to an atrophic phenotype due to accumulation of

myostructural damage or accretion of satellite cells carrying the defective gene into the

treated muscle over the lifetime of the individual. This however, can be addressed by util-

isation of the anti-myostatin therapy as an adjuvant therapy, in addition to a strategy that

corrects the disease at the genotype. For instance, Malerba et al. 246 reported an improve-

ment in phenotypes associated with insoluble aggregates, muscle fibrosis, muscle strength

and normalisation of the muscle transcriptome (though no improvement in muscle mass

was observed). This was achieved by using a virus vector based therapy combining simulta-

neous knockdown of endogenous PABPN1 (expanded bovine and murine wild-type) and

replacement with wild-type PABPN1 (human). The combination of the increase in muscle
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mass and morphometry observed by myostatin inhibition, along with the correction of the

disease mutation by the gene therapy agent may significantly ameliorate symptoms, and

presents tempting avenues for further study. Other strategies to ameliorate disease symp-

toms include transplant of viable myoblasts from healthy (unaffected) muscles into affected

muscles, a strategy which has shown promise in clinical trials 306. We speculate that an adju-

vant anti-myostatin therapy prior to transplant (and perhaps continuing doses in-order to

maintain muscle mass) may assist in stabilising the affected muscle tissue and reduce accu-

mulation of fibrosis, which may result in enhanced muscle regeneration. On the same note,

concerns have been raised upon the effect of myostatin inhibition on the myogenicity of

satellite cells 138,255,257. Satellite cells in OPMD patients have been shown to display a hetero-

geneous profile, with increased PAX7-positive cells observed in both satellite and interstitial

positions in the cricopharyngeal muscle 136, an effect that needs to be further elucidated.

On the contrary, satellite cells on unaffected muscles remain quantitatively unchanged 136.

While the effect of myostatin inhibition on satellite cells was not examined in this study,

recent reports indicate a minimal effect of myostatin inhibition on satellite cell activation in

either pre-clinical 225,408 and clinical settings 268.

Current diagnostic criteria and outcome readouts for clinical trials involve measurement

of vertical separation of a palpebral fissure to characterise ptosis, quality of life question-

naires, videoendoscopic swallowing study (VESS), videofluoroscopic swallowing study

(VFSS), and a swallowing time greater than seven seconds when drinking 80 ml of ice-cold

water, followed by confirmatory testing of the GCN expansion at the PABPN1 gene 14,306.

The identification, development and characterisation of a robust, reproducible, and rela-

tively high throughput serum metabolomic method to diagnose disease and follow ther-
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apeutic progression will greatly aid clinical measures. This report encompasses the first

characterisation of the serum metabolome of OPMD. As muscle tissues are one of the key

regulators of metabolism 263, we speculate any disease state affecting the muscles will affect

the general metabolism state of the body, which will be reflected in a significant alteration

of metabolite levels in the blood serum. Gas chromatography based mass spectrometry

(GCMS) analysis of the sera from the murine model at 22-weeks of age revealed dysregula-

tion in energy production pathways, and mitochondrial energy generation. Further GCMS

analyses on 22-week old mice reveal that a subset of dysregulated metabolites observed in

the disease model were restored upon treatment with the antibody RK35, thereby demon-

strating response to a therapeutic increase in muscle mass and suggesting possible candi-

dates for biomarker characterisation. As this study forms the initial characterisation of the

OPMD serum metabolome, it is limited by the relatively low sample sizes used (n = 5 per

group), and due to platform limitations may not have detected subtle changes in the serum

metabolome.

A comprehensive targeted metabolomic analysis with larger sample sizes can be con-

ducted in-order to fully characterise the effect of metabolic dysregulation in the OPMD

model. Bioinformatic protocols allow the integration of metabolomic data with transcrip-

tomic data, allowing the researcher to examine and correlate changes in transcriptome with

that of the metabolome under specific conditions. Furthermore, GCMS analysis can be

conducted on the relatively older cohort at 52-weeks of age in-order to elucidate the effect

of disease progression and age on identified metabolites. Novel points of comparison can

also include identification of metabolites from muscles, and the correlation of observed

muscle metabolites with other body fluids such as urine, serum and saliva, which will as-
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sist in characterising detected and related metabolites, mechanism of actions of existing

drugs, and suggest new therapeutic targets that can be explored to ameliorate symptoms

in OPMD. The metabolic profile of OPMD can be further complemented by liquid chro-

matography based mass spectrometric analysis of the serum metabolites in-order to identify

and characterise polar compounds such as amino acids, only a subset of which were de-

tected in this study. Finally, it is of utmost importance to correlate metabolites observed in

the mouse model to that of human samples at various stages of disease progression in-order

to elucidate the diagnostic potential of the biomarker panel.

In summary, we propose an anti-myostatin therapeutic strategy that relies on increasing

muscle mass in-order to attenuate the net loss of muscle mass experienced by an OPMD

patient. This report is encompasses the efficacy of myostatin blockade at two distinct stages

of disease progression in the OPMD mice. Though further analysis need to be performed

in-order to optimise the treatment regimen (particularly in mice at advanced stages of dis-

ease progression), we demonstrate the validity of this treatment strategy in murine models

of OPMD. Clinical testing of the reagent used herein can be expedited as it has already been

examined in a phase I (safety and tolerability) study for other severe muscular dystrophies

(with phase II trials ongoing). Furthermore, the proposed therapeutic strategy has the flex-

ibility to be employed independently, or as part of a combinatorial approach with an agent

that corrects the mutation / reduces nuclear aggregates. Further studies can be undertaken

in-order to optimise the dose and treatment efficacy in advanced stages of OPMD. We ad-

ditionally conducted the first serum metabolomic screen of a murine model of OPMD and

characterised a set of metabolites and metabolic pathways that were dysregulated in the

disease condition. A subset of identified dysregulated serum metabolites were found to be
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restored to wild-type levels of expression by the administration of the anti-myostatin treat-

ment regimen. This set of results will inform future studies in-order to isolate and identify

a panel of biomarkers which will assist in pre-clinical and clinical environments.
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Appendix A

Additional data

Table A.1: Change in body mass of 22wk old OPMD mice: 8-10 A17 and FvB Mice were weighed and treated weekly
for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age, with an an -myosta n an body or saline, with sta s cal summaries of the
final body mass presented below:

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Final body mass (gms) Mean 27.21 30.16 29.31 30.98
Std. Error of Mean 0.5654 0.6527 0.6107 0.7544
Lower 95% CI 25.93 28.72 27.93 29.24
Upper 95% CI 28.49 31.59 30.69 32.72
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Table A.2: Change in muscle mass of 22wk old OPMD mice: 8-10 A17 and FvB Mice were treated weekly for 10
weeks from the 12th week of age, with an an -myosta n an body or saline. The mean mass of all muscles were
normalized to the ini al body mass of the respec ve animal of per group, and the normalised muscle masses are
presented below:

Muscle Mass (gms)
Of Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

TA Mean 1.419 1.683 1.83 2.216
Std. Error of Mean 0.02036 0.07461 0.04477 0.0797
Lower 95% CI 1.373 1.521 1.729 2.028
Upper 95% CI 1.465 1.846 1.931 2.405

EDL Mean 0.2781 0.3908 0.3348 0.4184
Std. Error of Mean 0.01377 0.01004 0.02211 0.017
Lower 95% CI 0.247 0.3689 0.2847 0.3783
Upper 95% CI 0.3092 0.4126 0.3848 0.4586

Sol Mean 0.2251 0.2527 0.2277 0.2447
Std. Error of Mean 0.0145 0.01292 0.012 0.0141
Lower 95% CI 0.1923 0.2245 0.2005 0.2113
Upper 95% CI 0.2579 0.2808 0.2549 0.2781
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Table A.3: Change in minimum feret diameter of 22wk old OPMD mice: A17 and FvB mice were subject to a weekly
regimen of either saline or the an -myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 12th week of age. Muscle
samples from 5 randomly selected mice were sec oned and stained for laminin. Either 1000 or 400 fibres randomly
selected from the TA or EDL, and the median minimum feret diameter of each sample was computed.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Min. Feret
diameter of
the TA (μm) Mean 32.68 38.36 41.76 46.8

Std. Error of Mean 0.6373 1.536 1.338 0.6298
Lower 95% CI 30.91 34.09 38.05 45.05
Upper 95% CI 34.45 42.62 45.48 48.55

Min. Feret
diameter of
the EDL (μm) Mean 23.85 34.37 29.13 33.68

Std. Error of Mean 1.089 2.014 1.666 1.028
Lower 95% CI 21.06 27.96 24.5 30.41
Upper 95% CI 26.65 40.78 33.76 36.95

Table A.4: Change in collagen VI expression of 22wk old OPMD mice: Mice were subject to a weekly regimen of
either saline or the an -myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 12th week of age. 5 whole muscle sam-
ples from all groups were stained for collagen VI, and random fields were imaged and analysed for the percentage
area of collagen VI staining.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
% expression of
collagen VI in
the TA Mean 10.16 6.117 4.471 3.346

Std. Error of Mean 0.7759 0.3576 0.22 0.7706
Lower 95% CI 8.008 4.979 3.905 0.0301
Upper 95% CI 12.32 7.255 5.036 6.662

% expression of
collagen VI in
the EDL Mean 10.27 9.413 4.943 5.759

Std. Error of Mean 0.5767 0.649 0.3978 0.6223
Lower 95% CI 8.788 6.621 3.231 3.081
Upper 95% CI 11.75 12.21 6.655 8.436
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Figure A.1: Effect of RK35 an body on minimum feret diameter of 22-week old OPMD mice: A17 and FvB mice
were administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 12th
week of age. Muscle samples from 5 randomly selected mice were sec oned and stained for laminin. Either 1000
or 400 fibres randomly selected from the TA or EDL, and the probability density func on was computed by kernel
methods. The shaded region represents the 95% confidence interval.

Table A.5: Change in INI density in TA of 22-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: Mice were subject to
a weekly regimen of either saline or the an -myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 12th week of age.
5 whole muscle samples from all groups were stained for PABPN1 a er a KCl wash, and random fields were imaged
and analysed for the percentage area of PABPN1 (+) nuclei to all nuclei.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
% INI density of
TA Mean 35.98 34.39 0 0

Std. Error of Mean 0.4591 1.616 0 0
Lower 95% CI 34 27.43 0 0
Upper 95% CI 37.96 41.34 0 0
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Table A.6: Change in forelimb grip strength in 22-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: 8-10 mice were
treated weekly for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age, either with an an -myosta n an body or saline. Median
measurement of 15 observa ons per mouse of forelimb grip strength was analysed. The grip strength was either
normalised to the ini al body mass (normalised grip strength) or presented as is (raw grip strength).

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Normalised Mean 2.306 2.836 2.614 2.67
fore limb grip Std. Error of Mean 0.04181 0.06681 0.09154 0.1071
strength (KgF/Kg) Lower 95% CI 2.207 2.684 2.407 2.428

Upper 95% CI 2.405 2.987 2.821 2.912

Table A.7: Change in maximal force generated in TA of 22-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: 8-10 mice
were treated weekly for 10 weeks from the 12th week of age ll the 22nd either with an an -myosta n an body
or saline. The le TA from all groups were mounted on a mechanotransducer and the scia c nerve was excited at
180Hz, and the maximal force was recorded.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Maximal Force (KgF) Mean 1006 1222 1561 1648
Std. Error of Mean 64.72 60.33 69.22 105.6
Lower 95% CI 847.2 1083 1401 1399
Upper 95% CI 1164 1361 1720 1898

Table A.8: Change in body mass of 52wk old OPMD mice: 8-10 A17 and FvB Mice were weighed and treated weekly
for 10 weeks from the 42nd week of age, with an an -myosta n an body or saline, with sta s cal summaries of the
final body mass presented below:

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Body Mass Mean 29.74 31.47 34.29 35.68

Std. Error of Mean 0.438 0.825 0.5857 0.841
Lower 95% CI 28.67 29.56 32.9 33.81
Upper 95% CI 30.81 33.37 35.67 37.56
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Table A.9: Change in muscle mass of 52wk old OPMD mice: 8-10 A17 and FvB Mice were treated weekly for 10
weeks from the 42nd week of age, with an an -myosta n an body or saline. The mean mass of all muscles were
normalized to the ini al body mass of the respec ve animal of per group, and the normalised muscle masses are
presented below:

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Muscle mass of
TA Mean 1.247 1.423 1.531 1.764

Std. Error of Mean 0.0463 0.039 0.0705 0.0559
Lower 95% CI 1.133 1.334 1.364 1.64
Upper 95% CI 1.36 1.513 1.698 1.889

Muscle mass of
EDL Mean 0.2497 0.3292 0.2903 0.3664

Std. Error of Mean 0.0379 0.0072 0.0169 0.0163
Lower 95% CI 0.1601 0.3126 0.2503 0.3301
Upper 95% CI 0.3393 0.3459 0.3303 0.4027

Muscle mass of
Soleus Mean 1.86 2.374 1.777 1.846

Std. Error of Mean 0.1638 0.1049 0.1155 0.0869
Lower 95% CI 1.459 2.132 1.504 1.653
Upper 95% CI 2.261 2.616 2.05 2.04
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Table A.10: Change in raw muscle mass of 52wk old OPMD mice: 8-10 A17 and FvB Mice were treated weekly for
10 weeks from the 42nd week of age, with an an -myosta n an body or saline. The mean mass of all muscles are
presented below:

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Muscle mass of
TA Mean 0.0349 0.0392 0.0489 0.0563

Std. Error of Mean 0.0016 0.0009 0.0015 0.0012
Lower 95% CI 0.0311 0.037 0.0453 0.0536
Upper 95% CI 0.0387 0.0413 0.0526 0.0589

Muscle mass of
EDL Mean 0.008 0.0091 0.0093 0.0117

Std. Error of Mean 0.0004 0.0002 0.0005 0.0003
Lower 95% CI 0.007 0.0086 0.0082 0.0109
Upper 95% CI 0.0089 0.0096 0.0104 0.0124

Muscle mass of
soleus Mean 0.0052 0.0066 0.0057 0.0059

Std. Error of Mean 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003
Lower 95% CI 0.0041 0.0058 0.0051 0.0053
Upper 95% CI 0.0063 0.0073 0.0062 0.0065
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Figure A.2: Effect of RK35 an body on minimum feret diameter 52-week old OPMD mice: A17 and FvB mice were
administered a weekly regimen of either saline or the RK35 an body (10mg/kg IP) for 10 weeks from the 42nd week
of age. Muscle samples from 5 randomly selected mice were sec oned and stained for laminin. Either 1000 or 400
fibres randomly selected from the TA or EDL, and the probability density func on was computed by kernel methods.
The shaded region represents the 95% confidence interval.
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Table A.11: Change in minimum feret diameter of 52wk old OPMD mice: A17 and FvB mice were subject to a weekly
regimen of either saline or the an -myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 42nd week of age. Muscle
samples from 5 randomly selected mice were sec oned and stained for laminin. Either 1000 or 400 fibres randomly
selected from the TA or EDL, and the median minimum feret diameter of each sample was computed.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35

Min. feret
diameter of TA Mean 33.36 34.81 39.47 44.65

Std. Error of Mean 0.6948 1.75 1.338 1.861
Lower 95% CI 31.43 29.95 35.76 39.49
Upper 95% CI 35.29 39.67 43.18 49.82

Min. feret
diameter of EDL Mean 30.67 30.14 32.65 37.18

Std. Error of Mean 0.9598 1.293 1.099 0.927
Lower 95% CI 27.61 26.03 29.15 34.23
Upper 95% CI 33.72 34.26 36.14 40.13

Table A.12: Change in collagen VI expression of 52wk old OPMD mice: Whole muscle samples from all groups were
stained for collagen VI, and random fields were imaged and analysed for the percentage area of collagen VI stain-
ing. The mean collagen VI area per muscle was measured and the areas were then sta s cally tested a er a FDR
correc on for mul ple comparison between groups

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Expression of
collagen VI in
the TA

Mean 12.01 7.161 4.543 5.195

Std. Error of Mean 1.057 0.5838 0.352 0.2756
Lower 95% CI 9.077 5.66 3.638 4.521
Upper 95% CI 14.95 8.662 5.448 5.87
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Table A.13: Change in INI density in TA of 52-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: Mice were subject to
a weekly regimen of either saline or the an -myosta n RK35 an body IP for ten weeks from the 42nd week of age.
5 whole muscle samples from all groups were stained for PABPN1 a er a KCl wash, and random fields were imaged
and analysed for the percentage area of PABPN1 (+) nuclei to all nuclei.

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
INI Density Mean 36.52 37.34 0 0

Std. Error of Mean 1.019 0.6182 0 0
Lower 95% CI 32.13 34.68 0 0
Upper 95% CI 40.9 40 0 0

Table A.14: Change in forelimb grip strength in 52-week old OPMD mice administered with RK35: 8-10 mice were
treated weekly for 10 weeks from the 42nd week of age, either with an an -myosta n an body or saline. Median
measurement of 15 observa ons per mouse of forelimb grip strength was analysed. The grip strength was either
normalised to the ini al body mass (normalised grip strength) or presented as is (raw grip strength).

Change in Statistic A17 + Saline A17 + RK35 FvB + Saline FvB + RK35
Normalised
Grip Strength Mean 3.755 4.143 4.935 4.483

Std. Error of Mean 0.4267 0.1662 0.2597 0.4419
Lower 95% CI 2.397 3.681 3.818 3.256
Upper 95% CI 5.113 4.604 6.053 5.71

Raw
Grip Strength Mean 106.8 117.3 165.1 148.7

Std. Error of Mean 13.41 4.144 2.841 14.07
Lower 95% CI 64.1 105.8 152.8 109.6
Upper 95% CI 149.4 128.8 177.3 187.7
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Trehalose administration
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✓□ 12 (p. 45): Give a better description of the metabolome in different
muscle diseases. Add a figure to explain.
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references State that only male mice were used for experiments Give
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expected to be. Clarify that normal controls were littermates of A17
mice
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✓□ 16 (p. 54): Add time of day of studies in sections 3.4 and 3.5

✓□ 17 (p. 55): State why weekly, why dose chosen and add that it is a murine
antibody

✓□ 18 (p. 55): Add time of day of studies in sections 3.4 and 3.5

✓□ 19 (p. 55): State whether the person doing the analysis and behavioural
studies was blinded as to the strain/treatment of each mouse. State
which experiments were not analysed blinded

✓□ 20 (p. 57): Add time of day of studies in sections 3.4 and 3.5
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studies was blinded as to the strain/treatment of each mouse. State
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make

✓□ 27 (p. 59): How far apart were the sections? Give details of how the
sections were cut and placed on slides.
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✓□ 29 (p. 59): Add the DAPI concentration

✓□ 30 (p. 60): Were both left and right leg muscles analysed for each exper-
iment (separately, or pooled)?

✓□ 31 (p. 60): Give details of how they were counted

✓□ 32 (p. 60): State whether the person doing the analysis and behavioural
studies was blinded as to the strain/treatment of each mouse. State
which experiments were not analysed blinded

✓□ 33 (p. 60): State whether the person doing the analysis and behavioural
studies was blinded as to the strain/treatment of each mouse. State
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✓□ 36 (p. 63): State whether the person doing the analysis and behavioural
studies was blinded as to the strain/treatment of each mouse. State
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✓□ 37 (p. 64): Add references for Kernel density and the technique used

✓□ 38 (p. 65): Define Feret’s diameter, give references and describe the
technique

✓□ 39 (p. 67): State that FVB mice were littermate controls

✓□ 40 (p. 67): Give more detailed explanation of the mouse model – too
much atrophy, too much loss of mass leading to drop in force

✓□ 41 (p. 67): Give some precision on how much and each fibre type.
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✓□ 42 (p. 67): Explain why 12 week start point and 10 weeks duration were
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✓□ 43 (p. 67): Sex of mice needs to be stated (here and throughout)

✓□ 44 (p. 68): This and all other figures – state exact number of mice in
each group

✓□ 45 (p. 68): And elsewhere (e.g. page 65) – state the age of the mice at
the time of each analysis. Do a flow chart for each experiment, to clar-
ify whether different mice were used for each figure, or whether some
or all were the same mice. Add details of what was measured from
what muscle of each mouse and which were used for which behavioural
assay. State if any of the in vivo experiments were repeated (e.g. page
63, 65, 67)?
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✓□ 47 (p. 73): Added kernel graph

✓□ 48 (p. 78): Clarify “5 muscle samples from all groups” ; changed to 5
muscle samples from all groups were stained for bovine PABPN1 after
a KCl wash, and 5 random fields were imaged

✓□ 49 (p. 78): State if any of the in vivo experiments were repeated (e.g.
page 63, 65, 67)? State if these were the same mice as used in previous
experiments (refer to new flow chart)

✓□ 50 (p. 78): How many measurements/day?

✓□ 51 (p. 81): Say why open field study was used

✓□ 52 (p. 81): Clarify - 1 hour over 4 days – does this mean 1 hour a day, or
15 minutes a day?

✓□ 53 (p. 81): Amend legend to say if it is SD or SEM
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✓□ 54 (p. 87): typo

✓□ 55 (p. 87): typo, all instances corrected

✓□ 56 (p. 88): What is the reason for using collagen VI to quantify fibro-
sis?

✓□ 57 (p. 92): Explain why you chose 42 weeks

✓□ 58 (p. 92): Do a flow chart for each experiment

✓□ 59 (p. 97): table added, here and all instances

✓□ 60 (p. 99): Added kernel graph

✓□ 61 (p. 103): Clarify “5 muscle samples from all groups” ; changed to 5
randomly selected muscle samples from all groups were stained for
bovine PABPN1 after a KCl wash, and 5 random fields were imaged

✓□ 62 (p. 107): Clarify - 1 hour over 4 days – does this mean 1 hour a day,
or 15 minutes a day?

✓□ 63 (p. 112): Mention that, since myostatin has different effects on dif-
ferent fibre types, one could look at diameter of fibres of different fibre
types. Say why soleus was not included.

✓□ 64 (p. 112): Are there evidence and references that open field test corre-
lates with 6 minute walk test? If not, clarify this statement

✓□ 65 (p. 116): check and state numbers of mice analysed
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✓□ 69 (p. 138): typo

✓□ 70 (p. 139): Give brief explanation of Ckmt-1

✓□ 71 (p. 139): Add missing reference: footnote

✓□ 72 (p. 142): Comment on relationship of serum and muscle metabolome
explain that muscle metabolome is the missing link

✓□ 73 (p. 144): 9 general groups of NMDs

✓□ 74 (p. 145): Add that there is a decrease in life expectancy
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